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NPS.BOEZRS: Are you ready to continue?

!/hereupon,

STEWART SHXTH, BRUCE A, BOLT, GEHM~D FT4%ZXHR

and DOUGLAS Ho EEAl'1XLTON

resumed the stand on behalf 'of the Applicant and, havingbeen

'10

previously duly sworn, were examined and testified further as

follows:
. HR.„- PL'HXSCEIAE(HR: Xn view of the Board's decision

as the bench conference, I think I have to go on record because

I'm made a decision.

~ 2 MRS ~ BOTHERS: All right.

33, 14R. PLEXSCHi~R: I would first of, all like to

have these papers marked for identification as Joint

Xntervenors Exhibit, No. 38.

(%hereupon the. docum nts referred to

were marked for identification as

Joint Xntervenors'xhibit 38)

NR NORTON: What are they? Nay we have copies,

20 .please?

HR. FLFISCHAKER: Yes.

I am marking this exhibit not in order to have

it placed into. evidence but simply to have it accompany this
?A'tatement.

The Board decided earlier this week that we would

) P 'Pv-5s 0 pl ~ P Wgl j'l g 0 v I C+P i yh ' ',1 jtp-', f y I 'c
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have Saturday sessions. I requested the Board to recons'der
1

that decision. My reason. for doing so was that I had made

a replesentation to tte Federal District Court for "he Distric<.

of Columbia and to Counsel in othe- proceedings that I would

have in by a certain time in early December an amended com-

plaint. This is a complaint in a proceeding that I have been

- involved in now for over a year. I'e been representing three

county governments in the State of Maryland for over a year

and a,half.

Due to my representations to the Court and to my

obligations, my professional obligations to these clients,
.'I have made the decision that I cannot be here this Saturday.

X'egret-that I have to make- that decision- but that's one of

those things that,you have to do.
I

MRS. BOWERS: Nell, Hr. Fleischaker, in the

bench conference the Board eminded you 'that you had co-

Counsel."in this case.. I, think you should respond to that on

the'ecord.

MR.. FZZXSCHAKER: With respect to my co-Counsel,

there are currently X'hink two people who are listed as co-
F

Counsel in this pxoceeding, Mr=. Steve Kristovich and Mr. John

Phillips.
~ ~

Mr. Kristovich is. an intern on year out of law.

school with the Center- for Law in the Public Interest.. He
I

has been associated wi,th this case since August, late August





2'r

earlv Seote~ier. He has c-:o».1 v rv li tie su-stm':>ve;-'zc.=-c

t

Ij

I
I

Q
j
1

7 I

on %218 case Bnc ttIh'e he "i'D.ll JDQ nere, S 97@ ~2 Kg" «'vt. ~-c=V

he ls l"oi > 'oared o oss'"ez."'vz - these e.m'=' v" I n - sse .

Qr tele panel 'i hat l'Il(3V <Ol t~czj o

as an aQQ —Qist ator ' og t 4 C )ct- foe Lav in +'1Q 'lb
Interest. li„relationship <o chat orgarJ."ation is ih"-'-:: v;as

t

essen ial2.y hired as a consultant.:.lr. Phil" ips has no

invo vement in the subs-anti.ve aspec-s oz ~vis case .'mCi t>lere-

Kore, l thi.rQ-. i'ot in a position to cross-e.":a+inc these

'tGtnesses i

><rxstovlch can be he~'" and as < suggested <

3.f, the Applicant NGQ7 to pu'< cn + ~ ~ Se @tin er c Z hav. t:ri .c"

to prepare l1r. Kristovich fox cross--".;a~tination "f tha::
1

c )itness l suspecf t"cat vIoul< '4Q 'tiers 3 >'tt3 e tiQIe > cq'i iFQz

the nature of IIc~. Beti:inger's test'~t.on@, hilt iver..'(ri-".,teivich

can be h re for that purpose, X believe. He is nmI in Los

Angeles arguing a case in the court. th2.nk lt ls P. State

court, a local court in Los Angeles.

this evening or tomorrovI mornillg.

He is t."ne to return

gw 4 He can be hore for the purpose of c. oss-

exRMning fIro Bettinger ~ X cr nnot he 1ere ~

t

NBS. BQHERS: bell, : think ~te record should a3.s=~

shovI that'hroughovt fbi .sago lit of the hea'"in" yon. hc4ve h=.6,
I

a technical advisor availaMe .'o you, f~ir. Hubbard. '-inc. o~'.l-.an
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eb4 Xntarvenors don't have that aid available to'them-

Mr. Norton, dict you want to say something'P

MR. NORTON: Yes.

You know, X think the record is clear. Early

in these proceedings we discussecf Saturday sessions. Sai~day
»

sessions were mentioned in an earlier Board order,

7-

8

10

12

MRS'I BOEKRS: Of August 8th
'I

, MR., NORTON: —a Board order. of August 8th
'I

II

The Board. announced. —Z don'. thi'nk. iC was early this week,,
1 *

it, could have been„ Monday but X thin!c it was even last. Friday,-.- ''.-
I.

that. we, might. well.. have a Saturday session this Saturday.
'I- I „

Then the Board later did'announce that we would. have a session'

this Saturday, and; we have. witnesses-literally from al3., over;
» ~ '

the-United, States. who have made, special arrangements to be

hera,

1617'hey we'e told that there would be a session on
4»

'Saturday'nd one o them, Dr. Seed from Berkeley, cancelled

19

20

21

some very important Saturday- meetings in the Bay area just
I »,

to be here Saturday..
»'»

)

And. now on Wednesday, Mr. Fleischaker comes up
»

and asks the Board to reconsider.

14

»

We all have problems. I have a practice in
I

Phoae.ix, Arizona, that is. being neglected, at least from my

end. Hopefully, other people are taking .care of, it. Z just
don't understand where we go from here.

I
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Mr. Pleischaker has row announced he is not

10'oing

to be here, It reminds me a little bit of the guy who

is not winning the football game so he takes his foctball

and goes home. He isn't going to be here. tlell, where do we

go from thereP

MR. PLEISCHAKER: I would also 1"'ke to put some-

thing in perspective, too.

I think Hr. Norton's recollection is correct,

the Boa d did indicate, last.,week that, Saturday sessions might

be cons'dered. M that time I made the same arguments or

indicated to the Bo .rd that X would have the same problmns

12 that. I in fact have.

On Tuesday, I believe it was Tuesday, the Board

informed us that we would have sessions on Saturday, Tuesday

afternoon. And it. was yesterday at the bench conference at,

17'8

the end of the day that I raised this consideration.

X= also would note for the record that in terms,

of my availability, X have cleared out the entire month of

20.

December and most of J'anuary for this proceeding. I am pre-

pared to he here five days a week at the hours establ'shed by

this Board,. and could probably be he e on Saturdays af?er

?A

the first of the year.

But right now I have a particular problem that

relates to a representat'on made to a court and made to

counsel before I left;. Hashington, D. C. in late. November.
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MRS. BOWERS: Nr. Pleischaker, X notice that. the

motion. that you'e identified as Joint Xntervenors'umber

38 shows that you have other 'counsel with you on this case.

NR. PLEXSCHAKER:; X'm ca=rying the ball in that.

case almost entirely. Nr. Cashdan shares offices with me,

however has not been involved in this case substantively at

all.. He assisted me in some procedural matters early in the

case, in. the spring of 1977, particularly relating to dis-

coyery.

However, Nr. Cashdan has not. been involved in

.the drafting e the complaint. He is not a lawyer who is
')

4

'conversant wi,th the environmental issues that are- xaised here,
*

~

')
)

, .in; particul'ar the-CXean Mater Act. He is not, aware of the

scientific issues that.. ax'e raised hexe, eutrophication in
15

17

l8:

l9

20

the Patient Estuary,. the bioaccumulation of. towns and

pathogens. by shellfish. He is not in. a. position to re-write
* ~

this complaint.,I'he
complaint was drafted by my law clexk so X

)t

have tried to shuck off as much ork as possible.
7

„. 'RS BOWERS:- Does the Staff have coaar~t2

NR.'TAENBERG: Mrs. Bowers, as the Staff indi-

cated during the bench conference yesterday afternoon, it
really has no position. How'evex', we would Like to put several

comments into, the record for consideration by the Board and

the-parties. X suppose in part it will answer Mx. Norton's
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.question about where do we go from here.

As- the Board is aware, there is always an attempt

to accommodate all the parties„ boy& the convenience of the

witnesses and the convenience .of the attorneys. X think that

has been attempted here on severa1 occasions.

'kowever,practice before the NRC in several

7y

13.

cases has made it clear 'that a pard~.who decides not to attend,.
I'I f

I

all hearing; sessions does so at his or her. own peril; and that-
r

(

if,'~ Xntervenox; ox anybody is unable to attend alX the hear,» .

I

=-.ing assi'ons,- it,'is nevertheless proper for the Licensing
~ ',, y

It'. Board.to- proceed in. their absence.
y

Xn some of those fcases the Licensing Board. it- '--

I *
* 'I

y, self: has,.at'tempted„to make.'yinquiries of w9.tnesses on 9.ssues
, tt

l r

that." have;,beenfraised by.,Xntezyenozs but, nevertheless,
has-:'l5

y

16

I proceeding'. And. X, suppose the Staff, while taking'o posi—

;- tion-, has'o,argument. with the, Licensing Board's decision. to.
I

:" proceed on. Saturday. N'e are here and prepared to be present;

20

21

NR. PLEXSCHAKER: X. would- just like to add. one
I

I ,l I

other thing as a personal note on this.
~ =

* ,: ' informed my clients that this might arise. I
fI *

I

am extremely reluctant to do this. Ne have worked very ha-d
yfl+ I ~'in preparing for this case, and we think we have a good case,

~ '3.
24.

and X am not. trying to shirk a,responsibility, X'm not. trying
to push people into corners., Xt is, pure and simple, a.

f

ques&on of conflicting obligat9one
*,





~ 5

Ny judgment is that under these circum tanc s

in fairly apportioning my time,'iven the representations I
made to all parties, I have to complete this work and get.

I

this, amended complaint in. Xt's that simple.

MRS. BONERS: Nell," as X mentioned in the bench

confex'ence,, and X don't believe I mentioned it in the record,

the Board was also asked to schedule evening sessions. Ne

9i

fO
17'xplained

that CouriseX, needs to have that time in the evening

to'review, the record and to plan for the next day, and'o

we just, 'cannot. have evening~ sessions.—
I I

The Boaxd also frequently has motions or objec-
I

Mons thah, it; must consider- during the evening. =.
'

-, *.
Il

I

:.''::.-,.:,:, 'ow X; know of'ne proceeding. several years, 'ago
\

where the,Board; granted the xequest. to have evening sessions„

and that implant. the Boax'd and„the parties and the, Court
I

Reporter were: in session all. day and all evening. This went

on. for two weeks And after the proceeding .ended, the Board

18

~ f9

'2Q

21

realized'hat there were many matters that had not been.
IA r

handl'ed",fully and. completely, and so they reopened the record-

and went back. They re'ale,zed that there was'imply a state'-
r

of erAaustion on the paxtr of the parties as well as the Board.

So although we have had the request for evening

sessions, we feel it would be unfair to the parties and it =

could. be.very haxm ul to the record to attempt to do that.
" Hel1, let', pxoceed.

'I
'
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NR. NORTON: Excuse me, Nrs. Bowers. Before
k

we do, there is one thing in terms of the objection yesterday

to the response of .Dr.-Smith to the statement — He made a

statement. regarding if this earthquake had occurred and

damage to the site, and that objection was sustained.

Xn the way of making a record, if that line of.

questioning had been pursued, he- would have testified that

9

lo

$ 9
F

20

the, Modified Mercalli. Scale, of which a seismologist -» it s
IF

in his."purview primarily, the Modified Mezcalli Scale,. his
1

purview of expertise'. —that as you go '. up that s'cal'e, each
1

of, the numbers. has a description of the types of damage.'that.

you give a,rating.: for.
1 k

;; *;.:, Forexample,,I'hi.n'.c'. Dr. Smith read'. description
FF

of'he type -of. damage at Mercalli VXX or VXXX, X.'- forget. now=
"1, I k,

a~hich. But. as-you go up that scale, at Modified- Nercalli
1 ,1

Number X—'.Anything below that you do not see damage, to
I 1

/

engineered structures,, and Diable Canyon most; certainly fits
1

within 'the definition. of an. engineered structure.. And I
1

believe that his'estimony Fwas improperly struck, and the

line of. questions that would have folly;ed i~ere likewise not.
I IIk

~

'llowed.

NRS ~ BOILERS: Do youk want to proceed,

Nr. PleischakerP

24

Ik I ~
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1'Bagbl CROSS-EKQIXNATION (Continued)

BY MR. FLEISCHAKER:.

Q . Dr.'mith, I'd like you to tu n to Page 19 of

your testimony, please.

6'

(Witness Smith) All xight.

I believe that early in your testimony, you

',';13;,

':-

'14'6-

17'

. 18

f9
»>

'indicate that a significant measure af tectonic activity
's-..slip rate over time, .fault slip over time, is that correct?

A';. = Yes'.

Q Okay.'.

Now, you move an, then in Section E, Seismicity,
'"'o'd'o- some'- calculations, relating to seismic moment, the

rel'a> tianship" that.;-that, might- have. to magnitude,, and you,

. reach,-a"concl'u'sion'about'hree-quartexs of the'way thx'ough
\

Page 19. That. conclusion, is,tstated on Line 16 through

19
5

"A rough calcul'ation shows that"

one- 6.5'arthquake, every 700 years along the

. 200-kilometer fault will lead'o a net slip
of. about:1;5 meters over. the past 17,000 years."

Xs that accuxate?

Q

Yes.

Okay.

Could you take me through those calculations,

please, slowly? Explain to me how you got to that conclusion.
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agb2 Okay.

~ I should begin with an e~~lanation of what

seismic moment is, because this is critical to this 'line of

reasoning.

Seismic moment is an alternative way of describin

the size of an earthcpmke. Yesterday I described the magn"-

tude as a way of. classifing the size of earthquakes. And

most 'of our statistics on earthquakes'n California .is in

j

l0

12

',13

'l7

'8

-'. the. form. of magnitude In recent years,. seismic moment

=-has., co'me into common use, because it's the kind of measure

k,'.'hat"can form. a bridge, between what. the seismologist "'" ".,

kk

measures and what, the geologist can observe in the ffie1d.'~.
1 f

The basic result, is that'he seismic moment is
- k

'F- ' A

"a:-pzo'duct. of the'verage slip on a'; fault and.the, area of
$ ~

that.:fault multiplied by. the strength of the rocks in the
*

-'surrounding area..

So thi.s measures the product of slip and area.

,; If you have a fault. that has one meter slip at. a- certain area,
4

r

if-.you were to....double the. slip,. you would double the
I

seismic moment or, conversely, with the same amount of slip
if you were to double the area you would also double the

moment.

So basically it's a measure of earthquake s" e..

Xt's- related physically to the conditions of faulting that

produced. the earthquake;



0
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agb3 There are theoretical considerations which allow

us to relate earthquake magnitude, a seismological measure,

to seismic moment and, thus, we can bridge this gap betw en ~ e

seismologists'tatistics on earthquake occurrences and

the geologists'easurements of slip in the fiel.d.

Thus the conclusion I have here is quite an

easy one to reach, because we can assign to a magnitude 6.5

earthquake, a moment. from'the theoretical and empirical

considerations.

The moment'as dimensions of the product of

slip, area and rigidity. In the case that I'e used as an

i-'3'xample here, I have the earthquake statistics for a region

'that".s, 200 kilometers in dimension, therefore, I must: use

'that dimension as the fault length, even though for this
oversimplified —for this simple calculation, even though

we know the Hosgri, in this case is only about 145 kilometers

17 l.ong.

So with that length of fault and an assumed

depth of 10 kilometers, which is appropriate for California

20 earthquakes, a simple arithmatic calculation yields the

slip of 1-1/2 meters as associated with the magnitude 6.5

earthquake on a zone of the dimensions X just quoted.

MR. FLEXSCHAKER: Excuse me.

Mr. Norton, do we have a transparency that Dr.

Smith can write on'? I'd like him to put some equations on
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agb4 the vievscreen»

MR. HOPTON: Nell I'm not, sure,. Mrs. Bowers,

~<hera Mz. Pleischaker is going, but it's highly unusual to

ask an elbert to do calculations other than th'e most simple

kind in cross-examinat on. It's a highly unusual procedure.

''Xf thi's is equations we'ze talking about, it's the sort of

C3u.ng that one should sit doyn and take their time irith,
'rather- than spur of the moment, I would assume.

E

$ 0

t6'17

$ 9

20

Now I don.'t know wh'at he's getting into, but, if
I'e'sgetting into equations, I don't 1cnow why we have'to write

'I

an, equation,- why ewe can'0 just speak an equation, but if
, "1.

1ie's" getting into calculations of equations, then I'on.'4
» 'I

.understa'nd. the exercise.
p

*

-,,'MR. PLEXSCSVEER: It. seems to. mme that, if you

',have an:.equation up, there in front of you, that you'e able
t

V 1

:,to 3ook at; the variables and understand what: the relationship
-ll '' '.

'»

,between the. left side. and the right side is. You can look
4

. at the equation while somebody's telling you about it. And
4

, my intention is to have 'Dr., Smith explain—
p

MR., NORTON: Ne have no objection if'that's all
»

,we'e going to do, to put an equation up to look at. But

'if we'e going to get into complex calculations, we would

i"

ob)ect ~

ll

MR. PLEXSCKKER: If I ask for calculations, X'll
'sk"him what I'want calculated and give him. the time that he
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agb5 needs. But right now X just want a series of equations so

3

we can run through this relationship predicting magnitude

. from an estimated or calculated moment.

MTTNESS SMXTH: X. think the appropriate equations

are all on Page 17 in my direct testimony.

BY MR FLEXSCHAKER:

9 - Mhich of these equations relate the magnitude of

the; earthquake to —well, let me ask you this. first. of all:
.. Can.you state for. me,....

X'd rather proceed this way, if we can get a
=I

transparency,up there.

i,'3 ''(Slide.)
e.

Can you. define for me in an equation the relation
Y

ship between surface wave magnitudes and. the amplitude of.

~ ~

'17

18

20
l

21

the .20-second wave?

Essentially what X'm asking. for is just, an
'

, 4

equation that, defines surface wave magnitude.

A (Nitness Smith) X don'0 have the constants
A

app'ropriate for that equation,, hut basically, it'. proportionaL
1

—the surface wave magnitude is proportional to a logarithm
F

of the amplitude of the 20-second waves. So the larger the

waves, the larger the magnitude in a logarithmic sense.

Q. Okay.
c

Mell, could you write that essentially as a

surface wave magnitude is proportional to the log of the





amplitude plus some correction constant?3'es.
Okay. Could you do that diagramatically up

there?

(Dr. Smith at. the projector.)

Xn some fashion like that, where delta is a

function %mt depends upon. distance.

10'.

'="" '':Q'hat s what I was looking for, -okay.

'.*.. Now, what is that. amplitude-,. the 20-second wave,
f

'1'hat, dies that represent. actually, and how do we determine

12

13,

16

that?
~,

A . , „Let,me,'illustrate. that by drawing, what. a

seismogram m9.'ght look like.
1

*',,'"' -,'kay, can we do that. on. another piece of paper,
I',

because X'ant to. put a series of equations on this one
i

piece-
of''aper.'8

A. Nhat I'm going to draw is a seism'ogramg or

what. we, described, yesterday as a time history. However,

20

21

inst'ead,of: a, record of strong ground shaking that one might

see close in to an earthcpxake and that might be used for
engineering purposes, l'm going to draw a picture of what

the ground motion might look liRe, say, in Europe for an

24'a'rthquake off the coast of California, so.the waves have
h ~

'raveleda great distance throu'gh the Earth. And we'e

typically looking at- very, very low frequencies because not.
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agbv much ene-gy at high frequency gets through 'he earth over

long paths.
4 4'o

that the trace I'm drawing represents the

motion of the ground as a function of time. And one might

have 'various arrivals like this that represent waves that
4

have gone th(z;ough the earth.

(l 13

"17

18

. 19

For example, the first arriving wave mi'ght have
4

'raveled(l'ike that.'t( might- represent this wave. Ne might

~;*.'get- reflections off. the core of the, earth, which. would
,(

4

come in later..
4

Finally, latest, we would get. waves that- have
) (c

I 1

.traveled, along, the surface'f the earth the longest path,

and." they, would come in latest and. might, look like this.,
'; '-,;.-"'-..The period, that is, the time between oscillation

of the. ground. motion, the time between 'subsequent peaks of
motion: here at. 20 seconds is: what is- used to measure the

I'urfacewave. magnitude. Xt would be the. peak motion measured
)

when, the waves have a. period of 20 seconds, and. that is
) 4l
I
'! 'corrected for the. distance at which the observation is made

4

- such. as; to. provide a unifoxm measure

Me're after a measure of the characteristics of

the source, so no matter. where on the earth we measure this
~~an > ~" surface wave magnitude it: should give us KNe same

4 )
I

4

nuinber fox the same earthquake.
'

I

'Q - So magnitude, in its 'strictest sense, is
4

(
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1

agb8 really the measure of an excursion on a piece of paper from

a.line7 It's aF measure of the peak thereP

Xt's this type of; measure. And the general

practice is to make that observation at a number of st'at.'9.ons

and take an average of the result.

Q Right.

Qi'.

8

$ 0".

,$ 2

l3:,,

174

And in some rough way,, that is, related to the
4

energy release,- there is some correlation between, that,
'I

excursion and:- energy re3.easeV'

Yes,1 and there's also a very strong correlation
I

. - with.the size, of the fault and-the amount, of slip'that pro-

duced the earthquake.
I

.'' ',' Now', you speak of a'unch. of different magnitudes

early in. your..testimony., You discuss —we'e talking "'
-, . about„ surface wave- magnitudes here, because ve're. talking
I

about, a'20-second period, is .that correct'Pl

l9

Yes.A.

Q .. Okay.

,.

' -'-Nov,, how about: a local'agnitude, what's the

difference in. terms of these lines we see and the frequencies

ve're measuringP

A Okay. X'm going to shift the time sca3.e nov.

'What; I'e gust drawn is a 'seismogram that might
I

have had, a duration of, say, 30 minutes. These -things go on

r
11 4

11 'I

.S((FJ( V,F+( 44 (4(;,(4 44(44( 'ZF ',, 0 'lh VV'W V ( I ~ '4/4444.1 .. (' .h, ' F 4 4 4" k I (I4 A(4I 4( ( ., FPF 'F(hl ' " 'i(I (4( JK(
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.2
even longer but, just to give you a rough scale,. X have an

hour'f groun'd motion.

Obviously, mj'cale is a little distorted here

but. X wanted to get across the fact that this is a very long

8

kind of record observed at great distance.

,
Now, at close'distance there is anothe 'easure

of'arthquake si.ze. That's what ~ye're after in this uhoie

di:scussian„size —- quote, unquote —how to. measure. the

si.ze, ho~a to categorize the dimensions and the. energy release

of an earthquake. 'f
Okay. .Xn the distance range between about,

'20'i.lometers and 40 kilometers, —400 -kilometers —there'
I' I, ~ I

II '/

'another measure. 'of- earthquake magnitude that i.s called. N>,

Xoca3..magriitude» or; Richter magnitude'. And'. it's defined....

't6

'7

-''Okay, about 600 here rather than 400.
r

, .'„;,,,'The re'ationship is very similar to the N>

defi'nition."

'„7H;llyou put that one over, on the side., please,

the local magnitude definition to the side of the surface
4

wave one2

.2'f Okay.

(ii)

Xt's essentially the same relationship, except

that the measured amplitude is not at the peak, is no't at
the. 20-second period, X can illustrate that best by

drawing another pictur'e of what a seismogram close up would
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agbl0
.2

look like.
Xt's,important to reali e that. this

measure.'s

only valid in this distance range because of the way i"
>

was defined- by Richter.

And in the close-ia distance record of ground

motion might typically look like this wherever we are;-- ~
— -.

'per'haps, looking at, perhaps,'scillations that have-fre-.-

10'2

13

16

17

18

19

21'uencies

of several cycles per.second.

The first arriving wave is the compressional
I 1

wave that Dr. Bolt described'ast night. Some Few seconds
~ *

later-&-the record,-~re- get-a —larger excursion; typicallp-
at' slightly-longer period. which is the.S-<eave.

C

Now the= Richter, magnitude is defined as the peak

motion on this record., Xt'.s-a measure,'the logar'ithm 'of
I

this peak motion irrespective of where in the record it
- occurs.. Xn some earthquakes, the peak motion might, occur

~ n

in the P wave -Bo .that. it~a. not specified at a pisticclaz

period, such as the surface wave magnitude or for a
particulax'ave

group. Xt's steictly an empirical measure which says
s

1

the peak motion in the record, irrespective of frequency;

wave type or time of arrival. That's a measure of the local

magnitude.'3
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Xt is further defined in terms ox the 'ezcuzsion

on a particular type of instrun. nt, oE a particular magnifica-

tion. Most, of that X think is irrelevant to our discussion

here, other=than to note that the type of instrument on. which
F

it is defined has a response to very high frequency so it'
typically—. ML is a high frequency measuxe'of earthquake

size ~

P

And this, also has — This equation that. elates

amplitudes'o'magnitudes as a function of an amplitude

'lso has'a,'correction f'actor in it. Xs that correct2
k

A.. That's correct, again fox scale..

Now.we'e looking at a total record that might
I't

a>'e;-30 .seconds. long'as.opposed to-30 minutes.

,-'':„.'"" 'Q.'" ''Now'hat 'correction, factor is. a„ I'ittle different <,

than the correction factor that applies to the surface wave
K

t

magnitude.. Xsn't that correct2
" A- Yes.

Q . ~ why is 'that2
I

A- - Because the wave pzopagation that is controls.ing*

the distance dependence is very much different, for waves that

have traveled gxeat distances and through the earth than it.
P

~ is for local seismic waves.

And it. also relates to the fact that in surface

wave magnitudes..you are measuring a particular period2 Xs.

that corzect2
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t(

~8
rk'530

Jhat's true. Xt's no accident that'20 seconds

Clg
3t

was picked's the period to measure,. however.. That" i;s

'ypicallythe, largest amplitude wave at great distance

stations.

Q Now just to get clear what the relation is,. this

6 log to the base 10, could that. be stated by meaning that

every time the magnitude goes up one, that excursion of the

8 - 26th wave, if. we'e talking about. surface wave magnitude,

!,

9
J

'.'0

~ 12:;,

13';

goes up by; a.factor. of'107.'.
r

';.:,'':--";.," "'lmost;. yes.
*

, Q =-, Okay.

.'.-., -.-'= „,;-., So.essentially though what we'e talking about

:,';here is=-measuring this line on a, piece of paperP
's

'

h

A - . That''orrect..

15. Okay;

" 'l7

Can. we go -back to the first piece of. paper?

':':„":,'.;,';;;,,MR.. NORTGR: Excuse me. Could we,get these

19

'20

21

marked. at some point.. in, time because if we'e going to get

'moxa than one or two it s going to get confusing.

NR. PLEISCHAKER: Okay, let's mark the one that
I 8

r

has the equation on it as Joint Xntervenors' hibit'Number

39, and mark the second one as JX-40.

BY MR PLEXSCBKKER:

?A ,."O'ould you give that a name'P

25 A (Witness Smith). "Xllustrations 'of Seismograms."
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/
X put the. author down. These are by Dr. Bolt.

(Laughter.)

(Nhereupon, the documents

referred to were marked

Joint Xntervenors'9 and

40 for identification.)

NXTNESS BOLT: They'e beautiful.

(Laughter.)

i„

16

7

f7"

.-2G

BY. HR~. PLEXSCHAKER
T

''Q; -; Now. the second equation, is there some sort of

relationship between the 20-second wave,. the amplitude of the
'I h

20.-second, wave. and. the moment2 Xs there some way, we can
f

., define:. that. relationship2.,'

'.''.;" A.,'- (Witness, Smith)- Yes. That's given on page 17'"
l~ ,C r 4 + A

of my testimony.- Xt says the logarithm of the-moment, —and
~ .~

for moment. X, am using. $0 here —-is equal to 1.5* times. the-

" su'rface wave'magnitude pl~is, a constant.

9 . Let!s make'hat first bunch of equations Number.
f

'1', and'his. one is. Number 2'.
4

A. 'll
..right.'1

Thank you.''

Now there's a thixd equation which appears which

relates moment. X'hink to the area of'he zone that, slips
r

and som'e rigidity constant plus the average slip rat~

A The defini,tion of ".moment" X mentioned a moment
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ago ~ Xt's the product, of the strength of the rock —that'
I

mu —times the average slip --'e'e been ta'lking about

average slip for the last five or six days from the geolo-

~ Fa

. gists'iewpoint. X wanted to make sure:, you know, that
~ that's the number we'e been talking abouti Xt would have

l?''.

l3

l4
F

l5'7

$ 9
'

20

the dimensions of'en~~ eters or meters. And this is the

fault area which. is the product of the length and che vertical
r

extent af faulting,
'.;, Q. ' Okay,.'

F h

'";;,"'; Now this rigidity const'ant, where does that
V

'
F

come. from?'
F

,. -.„;A;. This,'comes from measurements of seismic wave
~

F F ~ F

'.FveIociti'es'.in tAe.earth''rusg. Xt.'s not a,local, property

, ". but, .rather, 'a property oE —in this context, of the average .
F

1 F

of, the entire crust of We earth.
F F

OR NARTXH:. Shat are the dimensions?
Ft

F

.- ''""-'"'XTHESS'MXTB: The: dimensions of'igidity,would

be the 'same as those of stress-times per. square centimeter.
il

"' 'V NR'o PXZXSCHAKER:
I

0 '"- ''You have something in your testimony that, sets
FJ

out. that on page 18, line 3.7. Your testimony reads:

"Xn all'he calculations xeferred

to herein, we have assumed fault depths of 10 km
F

and crustal. rigidities of 3:r 10 dyFnes/cm ."

How did we get that rigidity constant?
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eb5 (Witness Smith} That comes from average shear

velocities of the crust, and that would be a typical number

that would be used'y people who are working in the field o

earthquake statistics and seismic moment.

I believe that number I used comes from a'paper

by Brune.

Could we number that last equation as Equation

Number
32'0

54

A'.-'' . All.right..
«

Q".,-', - ThRTJa. youa

How do. we«measure the rigidity constant2

'- '-A";=', 'rom:the seismic wave velocities which are
« i

measured'.by observi'ng the time:. that it- takes waves of different

types"-to'."traverse: from, one. seismograph station, to another.

57

58

59

There. is..voluminous literature on measurements. of this type.

9 .', 'nd- does this constant that you'e used here

generally'-- Xs't your impression that it's generally

accepted and not too controversial2

A Yes..
«

-Q. - Okay.,

Now the last 'figure on the right side of that

equation, "A, what does that stand, for2

That s the fault area'which wouM be the product

dP
of'the. I'ength of the: fault and,"the. width of'he fault. The

«

source of an earthquake is believed to be .a slip or rupture
Ik I
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eb6 on a fault'surface and thus the surface has two chaxactexistic

dimhnsions, a length and a. width.

'Okay.

DR 25GTIN: Nhat do you mean by "width"?

.WITNESS 'SMITH: Xt would depend upon the
\

I

orientation of the fault.. Xf the fault surface were vextical,

then. "width" would in fact correspond to depth.

Xf,.the fault »-

DR.. MARTIN: The width or depth is 10 kilometexs2
I";'. -" .HXTNESS SMITH: 10 kilome'ters in this calculation,

yes ~,

K
*

BY" NR' . PLEXSCHhKERs
'

Q,'-,;:;,"-:'X, was going to taLc to you about the numbers

-.that. went: i'nto this particular calculation. 'ou used 'a 'depth

35,

'6'.
of 10 kilometers as indicated. on page 18. Hhere dict you get

,. that", number., xrom?. That, represents the depth of the Hosgri
*

that you would';expect an event to occur on the Hosgri7 Xs

$ S

)9

20
*

that'orrect2
A, ''Hotness Smith) ,Yes, I would use this number for

any fault in Cilifornia,, and: I'wouM like to answer that

question by explaining that slip on major faults
in'3

California does not terminate at a shallow depth of about 10

""ki1ometers.Xu terms of the plate tectonics model that,iras

described last week, we'e dealing with plates arhich have

'dimensions of the order, of 100 kilometers 'in thickness which
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w 2

3'-

'coastal California, my opinion was that,
~ E

5, 'II II 'tEE
;" 'brittle el'isti8 "zeg'i6e. ~-"

10 kilometers was the

t .the .paas UQy..

E

I ~

5'»

7',

81

.
9'''

'JQ'

—...12.

$ 6

17"

"38

19.'zo'A

l
Q

* Hhat'speci areal'ly-"-" ""aha kindf.of:data „'if you

»can. reca2 1; "was'the- selec:Cion of XO 'LcXlome ers for central.

'California based, one '," j
I\ g LR

"'„A Nell, my. knowledge arid ezperienca with aarth-
OfE - + I 1 V R ~

akes. throughout t¹ State 'of, Ca3.ifoxnia.
~ E.

»Fg~y:.-reference-" Do any of"the refer.-
1 ~

I

nces 'contained'n: your" testimony permit us to go-.- 'an we
, 11Il'I

o to any; of the references and determine that that.'would be:
I

~ E ~ I

,".,an."appzopriate depth to,.seXect2'

'.;.;".=„-..;.A'"I.;„;;;Tgis,.sreger~ce.li,s.t. wax mot intended for that
»" purpose,''but,', among the ~apers,.3.ist;ePPeze ge; only. one >.that

'4rouldappear .tq,, dsiqqpss. „3,cg;atiqns.„anC, depths, >gould be that
I

„II'.GawthropE,„ant»:.X'a11eye that woold he generally consistent
1 '

R I $ 4', ~It Eg '' N I, R EIr R+lEP E1f,w(a '
~ EIE» ~

I (»,v11h P EL
~ E 1'.YEEE»fEI jI ~ 'EE 4 'lj ot RP» I t<E (- E 1» ' I EE~ 4t 1> jE q +5

'" 41th,.the view that I'have expressed
here.'-,...0

" „'et'ma ask Dr. Bolt:

br Bo1t, is 'this consistent with'our knowledge
~ gee Bromrq x0agteu e'0
-- r",'A, (witness Bolt) 'Yes.'n Uie early '60s when- -.--

E

e: modern networks of seismograph'c stations vere 'started
»R

xn Califo~ia; one of the first important results was that''
»

~ e
~ . LE...' 4 Itl' ";. "

-'

E

San Andreas Fault system had depths mainly between 5 and 10

)i
4P

E

. E

'

A

1'

~ ~

kilometers Mith a
~ ~ R ~ ~ E 5 ~trt R j ~ ~ Ef

E

few perhaps dawn to .15 kilometers.

E

I

'11

j'"

f

~ RRRI
a

1 I

~ 'E E

V

I'
P
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But both the Californ'a Xns~tute of Technology

Catalogues and our own at, Berkeley, which are widely distri-
buted in 19brar9.es, contain many hundreds, maybe thousands,

of solutions indicating this range of depths. So the in-

fexence is that the rupture that.'can produce eaves is con-
4

f~ed to this part ox the crust.

Q Xs 15 kilometers the deepest that, we have on

9'z

',$ 0,-'l4'ecord2

NR =NORTON:, E3:cuse me. X don't'know, maybe

,this term,"deep"",and "'deepest" is correct, but as X under-
t

stood, the answer. to Dr. Martin's question, it is width and

- not'epth.- XC's depth 9.f i't's vertical', but the Hosg 9. X

z.

don!4 believe has'een described as vertical,', and X'm not; sure
' whether: that'. a meaningful, distinction or not. But. we'e

suddenly gone from width." which Dx. Smith put. up on the

'formula to "'depth '"

1

MR. FXZXSCHAKER:
" That,'s- a good point.

2G

'BY MR'ZEXSCHAZER:

Q, Are we talking about different th9.ngs when we
z

\

'alked about width and depth in th9.s range of figures 8 "o

'15 kilometers2

22 (M9.tness Bolt) Most of the earthquakes 9.n the

catalogue are on faults such as the San Andreas where the

,'faulting is more or less vertical', and so it's a vexy fine

distinction between "width" and "depth" in those cases. You
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would only have variations of a few percent, which nobody is

concerned about= in this sort of argument.

Is Chere any reason, with respect to the Hosgri

and what we know about it, to select 10 kilometers as opposed,

say, to 15 kilometexs?

'8
t

II t"

IO

'l3.

$ 4.

15

(Witness Smith) To whom is Che question addresse ?

To you. I'm sorry. Xt was your number I think

initially in the- testimony.
t

, A . And'.what was the question again? t

t
, r

'O' The question is: Ist Chexe any reason to select

the, number 10 kilometers as opposed to 15. kilometers with
I', k tt

respect to.-the. Hosgri?
t

A...': ', Yes, there is an interpretive step in this type
"'of: woxk, and'."would.,'choose 10 kilometers. as representative

F I

of any nearly vertical northwest-trending fault in the central.
t

t

part. of California, so it is not specific to Che Hosgri but

there is- There. are other parts of'alifox'nia where I
18:

t

"19

20.

would not use a similar number.'

O'hexe would you use a larger number like 15 kilo-
I

1

'meters„'f you specified Cho'se conditions?

A In the event that a fault had considerable depth

so that the actual width of the fau1t could exceed the depth,

~ or in a place where the tectonic regime is different such as

in the TRansverse Ranges, I, might use a different parameter.

Where have we measured or determined that?
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~ 't

X think the San Fe nando earthquake vould be one

of the better examples.

The l5 kil'ometers?

Yes. Ne have a good measure of the extends of
faulting in the- San Fernando earthquake.

r

Q Xs that considered a Transverse, Range fault?
A Ws, in my opinion it is.
Q And'hat,'s the strike of tha5 fault?

~
a'ls

12

A. .. X don'. have the pxecise number at. hand.
.r'Q.,-','s 'it generally northvest?

'A,
. ", No, it.!s, more. east-vest, in trend, and it has a.

considerable'ip angle.
(

I

1'4

.15

16'7';

24
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Ranges for which. we have

were focal depths in the

located or determined that there

range of 15 kilometers7

.Q Are you aware of faults without the Transverse

A Yes, X am.

hut: in order that the estion not leave aqu

"'* sense of misinfoxmation, what, I am attempting to represefnt
I

infthis calculation of. moment, as many other'eople have done

)0

$ 5

"16

T7

20

- as"'ell, is the principal part of the zone that's responsible
4

I'-...fox",the'lasti.c: energy release in Che earthquake. So it,'s
II'

not necessary to insi.st. that, no, earthquakes occur below, the.,
- step of a. fault zone in order to use this type of approach,

I

'-- only that the bulk of the elastic .energy release comes. from .=

4
*

4' this„upper'one.
'"

Q
' Nell, .how: sensitive i.s th'at'umber on the left

'si'deof the. equation. to change from 10 to 15 kilometers, of
4

the; pumber on. the right- side of the equation2
4(

(

A.- 'ell as you can see, it': directly proportional.
4

, Q, Have you. determined', fox the cal;culations you'e
done.-here,- how the- moment:,would change-given the ri~iidi:,y'

,I "constant and'he s19p 'rate that. you'e app19ed, if'ou were

to use a depth of 15 kilometers2

4 4"j 0

4"

4''-
4

Yes. One can see that directly from here.

, For example, if one wexe to double the depth of.

the. fault zone, it, would double the seismic moment.
1

. But as you might imagine, a seismolo'gi.st would

44

*' 4-F,FA.W.-'4...', ~ 4* 4 f4F. ~ ......-.4.4.:-F.. 4

'I 4
A 4'Infl F~'VX





I
agb2 not use a relationship lik'e this that. depen'ded on some open-

ended assumption such as the depth of faulting.- So it'
necessazy that thi.s type of approach give a consistent

picture with those faults for ~Phich rate have a good understand ng

of their behavior.

And in fact, this type of appzoich applied -o

the San Aadzeas Fault with the assumption of a 3.0 kilometer

.d'epth, gives a result. which is generally consistent arith,

= the plate motion. X believe a reference for that is a paper

'y Davies and Brune.

' 23

Q Hell, what you',re telling me is, if you use

10 1cilometezs, you get the magnitude you'e loolring
for'?'.

Mo, if you use 10 kilometers, and the magnitude

"'statistics that ve have over the last, half century,, that,

you get a picture that.'s consistent with the geologic xecozd

of slip. Those are completely independent observations,

28

geology on the on hand and the seismic statistics on the

other.

Okay.

Xet me ask the cpxestion —X Wink X've asked it
before, but X think X would like to knur if you have the

I'umbers available, if you'e done this calculation:

Xf you vere to take the same type of calculations

you'e done here and put, instead, 15 kilometers for the

depth or the width, hew would that change the magnitude,
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agb3 suxface wave magnitude that would come out of ~~re number

one. ecgxation up there?

A Nell it wouM increase it.
9, Do you jcnov by how much? I'm trying to deter--

mine whether it's significant, I idion't know, X haver.'0 done.

A " Neil. X'm not going to do the calculation in my

~
. head, but,X,.would point. out, if one were to do, that, then

i,

'0

33

3'4'ne.

would. have 'an indefensible t~e of approach, because it.
r

'would'ail. all the other tests of comparing it with faults
for: which, we have. a record.

+ r

A' '(Ã9.tness Frasier)''d like to make a. comment
*'- in answer- t'o the cyxestion

' 0(" '"'.,','11 righto
. ',A'...,. XC's kind of'strange to sit here and listen

'I

'o': the, width or depth argument being used and Stewart. i'
'

" 'attempting to describe ~Thy he used the 10 kilometers. *

20

The nature of *the cauculation pxepared in
i

,Dx.: Smith's test:imony is that he has estimated fault Length,
I

fault Sixth, put,his hest )udgment on these numbers and

reIaCed this t:o slip rate.

It turns out that if-he would have used 15

23 lip rate, no&

-tMng. He'

Xf he goes

kilometers, he would have gotten a smaller s

a large~ slip rate. This is a conservative

saying 'he's holding it do~ to 10 kilometers
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3

up to 15 kilometers, he's going to get a smaller slip rate.

That's assuming that we know what the slip rate

isa

MR. NORTON: Excuse me, is Mr. Fleischaker

testifying or questioning or what?

MRS. BOHERS: Millyou rephrase whatever that

was?

BY MR FLEISQDQCER.

10

Q

A

Doesn''hat assume a given slip rate?

(Witness Prazier) I'm merely commenting with

regard to the testimony presented here, that, Dr. Smith has

presented equations that are acceptable in the seismological

15

; 17

19

20

community and'from these equations, attempting to ezpla'in

- how we can accomodate this kind of slip rate.

And in Equation Th-ee, if one has to accomodate

a certain amount of slip rate, one can see from that last
equation, Equation Three, that if you up the width, you can

accomodate the seismicity with a smaller slip rate.

Okay. lfe're talking about the same thing, Z'm

trying to understand the nature of it.
To obtain the same magnitude, surface wave

magnitude, if you increase A, you have to increase U.

Okay. X understand that.

Okay,-let me see if Z understand.

You then plug in your rigidity constant, .a given





agb5 slip rate and your area.

A f'fitness Smith) Xn this rase, it wov.ld be total

slip rathe than slip rate.

I m sorM~~ p right+ 03cP.J

Noir azaa, in this case in your t stimony, was a

function of an estimated depth of 10 l-ilometers and 145

10

13

" seismicity and the faults and so I had the statistics for

a region which was .';00 kilometers in length.

Q Okay.

And the x. te of slip you used was ecg-9.valent

kilometers fault 1 ungt~i, corrects

, A Xn the particular calculation X was referring to,

X was attempting to show the co-respondence beMreen the

to what?$ 4

The total slip'P

l7

T8

20

Q . Yes, X'm .-orxy.

P.
'' In Axis„case, I went about it the other way.

I said, assuming the magnitude 6.5 earthquake, what Wind of
'I

slip'ould be e~ected, and found 1.5 meter ave age slip.
Now as X pointed ou'. in t;se test;i'.ruby, thi- is

not intended as conclusive pr~~f of any& ng but
rather,'his

exercise is undertaken to see if the lac" half :entury

of earthauake data in the southern Coast Range Pxovinc makes

a consistent pictu-e when tween together with the geologic

record of slip.
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think perhaps as th Board may have recognized

in the last si- days of testimony, there are some imponderabl s

i'n'.geology and seismology. And the general feeling among

those of us who,work in the field is that„ if- one cannot take

6

several different approaches with several di.fferent assumptio s.

and'rrive at about the same answer, then you have to look

carefully at your assumptions.

So in this case, I'm approaching it. fry the

,10

idea of. is the seismic, record consistent

record; and so I'ssumed- a 'magnitude 6.5
h

what the inference from that would be.,

with the, geologic
~ A

earthquake: to see

12--

13

15

36

17

"' ' "'fyou as umed a 7.5'earthquake, what would
„'

6

~ 'happen to your. O'P'

„.....:" 'A'.-„-, . I'elieve X did a. calculation.—
.-;- Q It goes up by a factor of 10, doesn't i''
'„''., '. X." said on top of Page 20:

"Similar calculations with a magni—

IS

19

20

'tude assumed to be 7.0, lead to a total
t '

„, average. slip du-ing the past 17,000. years of
*

about.,three, mete-s. "

And I stress'he fac'hat this is ave age slip

It', by definition, cero at the ends of

over the entire fault zone. And field m~erience indicates

that slip on a fault during an earthquake is a highly
variable function.

the fault because that's where the fault stops, and it'
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agb7 generally the mazimum in the m" ddle.

So the calculation of moment he're is for an

average slip over the entire zault zone. So, i.z one had

three meters of average slip, we might ezpect to see locally
two or even thx'ee times that amount of slip in the zield.

Q I want. Co get back to that but I just want to
tie this down.

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Excuse me, Mrs. Bowers, Z'm

not. sure that that's an answer. to the guest9.on that was asked.

The cgxestion was asked, what if Che magnitude

-were increased to 7.S. Lad X don'0 know if—
WITNESS 'SMITH: I don'0 have that calculation

. right here, it's a simple one to do and I will do it/ but
'ot

on my feet..

'f7

f8

20

BX HR~ PLEZSCHAZER:

How- long would it take you to do .that'P

A (Hitness Smith) Well I could do that, at
lunchtime, iz you like.

MR NGRTON: How long would it take, Dz. Smith?
f

How long would it'ake? Would«it Cake you 10 or 15 minutes?

NZTNESS SMXTH: Yes.

MR. NORTON: I have a message to make a phone

call. Xf we cooM, perhaps, take a break while he did that
calculation, I would very much like to make this call.

MRS'. B(X&RS: Well, we will take our mid-morning

rS» «'O'Z««JP»' "««'«««I«»- .g. «."«». f» "~ ')4':.;;. '«.',.».";., '...»;. ~g';«~«...;.'. «."»..'g4: .. «'«P '»>, ~ ".:».)
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break now then.

MR. NORTON: Okay. Thank you.

(Recess.)

MRS. 30%'EBS: Are we ready to resume?

Have the witnesses completed Che calculations

they were to do?

WITNESS SMXTH: Yes

The result of th calculation requested i:
4'.5'eters, approximately.

IO DR.,11ARTIN: That's the answer, could w .ia e

a .restatement of the question?

BY MR PLEXSCfViKER:

I3 9 . X believe the question was, assume you'were

I4 to do this calculation that is reflected on Page -'7 of your

15 ."testimony. and substitute the 7'.5 rsagnitude cart.'quaker'

: '.wh'at kind of net slip would you —would come out of that
17 equation?

IS

I9

20

21

Xs Chat correct?

(Nitness Smith) Yes.

And the answer is?.

4.5 meters.

MR. NORTON: Excuse me, <as that'uestion phrased

in terms of net, slip?

Mrs. Bowers, X'm not sure X heard the question

right, is'hat net slip?
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agb9 WI~i ZSS SNXTH: That was my understanding of it,
yes.

IK.'LEXSCHAKER: How about "total average skip,"

those are the precise'words he uses on the top of Page 20.

av rm. r~zscmma:

Q Xs that more precise?

A, {Witness Smith) Yes.

Okay.. Total .average slip.

TO stat.e:

Now back on Page 19, beginning at line 23, you

"This is in fact ~shat has been

13.

'bserved in the seismic profiles across the

.Hosgri, leading us to the conclusion that
If

this level of seismicity, up to magnitude

about. 6.5, is likely to represent the maxi-

mum that has occurred here."

What does the "this," refer to at the beginning

of that sentence?

20

2'I

A That refers to the interpretation of post-
I

Wisconsin deformation,of the Hosgri as testified to by
*

Dr. Ham9.1ton.

Xs that 1.5 meters?

I should refer to Mr. Hamilton to refer specificall
her that slip @as described.

Well, before ore get to that, you'e not referring
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then to anv figure here, is that correct? When you say,

"This is in fact what has been observed...7"

I did a calculation that inferred an average

slip of 1.5 meters. I inferred that locally one would have.

seen two to three times that amount, which would be roughly

three to four meter's, and that's of the same generaliorder,

if not larger, than what has been reported for the Hosgri.

-DR., MRTIN: You have the time frame,„ don't youP

.'ITNESS SMITH: Yes,, and the time frame is
specifically spelled out here as the last 17,000 years.

a very important,.time line for us. Xt's the point. that

It s
h

,p /

I'e used 'for= the seismic —for- the relation between'the

seismic', and the,geologic statistics.
'-Don t lose sight of. the fact that'this ><hole.

argument began with the seismic historp of this-. part of

coastal. California, as recordable in the last rougly half-
'I

'century',for'hich we have'data.

*

1-

h

That's what this entire argument is built upon,

'to, determine whether„ experience in the last half-century

of the rate of'arthcpxake activity is consistent with'hat's-
/

been happening over the last 17,000 years, because ve have

'no way of knowing whether, three centuries ago, the seismic

history was different because we have no historic records of

it. But we. do have the record of the geology. That's what.
'

Page 19 is all, about,, to tie these two things together to show

that they are, in fact, consistent.
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IIR HR PLHXSCHMCER:

Q — The net sli.p that you referred to, is your

understanding of "net slip" vertical or "net slip" 1hori-

-- zontal?

(Hitness Smith) This is referred to as net
E

vertical slip, the inference
II

provided that the horizontal

being from all Qxe other data

and vertical slip are roughly

8

10

comparable;
*

0'' ,. %hat; permits you to infer that, the horizontal
'

slip is going to be approximately equal to the vertical slip?

A;, I,'here are several lines of evidence that lead us
I e

II

to that conclusion
,E, ~

First,' fault that: has extensive horizontal

slip vill shov a significant record of disturbance'd

15:

"'16
'7

vertical sl'ip. That record is simply not present on the.

Hosgri..
I

'I

Second, ve have a time line in appxo::imately the

18 last ten.million years which Mr. Hamilton has testified to
I

I

as direct evidence on the maximum,horizontal, slip» That rate
I

,
.over the last„ l0 .to 20 nd.ll9on. years i.s consistent 'with the

21 rate ve have inferred for the last: 17,000 years.

In addition, me have focal'mechanisms'of earth-

23'- quakes indicating, that there is roughly comparable components
'\

of vertical and horizontal slip on the fault for the

most recent period of'eismicity for >rhich ve have de'a. And

e I

IE- E $ .'Ed S dd d ': '" . d . +Se .ed. "w't O'E'" ".0 . *I S'I t. 'd.dd.d:eeS 'S'E'IZ ''4 d '.=
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eb2 we have exposures on the fault surface that.Dr. Hamilton

has testified to, in this case the San Simeon Pau3.t, which

indicates that the most recent. movement was primari3y

verti:cal.
a

So there are a large number of different type

of evidence brought to bear, all of which lead to the con-

9
a

Og u
. 14'.

elusion that the motion on the Hosgri, if there were to be

. any,-, it would be oblique slip,. that is with roughly —not.

precisely, but roughly; comparable components of vertical and
ly . sf

horizontal motion. '

9 , Are you,aware of examples where faults, strike-

slip:faults: in the San Andreas system have'had substantial

..;.horizontal:,slip and,'19.tt3e if,.'o vertical. slip2

Ai, '- No'.„ X 'find that the most detailed studies of the.

-San. Andreas,Fault', those such as, for example, by Sich

recently published which extend the, record of earthquake

. activity'n the San Andreas back to about 900 A. D., are

19 .

A "'0
21

primarily a record of vertical disturbances of strata.
t

1 n l,O're,you familiar, with the.Cerro Prieto Pault2 "

A ". - Not in detail.
C

Q Dr. Bo3.t, are you familiar with that particu3.ar

structure2

24

A (Wi.tness Bolt) No, X'm not.
F

- ~ MR. NORTON: Perhaps someone else on the panel

might be able 'to answer that question, other than Dr. Smith
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eb3 and Dr. Bolt.

3,

MR. TQURTELLOTTE: X'm sorry, I didn'5 catch the

name. Nhat is that again2

8'

T2

., $ Z

MR. PLEXSCHAKER: Xt s the Cerro Prieto.

C-e-.r-r-o P-r-i-e-t-o, X think. X can checker. the spelling

'his evening and correct it in the record if X'm wrong.

NXTNESS HAMILTON: Am I correct. in believing

that .that fau1t. is in Nexico2

it; again?MR. NORTON: What! s'he name of
a

' ." MR PLEXSCHAKER: Ceno Prieto.

Yes, X,think it, is so.
'I

.F
'I

. NITNESS -KD4ILTON:,'t's my impre

is. in. Kacico 'R
PLEXSCKLZER: X. think it is

understanding is that, it is at— Mell,never

- stan~4g is- worthless
J

'I

', .' "'Laughter ..),

ssion that fault

in Baja..

mind. My under-

-,» as a legal matter..'"

BY'R PLEXSEBfAKER
E

O'' ' Nr,HamiXton=, are you aware of the seismicity

perhaps that has been associated with the Cerro Prieto Pault2

(k.

A. (%itness HamiLton) Not specif ically.
HR PLEXSCBAERR: May X have one moment, pleaseV

I

(Pause.)

, MRS. BOWERSs Mr. Norton'esterday in the bench

4
P

4
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conference when vou said Dr. Seed couldn''e here Saturday,

is that 8-9.-e-h or S-e-e-82

NR. NORTON: That's this Dr. Seed sitting there

in the front row.

MRS BO~AERS: S-i.-e-h2

MR. NORTON: S-e-e-d.

10

MPH. BGP7ERS: Thank you. I was going to puC you

on. notice that we d9dn't,have qualifications for S-i-e-h.
I

-HXTiiESS HAMILTON: The other Sich to whom

'-'eference. is made is Dr. Carry Sich, S-9.-e-h.

27,

BY HR FIZXSCBAKER:

0: .'. Point Number 1, Dr.,Smith, I believe was that.
r

horizontal slip wil3'sually show or a3ways i show— Hill it
always show a;s9:gnificant, record of vertica3. slip2

A .:-, -(Hitni ss Smith) Over the ent9.re fault zone, yes.

That's my o'pini:on. Locally at any one spot that would. not 'I1.'I
. necessari1y be"true.

;0:
\

that we'e ta3.king. about2
/

Let s talk about a songs'.e evens.

'ox a single event, what's your understand9ng

Is this, accumulated or is this for a single event.

with respect to the relationship of horizonta3.. and vert9.cal

slip2

.In general>, or. specifically for the Hosg i2
L

. Xn.general.
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displacement would virtually be in either the vertical or

horizontal direction. There's a high degree of var'ability
of fault displacement along the fault, and. my statem. nt was

that for a primarily st ike-slip fault, thexe would. be

evidence for vertical slip at some point along that fault.
Perhaps Mr. Hamilton can amplify on that.

{Nitness Hamilton) Could X comment on that'P

X ~>ranted to get to the e;:act phrasing.

NR. NORTON: Hell, l4r. Hamilton can comment on

it in any event. You can always ask another question.

12

13

MXTNZSS HAMXLTOB: Xf X could go ahead with an
A

observation on that point, X've spent quite a lot o time

14'ooking at those faults that are r cogn'ed as being perhaps

the most prominent examples described as strike-slip faults
in California. This would include the San Andreas and

X'7

" think we could include the Calaveras and Hayward Paults

and pexhaps some less well-known; also the San Gragorio, of
which we spoke yesterday.

21

Xn all those cases one Ands distinct, local
vextical displacements along 'the fault, and these are

1

Q
22

23

sometimes described as pressure xi'ges. Sometimes the faults
actually lie at the foot of much h'ghex vertical features

that are generally thought to b related to the fault move-

ment.
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So seeing a whole var'ety of scales from ranges

of. inches to ranges of hundreds of feet, one does find evi-

dances of vertical displacement that accompany ev"-n &e most

genera3.ly-reccgnired strike-slip fault movement.

BY MR FLEXSCHAKER:

Q I'ake it &ac's your general impression Crom

studying these faults. Is that correct?

10

A .,':'(Witness. Hamilton) Yes.., That's an impression
I

, that',.I; haven',t. really found any significant exception. to,
t

t'in fact, when. one looks over any distance. of a strike-slip
fault in CaXifornia..

t

Q
"- befell, does that apply for a single erent or does

*
t

'hat: apply for—. Xs this impression related' the kind of
'. offsets that. one would see after going out and. looking after"

17'9'0

.
a" single,event-,'r.- afar looking at, the total accumulated

t
' slip?

*

" A '' ''hink that the single'event is going to be the

kind of feature that,- we'l see that has dimensions of inches
t

to feet, or. ton.'s. or feet. Xf.. it's a very large movement
t

involved the.'cumulative, effect. is going to be in tems of

feet to hundred's of feet.

Okay.

Now inches to feet. Inches in which direction
*

'I

on a'strike-slip fault?
„ t. '

- Me,'re speaking X believe about those vertical
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offsets that exist along a strike-slip fault.
And feet in which direction?

Ne33, we'ze talking still about the vertical

direction.

The question, if I remember i.t, had to do with

might one excect to see vertical offset along a strike-sl"'p

fault in a 'single event. And of cour-e the amount of vertical

offset that one-might expect to see would be a pax't of the

function of the'mount of lateral offset, so that in a lateral

offset, ten's of feet, one could expect vertical offsets at,

least in the range of feet locally.

Q. Nr. Hamilton~"have you ever done a study 'n

whi'ch you'e attempted to correlate for individua3. events

the relationship bet'veen vertical offset and horizontal

displac ment on s~mike-slip faults?

No, I'an'0 claim to have done a study cf that.
I'e gust familiarised myself with descriptions in the

literature of events that have occurred,, as well as having

looked at these faults that are recognised as having undergone

xecent surface breakage, mainly in central California.

In hew many cases have you gone out after an

event and measured «-

A,,' personally have :not ever done that. I'e
looked at descriptions as, for example, in the Carnegie report

following the 1906 earthquake on the San Andreas Fault.





I'e looked at, for example, trenches Sat go

across 'the Calaveras Fault which presumably gives yov. a

cross-section

I'e not make

of the mos t recen breaks along that fl:nitr butg

a systematic study g «lo»

Are those the only two2

Yes. I haven'0 personally examined tr nchee

8

across '.'ie Hayward PAult. I'e looked at the urface

of the Ha>ward Fault and it is cl ar enough to ser th« there

axe verticN. offsets along it. And it<s clea~ enough to see

on the,'an i"regorio Fault also.

Q
- >7e're talking about af er ~ single event now.
4

Ye'". Thero I have to r.3.y on what I'ead 9m the

literature and sea i3.lustrated iu caservations that others

have. made that. accoapany those r;e -criptions.

.!ire you aMare of z~y descriptions of the relative

offset'hat. is currently —"'>e vertical displacement with

the horizonta".„ displacement Sir the 1940 El Centro earthguake2

No: I'm not fami.7iar with that.

20.

I Chink I test. fied Chat my main familiarity was

with strike-slip faults ir. central California.

Do you know what fault the E2. Centro occurred vn?

The nwne af tne fault2 I think it mav have been

23 called the Imperial, but I would defer to Dr. Bolt, I think

for a more direct recollection of tha.".
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Fault.

(Nitness Bolt) Yes, that's correct, the Imperial

That's in the Imperial Valley?

Yes.

0

Imperial Valley?

The-1934 Parkfield, did that, also occur in he

The.Park=i.eld earthquake is farther north,

north of Los, Angeles. And. the.ea. thquakes there're entered

10

$ 5

'17

'" 'n'.the, San Andreas.'Fault..
*

II

9 . Nell directing your attention to the 1940,
r

/
P

„d'o, you. know what the magnitude of that event was estixmted

to be?

'A'""'ellit; has been given various magnitudes.

Richter; '-in his book, gives 7.2, I beli.eve.. But a restudy

.. in which'Dr. Bx~e was involved gives a somewhat smaller

magnitude; about 6.5.

Nay 18, 1940

'0

.'Q
, Dr,'olt, with reference to the 1934 earthquake

that. occurred in Parkfield, do you, have"an estimate for the

'magnitude of. that event?
A *

A I'm sorry, I can'0 recall that from memory.

They only have Ãodified Narcalli Intensity in
here.

A (W'.tness Smith) X believe that was approximately

magnitude 6. I, think the Parkfield earthquakes perhaps would

|
A
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Og
be a good illustration of this fact. of relating vertica" and

horizontal swig.

Parkfield has been the site of recur.:ing eard.-

cpxakes over the years, most recent being 1966. ih'd at that=

time f there was a smal 1 amount of horizontal s 1 ip noticed

at the surface and, locally, there wez features that we~e--

we'e speaking, perhaps of pezhaps 10 centimeters type of

"displacement on the surface horizontally, and one would
(

locally see features that were several centimeters, in the
(

vertical direction indicat'ng for that small an earthquake,

.that, was appzozimately 5.9 or thereabout, that this general

'f3
f4'el'ation of horizontal to vertical would seem to hold true

C

"Xoz'mall, eazthcpxakes as well as large.
i

Q'ow- about For El Centro? Do you have the i..fozma-

tion on the correlation between the vertical and the hozi-

zontal offset?
l7'

'la

$ eI motion on that fault.

Q And do you know how much the horizontal offset

Not in detail, but my recollection of the
(

photographs are that there was small but discernible vert ical

was?

Several meters.

Now when you say "small but discernible," what

are,you talking about?'

was giving you my recollection from photographs
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X had see.. and I could not <rant to do it:n detail zrithout

providing. specific data for you.

Dr. Smith, I'd like to go back again to -Page 19

on this same point and ask you;rhich observations you'e
referring to on Page 19 —'xcuse me, Page 19, Line 19, when

you say:

"Si'nce observations of surface

faulting show- the slip locally may exceed

-20

22

,22

2'4

, 'two to three times the average slip..
-Which observations are tho'seV

il

. A I don't have a specific reference, in m" nd here,
e, I

I

~ but.X'hink a gocd-'ne to illustrate it would be the papers
I*

that have-been published, by Bonilla in recant yea s.

-
'-'O' „'And d'o you have a specific reference to

Bon9.11a'2'6

A I believe, there are, perhaps, three papers
/

published; by Bonilla. Por example, the one in earthqua1 e

engineering would be an appropriate ".1:ust ative reference

28

2920'or
this.

h

9 '. 'Do you. recall how many observations and nm~
V

many observations he has «- how many times he ha"- observed

surface faulting to show slip locally to exceed t~;o .=o

three times7

a. Well I would say, essenti 'ly, taking the 1:e;ez

figure of two that, by definition, all of his obserrations

should 'eflect that fact, because the end of a fault is
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nature doesn't permit. a sudden jump in displacement +r",m

the end.

So ge>ferally displacement —".lip is '"ero a.

the ends and maximum in the middle. And V.e geo" ogists

report, at specific field localities, tz. y:."epor'= the r~zizia=.n

displacement that they observe.

Q,. Nell are you talking abouu +'-xe ~orrela~ ior.

between. horizontal and vertical displacement he..e when you—
A No> this q"ould be true for all types o.

dis-'laceiaent

on a fault.

$ 3

Xn other words, if a geologist observes m3~illum

'offset of so many meter" on a fault„ you 3cruv that thrt cannot

'e the average fax the fault, it's physically impossible

..whether it.'s vertical or horizontal.

So these factors of two to three t~wes are

not app'icable to that. 1cird of correlation of ho" i-on a....

and vertical o"fsetP

20

That, is, given a vertical offset of so
much'R.

NORTON: I'm going to have to obj c'to
the question. l just don'0 urderstand it «t al"- in light
of the answer. The question doesn'4 make any sense to me

in= light of the previous an~ver. Xf he's ~ust repeatiz>g ~2~e—

MR. PLZISCHAKER: I'3.l strike the auestion.

BY PiR. FIEXSCEPQCER:
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agb5 Dr ~ Smiths g if we were to asstLYB a cert'. a~

slip rate per year, could we come up sn.+h a magnitude ".an-.e

utilizing these same kinds of for.:.ulasP

(Ãitness Smith) Yes.

Have you done such calculationsV

I ve done similar calculations.

Por example, to test these kinds of id as with

the San Andreas Pault.

* Q 'ave you done such caligula"ion".. or h~e

puzposes of these hearings or in your a:~alysis relating
to this presentationP

A Could you be moxa specific? I'e done lots
of. different calculations and I'e published pap=-rs and so

forth, I'm not. sure what you mean.

'kay.

Nell, what I'm trying to find out is, if irc-:

were to take a certain slip per year, say 0.1, 0.5, one

centimeter pez year, 1.6 centimeters per yea take those

20

,four figures, plug them into your equation, what kind
- of magnitude would we see coming out. the other ends

I don't have a table of that sert, Out thQY

would be moderately easy to calculate.

I would caution you &at the, for em~mple„ -he

calculation we'e talking ~out is one relating his or'c
'seismicity to slip rate. And I'm afxaid there are some
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context and using assumptions that may be indef~~n,~.'b'Ke.

For example —we? 1, l'm worried that . erhaps

you don t appreciate"the fact "hat cal 'ul~tions o': '. sor-

which are embedded in assumptions that have to has~ ~ca?.e

relationship to reality, or really the: esl"..lting calculation

is meaningless.

But, in anti.cipation of you —Mo, T. wo".'t

>0

anticipate. your question, go 'ahead.-

(Iaughter. )

I think my question is pretty much on the floor.

i'.
Not the assumption Z'm changing, but the''

V

~ param ter. I'think what we were discussing i.s Yi, 2nd my

I'uetion's, can you give us a range of magnitudes that xylo?Q.d

be -- that we would derive, were we to use a slip rate for
'different slip rates: 0.1 centimeters per year, 0.5 centi-

meters 'per year, one centimeter per year, and 0.6 centimeters

per year7

Again@ E th3JQc poll misunderstand The calcula-

tion did not assume slip rate an'd calculate a mazimu~?

magnit6cle, rather it took the earthqua ".e statistics which

gave a recurrence tin;e for eartAquak.. oz s~ecific sin;-.s and

said ~t's examine t.'mt -o

gives.

So if you, for

see That j:i ?d of -lip histo y that

example, choose a l.G centim?eter





agb7 per year slip for the Hosgri, you don"- have the seismicity

data that's consistent with that, so I did, not do that type

of calculation you'e suggesting.

You don't ha~ye the seJ.smicity data that is
consistent with thatP

Where'

l.6 'centimeter per vear slip rate would require

a very significant rate of earthqua;ce activity which we'e

not seen.

Nhat do you mean not,
seen'

A Ne have a historic geologic instrumental record,

of earthquake» activity in this region. Ne'd be starting

off with inconsistent assumptions.

15

Q Nell I think the geologic record is what we'"e

driving at, how long is the historic record.

bK. NORTON: Excuse m , Mrs. Bowers.
»

X think Dr. Smith has made it very clear what

the purpose oZ this calculation is for, and l4lr. Pleischa?cer

20

"is now trying- to. use it. for another purpose which 1 think
»

again Dr. Smith has made it very clear you can't use it for,

)

because you can't use this without having one of the inputs

being the seismic record.

And what Mr. Fleischa?:e is asking him =o do is
to c'reate —to ignore that factor of the formula and there'

no facts in evidence a-™ in fact, tDmre is ev'dence to the

'v. '» 0- »~ .»... "l. ("tl».' k ' P4»» .'% »6»..» ) ''. ~ "' ~ . ': (.. »v'..0 '.' ».
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pe
contrary —to support that process.

Now if we want to pu" a witne. s on the stand

invent parameters to put into a formula, fine, but X don'

think it's ze3.evant* at all to make. a witness go .Hnough

mathematical exercises where the pazametezs are not in

evidence and, in fact, that witness test"fies that the para-

meters do'n't exist. Xt's a totaily improper hypothetical.

MRS. BONZRS: Nell it goes to the point that

Hr; Tourtellotte made. a few day" ago where the Appeal Board

scolded this Board for permitting hypotheticals in the

Part 70 evidentiary hearing that were not based on realism.

MR., PLEXSCHJQ(FR: ~Tell X think this is based on

real'ism.'he problem .i's that we have a circular model here.

.At 'one'oint -they defend the results

'icity -- excuse me, by a probability analysis which gives

them a recurrence rate for earthquakes. And that ties up one

end,'nd on the other end, they have their geologic record.

Now there is evidence in the record. that there

20

'as been a 1.6 centimeter scrip on the San Gregorio and it
seems 'to me that;.at this point, it's entirely proper to

E

utilize the equation that the witness has uti3.ized in his

testimony and to change one of the parameters and ask him

how it'Gould change the results that he gets.

The one parameter that we'ze changing is the

.U, or the total average slip. 1.5 meters is, the total average
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slip i

3.

MR. NORTON: Ezcuse me, Mrs. Bowers.

The response to that is that this formula, as

I'e understood the testimony, is only .useful when you use

a seismic history. And what the U figure is derived from

is from that seismic- history. And what Dr. Smith is saying

is that there is no seismic history to support a U figure

'l0
A

1't

'hat'r.. Fleischaker wants him to insert. So it's assuming'

,
"fa'cts not;.in evid'ence..

You know, he took l.5', he might as well pick

'0-centimeters, you can pick any number you want., but. it,'s
4,

,. no't in: the; facts of evidence and, as Dr. Smith'as said,;
'it".'doesn't relate with reality and it is not the purpose

4

) I'or: which that formula is designed.

MR. FLEZSCHAKER: The 1.5 has nothing'to do.with-

t8'l9

20

well, the 1.5 does not derive from a seismic histo~, the
t Il

1 5 is derived from geologic evidence.

WITNESS.SMITH: That,'s not. correct

MR., PLEZSCKQKR: Okay. '

,-, ':,, BY'"MR~ PLEISCEBZBR: ~

'

A

Where does the 1.5 come fromm

(Witness Smith) The 1.5 is the resul of the

calculation from'he seismic history which says, if a magnitud

'.5'arthquake inhere the recurrence interval as indicated

'ro the present seismic history yields a total average slip
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agb10 of 1.5 meters —vou see, I'e no"'one back the other way,

it.'s possible for people to do that, but I'e not done

that. in my testimony.

Okay. &o you started with a 6.5?

That's right,. And a moment ago you asked ne

to start with a 7.5, and I'e do<re that.

Okay.

Now, how did you get. your 6.5?

That is an assumption.

Ne13., how 's it. xelat d to the Hosgxi, I mean,

where does that assumption come from?

'$3
A Ne3. what we have is a distribution of earthquake

in the historic instrumental record. There are no earthquake

'nywhere near 6.5 on the Hosgri. in that, record.

17''m extrapolating the record out, as far as 6.5

and saying what kind of slip history'oes that assumption

require2 Then a moment ago we extrapolated a 7.5, what

f9

kind of. slip histo~ does that assumption require?

For how many years? How many years -- what does

* the record consist of?

A The inst ~ental record is'about. 50 years,

about a half a century.

Okay,

So we take the data from a half a century, and

on the basis of that data, earthquakes, we come up with a
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agbl l recurrence interva'1 fo given magnitudes�. Xs that the

way it iorksP

A That ' correct.

9 Okay

Let. ',go to the San AnBxeas and try that.
2D

8

9

f0'
2
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Let's take — For conservatism's sake, let's take

2 an area, which we defined as the numbers of events south of

"—.I think it. is S-h-a-1-e-m-e, Shaleme, and the needier of

events north of Parkf'eld for a 100-year interval.
A . , Do you have this data?

Q" =, No.

A I don', either.

20'3

'Q:, ''kayi,
.A 'here 'is a sample. calculation in the direct

'I

testimony for the entire San Andreas Fault.
8 . I 5

Q ; F11, what if. we were Looking in the area. around
II

'I

the Big Bend For about' 100-year interval? Have you done
r

such calculations?

24

26

,. "A.".',;. No, but I'm

.100-year inter'val would

fox'hat..region because

quiet." in that region.

4

sure that.'they would, show that the

underestimate, the seismic history

the Last half century has been very

20

I Ithink this is really a good il1ustration of

exactly why I 'used,- the terminology I did. Let me repeat it.
II I

This is. with reference ho calculations on the Hosgri.

25 Could you tell me what page you'ro on?

Page 20, for example, line 10, and page 21, Zine

23 10.
'I

You see, we have a sample of data. Let's take

three cases. I'e dealt with two of them in here, one, the

44
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Hosgzi, two, the entire S~ Andreas plate boundary between

Baja California and Cape Mendocino, and three, a quiet region

of the San Andreas that you suggested in the Big Bend region,

the Palmdale section.

And what was the time frame you were looking at

there2

The time frame is roughly comparable. Xn all of

10

these our instrumental record dates back to the late '20s,

.early '30s. - That's the period of time fo- which we have
k,

statistics including earthquake magnitude.
\

Pxior to that. we have historic records of

12

16

17

18

intensities, but not much in the way of magnitudes.

So this type of calculation shows several things.
1

It. shows, that, the slip rate on the entire San Andreas plate

boundary is consistent within a factor of two; that the
a

seismic history of- the last half century is consistent within

a 'factor of two, the geologi.c record of slip over t¹ last

five million years. Okay2

19 It also tells us that—
20 'MR. PLEISCIUGCER: I'd like to object to Counsel

21 standing up and walking over to the witness table and dis-

22 cussing —having discussions with the witnesses while they

are under oath and presenting testimony.

MR. NORTON: Go ahead and objec".

MR PLEXSCHA'.KR: I did
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eb3 MR. NORTON: X'm sorry, X didn't reali.":e that

that was in any way improper to talk to your witnesses-during

the hearing process.'e do it at breaks, we do it in the

evening, we do it in We morning, we do it during the lunch

hour, and X do it whenever X feel that X have something to

say to my witness. And X'l contin6e to do so until We-

Chairman orders me not. to, or you show me some rule of law

10

12.

13':14

that; says X'm not supposed to talk to my witnesses.
I

MR. PLEXSCHAEER: X have an objection, and the
'I

'objection specifically is to Counsel getting up in 'the middle

of'ross-examination, crossing the room,and having
I *

conversationsIwith, the witnesses on the pan'el.
I

MRS. BOWERS: Does the Staff have a.position on
„,,I

,this? "''R.
NORTON: 'ncidentally, X would have no

objection. to Mr., Pleischaker doing the--same thing during the
, .'I

course of the, proceeding, and would fully expect him to do so.

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Hell, X.kind of thing X'd have

19

20'n
'objection to Mr. Pleischaker doing it, so X guess X have

I

an objection to Mr. Norton doing it.
MR. NORTON: Would Mr. Tourtellott ccimnent on

22 whether he'd have an objecti.on to himself doing it'P

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: X simply wouldn't do i".
MRS. BOWERS: 'Nell, of course Mr-., Norton could

,have asked for a brief recess and—
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4
3

MR. PLEXSCHaKER: Nould you like a'iec=ssP

MR. NORTON: No. X said what I wanted to say.

ICM; BGNZRS: I should perhaps comment.

Xt has been my practice in these proceedings,
r

and I think the practice of other Chairmen, not. to put. a
1,

prohibition on Counsel having lunch with w'tnesses, et cetera,

7 you know, contact outside the record.

' dorknow .that when Jerry Garfinkle was alive

9
~ t

$ 0

1, . 13;

and; was assigned on severa3 Boards that he fe3.t.. very strongly
" that there'hould be no contact't all beU~een Counsel ~d

r t

witnesses while the witnesses were testifying. But. that'
r

l'

'the only instan'ce,'he only situation"that I know of where
*

'., the prohibition- was applied

,-:* .,'. '' " .MR. NORTON:. Pell., Mrs. Bowers, you know

'X'17

understand, Nr. Ple'schakex's concern, but frankly, I would hope
r

.'thatlwe are.'a13.. aboveboard, sufficiently aboveboard so as not

to be so foolish's to th'ink we would. discuss our- case with

'20

22

the witnesses during the case. And as you pointed out, I
. could ask for, ar couple-minute recess and accomplish the same

r

~ purpose, but it just seerrs to delay th9.ngs, and I don'0 want.

- to delay things. I want to proceed as quickly as possible.
r

X was'not, t'alking to Mr. Smith, who was answering

a question, at all; I was talking to Dr. Prazierr about. cme-

thing e3.se.,

25- 'ou know, we can proceed either way you want. I
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3

do'n't really care.

MR. PLEISCKQKR: Mrs. Bowers, in case. my objec-

tion was misunderstood, it was a very narrow objection. I
would expect Mr. Norton to discuss things with his witnesses

after the Bearing is over or during lunch.
I

r
'My objection goes to the .disruption of the line

of cross-examination and the fact that he is crossing the

room in the: middle of the. proceeding while these vitnesses are

i':

'lO

12

, l4

l5

l6

under cross;. and X would like to have. a ruling so that ve can,

~ .establi'sh some groundrules.
)I

~ . =. 'RS. BOVKRS: Vlell, we agr. e with you that it, is
distdxbin'g"and perhaps interrupts your'ine of thought.

II "

If. the situation comes up where Counsel. feels

We..need; to confer. with witnesses,'e think a better,way to

handle it 'is to request a recess.

'*, " .MR. 7FLEXSCHAKER: Along those lines, I"d like to

request. a ten-minute-recess right now, if that's okay.

,'f8

2l

MRS BOWERS: All right .

I

(Recess.)
r

MRS. BOWERS: He'd like to be in.
I

g

NITNESS SMITH: I believe I was answering a

question.
I

You had brought up the question of whether or not.

this type of approach,- when applied to a'ection of the San

Andreas FAult near the. Big'end, you know, what that would show
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eb6 BY i'd%,. PLEXSCHAEER:

Q Let me strike that question because that really
is out. of— X'd like to come back to that.

But you had given me Sour factors hare that X

was addzassing. One ofJ.em was horizontal slip. The record

of vertical s ip is usually indicative of the magnitude of
the horizontal slip. And then one about tha conclusions

reached by 5ir, Hamilton regarding the total amount of

accumulated offset.

The third one was focal mechanisms. And +Me

fourth one'"had to do wit> exposures of the fau1t at San

Simeon. And X wanted to ask you about each one of t?;ose four

and X think ~re discussed the first ona.

e
7 Now with respect to the second one, what was your

second line of raasoningP

A. ' {Witness Smith) The second line of reasoning was

. that the geologic record fu-ther back than 17,000 years,

going way back, I believe ten million years, provides some

limits on the amount of horizontal disp3.a~~ nt as tas'tified
to by Doug Hamilton. That number gives roughly the same

\ 8

slip rate as fAa mo e recent data for the last 17',000 years.

So that's tha only geologic eviden e X'm aware

of 'that bears on the horizontal slip.
Q And if that'actor changed«- Nhat's the number

that you used thereF
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eb7 I believe that was 10 kilometers.

~ Q If that factor were to change by a— If that

number were to change by a factor of 8 or 9, what would that

do to your conclusions?

.That. would provide me with a conclusion that

the seismicity is inconsistent with the geologic record.

Xf you'l notice, my conclusion was as to the consistency—
I" was giving you a geologic record, 80 to 90

8 'ilometers of offset. What, would that yield in terms of your

10 — magnitude, your estimat~~ of magnitude for the region?

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: I object to the question.i'f that is a fact in evidence then I think it ought to be

$3 — referenced in the question. If it isn't a fact in evidence,

then the hypcthetical isn'. proper.

MR. PLEXSCHAKER: T?.ere's a basis for the hypo-

)6 -thetical, and we may well be introducing evidence — He'

talking about the total accumulated offset, 10 kilometers

$8 - ' believe.

A

BY MR FXZISCHAKER:

Xs that correct?
r

(Witness Smith) Yes.

MR. PLEXSCHAKER: There has been cross-examinatior

on the basis of articles by Dr. Clarence Hall indicating

24 that there may be as much as 80. to 90 kilometers. The

Zj'ntervenors will present testimony on that matter, and I
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Qg
think therefore that. there's a basis for this kind, of question

MR. MORTON: Nell, Mrs-. Bow rs, as f'ar as

Dr. Hall's paper- goes, X think the testimony is hearsay. But
~ 4

. Xntervenors, as X understand it, are prepared to present

testimony and have-prepared the article of Graham and
r

Oickinson in theix direct 'case which argues xor 115 kilo-

meters of offset.. So X would Jiink it far m'oxe appropriate,

[',.
13'5

16

- and that is, in. essence in evidence;although it. hasn'. been

sponsored,.yeC,. it is folly. to,think it won'C be..
I'

'I

X: wouldEthink the more proper question would use
I i 4

ll5 kilometers in the question'nd go from there. X have no

=objection to: the question except 80 is a number that, doesn'
E

.really seem, at:.. all supported i', the xecord.'at thi;s:point in

time. I
\

4

MR TOURTZLLOTTE: To get back to my original
II

4

objection< what X'm simply objecting to is Nr. Fleischaker's

4

4

4

4 4,
4

cha'racterization thaC there is evidence of "ai 80- to 90-

20'

2$

kilometer, slip when in fact that isn't in evidence yet. And

if'e wants- to'tate it in. terms of the Graham paper or if
he wants'to'tate- it in terms of the Graham-Dickinson work,

r

E'hat'sall right, but X don'C want. questions to be asked out,

of the aix, and X think they should be tied down.

X think it's a proper ob)ection Co the form of
.'he question.and X. Chin1c, it is not very difficult to restate

it, frankly. IE

4
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MR. PLZISC~R: Let, me tie ii down to the

Applicant's testimony, page l09.

"In l975, Clarence A. Hall pub-

lished an hypothesis that Were has been 80 kilo-

meters or more of right slip on a combined San

Simeon-Hosgxi fault system during the past; -ive

to l3 million years."

NR. NORTON: Mrs., Bowers, that doesn'0 mate that

fact in ,evidence. The term is postulated. The .evidence in

the record at this point in time is that it's physically

impossible for that offset to have occurred whore Nr. Hall

12

13

said it did, and Nr. Hall is not: going to be a witness. And

that fact is not in evidence.

X'm willing to concede, howevez, that while it
15 is not yet in evidence, it is clear that they are going to

C

put, in evidence the fact that there was 115 kilometers of

17 offset. Xncidentally, X don't know how you could have both.

NR. PEZXSCHAKER: You'e not a geologist.

MR. NORTON: I would hope we are only going to

20 have one in evidence. Be that, as it. may.

NR. FLEXSCHAEER: The fact doesn'0 have to be in

22. evidence for the hypothetical to be supported.

6.'he Board conferring.)
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2E agbl
2

lKS BOWERS: be'ze going to pe~~ it the question,

so the objections are overruled. Because ve do have informa-

tion. that at least gives a basis for these figures as'-.a

hyp'othetical vithout identifying them as factual. They, at

least, are the opinions of people.

HR. TOURTELLOTTE: Forgive me, Mxs. Bowers,

but vou know actually what happened here is I made-an

objection which was never ruled upon, and then Mr. lforton

'10

'-made an objection on an entirely different matter 'and

I'ranklybelieve the Board is in error in ruling on my motion

and his motion at the same time. Cw"

I'hink my motion is~ell taken because., at that
'\

,ti'm'e; there was no reference at.,all made to anyth'ing, 'it.
I'

was only a st'atement, of counsel. And X vasn't: afforded the.

opportunity to speak to Mr. Norton's objection, but I vould

18

ag'xee that ve'v'e been spending the„'past Z number:of days
I f, %g ~ ~

4rith the geologists talking about these pieces of pape'x',

'and awhile they are not in evidence and while, as a stri'ct

23

inatt'er"of evidenca, Hx'.. Fleischaker is'wrong, you can'4 a'sk
1

a hypothetical on
*

matters vhich are not in evidence, X'm

willing to concede that in this administrative proceeding I
Wink it is not too far afield to 'allow the type of qu™stion

to be asked referencing documents vhich espouse a'n'expert

opinion and this expert can give his 'opinion of vhat that
opinion is and. how that opinion affects his work.
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X guess T. would like "t, clarified that, zeally,

3

you'e not go" nr> to --.jrell, l guess 3: want a ~mlir.g on my
Pi

motion separate from Ya:. Norton's'motion, and then I wil"

support Y~. Fleischaker against tw. Norton's motion.

I hate to support Mr. Fleischaker against my

7j'

9

$ 0

own motion, though., Xt makes me feel bad.

- (Laughter.)

MR. NORTON: Mrs. Bow. rs, X don'

~ "that, because I agreed that Mr. Pleischaker's
'J I

't

proper at 115 kilameters, l don't think it
is'uite

follow
y,

question is.

improper at,

a3 li
..., MRS. BOWERS: Nell. let.

Mx'. Tourte3.lotte, your
l.

II.

been identifi'ed in the xeco'rd as'

me xoll back the time.

motion was nothing had

source for the 80 figure

16

)9
1,

20

that Mr. Fleischaker—

MR. TOURTELLOPZE:

basis that: Mr. Pleischaker simply made

objecti'on was on .the;No. My
F

a r presentation that

I'm almost- positive
I

there'.is evidence, that, there was. No~r

,
those are his 'exact. words.

And the fact of the matter is there is not.

evidence in this record and, therefor , there is not evidence

and that statement of counsel will not do.
.CA ~

. And S-.he<entire gist of what 'E was objec ing
II

to is that, if he's'joing to use 80 or 90 ki"ometers of offset,
-'C,.",

Z don't have any yrob3.em if he's going to refer to a. paper
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~ I

of can expert ~

But. you knoO, there's also, besides Clarence
L

Hall, tnere

that, o'z't.
may be somebody else that wrote a paper like
may be the .cus~oaian of the hotel who told him

at, the break, X.don'. know. „

But,'t any rate, I think we'e entitled to have

'it pinned down and you can't have statements of counsel,

~

''
so that's the, reason that 1 made the objection.

IO

I2

. 13

. 14

'MRS.. BOTrKRS: He11 your motion is granted.
E

1&. TOURTELLOTTE: I feel much better'.
~ 4

MRS.. BOtvZRS: And Nr. Norton's motion referred
'' "'to'"'the 115 kilometer figure whereas'he,auestion was pre-

V

',„mi'sed,-"on, the 80 ",

~ ~
P

k
4

.'.',''„;';: '...Now I don't see a.'difference between .the Graham

I7

IS

19

and Dickinson paper and the Hall paper except for the fact
* I

"=„'that we'e been put on notice thaL Dr., Grahim will be here.
IS

* p V'R. NORTON> I think,~ere's a significan

difference in- terms'".of the evidence"level, tha" there is
s'omeone to sponsor" the Graham-Dickinson pager who can be

cross-e~ined". on~it.'.; The HalJ...paper,;."frankly, T. do not thi
/

f

meets kM" level of evidenc'e.in this case. here's no one
~ I

to cross-examine,. no. one to sponsor it.'f
~4

MRS.„ BONER": Nell, but what he' .proposing are

„. -; h~otheticals.
j

g *
;", ".'-MR. NORTON: ='es, and hypotheticals, as Nr.

'

1 C
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2

Tourtellotte so correctly stated, are based on facts in
evidence. And the Hall paper is not a fact in evidence

and it's not going to be, 1 hope, because there's no one

to sponsor iz., it hasn', been admitted, in evidence yet.

MR. FLEXSCHZQKR: Nell'the fact is, however,

that witnesses Graham and Dickinson have refe enced Hall

and they are'permitted to rely upon, —
. one expert; is per-

t

mitted.to rely upon the opinion of another expert in reaching

his conclusions,, so that X'ully expect. that testimony
1

'egarding the reasonableness of the conclusion that. there
*

has been, 80 'kilometers of offset vill get into the record.

Also, as the Board is aware —well,. never mind.
t

;,. ~'; "':.. MR.. TOURTELLOTTE: Mrs; Bowers, X think that.
I'his:matter. »- that Mr.'leischaker- can reach this matt'er-

't'i'.'e. were to ask this witness if he has read Hall'5 paper

l7's

and if he..has in any way considered that paper in forming
t t

h

his: opinion and, if'o, what effect does that paper have on

this particular opinion, if, any. And he's going tc get. to
the same place and then we 'can consider the Hall

paper.'X

'don't believe that'. objectionable.
t

MR. FLEXSCHAKER: No, X disagree with Mr.

Tourtellotte. on that. I don't have to proceed by way of
23 cross-examining this witness regarding his opinion of

I

Dr'. Hall's conclusions.

'The 'Board conferring.)
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3 2

WITNESS SMITH: Is it my turn'

MRS. BRIERS: Just a minute.

(The Board continuing to confer.)

MRS. BOWERS: Well, as Mr. Tourtellotte mentioned,

and I think Mr. Norton'lso mentioned too —I know- Nr.

Tourtellotte did —in an administrative hearing, you have a
i

different situation than you would in a court of law.

2nd so, N=. Fleisohaker —2 guess se're going to

10

grant in part and deny in part your motion, Mr. Norton.

Because if you will identify the docunents and

'proceed asking. the witnesses about the documents, we will
permit you to go ahead on both the Hall and the Graham papers.

BY MR PLEISCHAKER:

14 Dr. Smith references me to the Applicant's

16

testimony to an article written by Dr. Hall, and his con-

clusions that there may have been 80 kilometers or more

17 of right slip on the combined San Simeon-Hosgri Fault.

20

Are you familiar with that testimony at all?

(Witness Smith) I'e read that. paper, yes.

Okay.

Now, there's also a reference in the testimony

to a paper written by Drs. Graham and Dickinson, in which

they conclude that there may have been as much as 115 kilo-
meters of right slip on portions of the Hosgri-San Gregorio

Fault Zone.
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3
Are you familiar with that testimony'?

Yes.

And are you familiar with that publicationV

Yes.

Okay ~

Ruat is the relationship, then —Stxike that.

Have you considered those opinions in reaching

'your conclusions regarding the seism'city of the area?

A Yes, I concluded that if, indeed, there had. been

as much lateral displacement as suggested hy these papers—
in fact., the. tectonic regime in that period of time,-f've

9'3
'to 13'illion yea'r must, indeed have been very different

from what we'e seen in the last. 17,000 years.
" Zt must have been a very high rate of si.ip,

17

perhaps a large part of: it could be accommodated by creep

or plastic motion, but X would also infer that it not 'only .

could but it would necessarily require that a high rate of
T8

" seismic activity would accompany. that type of slip.
I

MR.. NORTON: Excuse me, Nr. Pleischaker.

Again, just so we have a clear record,. there

are two Hall papers, one that's referenced in the direct
testimony —upon which the question was must based or
cgxestions was the earlier of the two'Hall>papers.

Xt's my understanding from t.ie testimony oz the

geologists oyer the past week that the later of the two Hall
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agb7 papers puts the movement, in the last five million years,

and I'm not sure that it's clear in the record whether

Dr. Smith's anger, when he said five to 13 million years,

was contemplating that paper. And I think the record would

be a little unclear as to whether or not he was,'because

he talked of those papers and I don't know whether that
'includes this latest Hall paper, whether Mr. Fleischaker's

question —I think it didn', but I don't think it
intentionally did not.

BY RR FLZISQGQCER:

12

Q Have you had an opportunity to consult with
I

Mr:. Hamilton on thatP

Oig (Witness Smith) Yes ..

Does that change your opinionP

%Tell my conclusion would refer to the earlier

17

18

paper by Hall, and in answer have I considered the later
I

paper by Hall, the answer there wrould be no, because I
find the conclusion absurd.

19

20

21

Q Okay.

Let me ask you this:
You have, I think, cited Mr. Hamilton's con-

clusions regarding the accumulated offset in your paper here

several times, is that correct?

Yes.

,Q Okay.
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7
'

Have you re3.ied on those conclusions?

A - Yes, earlier X gave you a list of the kinds of

'evidence that could be brought to bear to "esolve the problem
'f

horizontal versus vertical slip.
7

J
~

W

, And as you must appreciate, this requires; evidenc

from a large'number of different fie3.ds. One of those uas

Og .„ l3

l7

'the horizontal. s3.ip in the, last l0 to 20 million years.
'I

.:..;:. X-= would prefer not. to extend seismoloaical

considerations back that far if other data were available,

and'X'- used: it. more in the spirit of determining again whether
I

it painted. a- consistent picture with the other evidence

that. we, have.. So it,'s'ne of the items that X did re3y
7 I

II h

'. upon', -'-yes=.
"*

"- ". " '".;:Q .';=,'Okay - How did; you rely upon- it?
7

.'A'..-;.-:. X"- relied upon it primarily to formulate a
I

I,

rationale to explain to you why there could not, be large
I I

hori'zontal slip without it having produced a more pervasive

'20

and. visible record of vertical slip on this fault zone.
II

, --„..I,Q,-'„,--;, You did not ately upon it —Xs that the only
I 7

way in which.you. relied upon it?.

Yes, X did not 'ely upon it in any calculation.

X noted that the deformation rates inferred from that ob-

servation are. generally consistent with the deformation rates

of the last 17:„000 years, which X believe t.i be th most

pertinent and,'relevant informa'.ion that se'smoloeists can use
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Would you, restate for me these four factors

that, you'e given me'P What is ~he specific .conclusion that

they support2

Nell these factors are given in answer'Co your

questions regarding whether or not large amounts of horizonta

slip could somehow have occurred on the Hosgri without their
having been recognized in the kinds of data that we have

available.

And. the kind of data we have available are

reflection profiling wh:ch shows directly the vertical dis-

placement and from that' pointed out. that field observation

t4

show. that some vertical offset accompanies all strike-
slip faulting.

Second, focal mechanisms for recent earthquakes

in "the- region preclude pure horizontal motion and require

some type of oblique -« Chat is, partially vertical and

$ 8

partially horizontal —slip on the Hosgri. That the most

'recent, —that on the San Simeon, which is one of the.
few'0

places where direct observation of recent faulting can bs

)'ookedat on-land, the most recent motion according to

Yu. Hamilton is primarily vertical as revealed by

slickensides.

And finally, that extended the geologic record

back into the ancient pash, that the 10 kilometers of

horizonta1 slip —as testified to by Mr. Hamilton -« also
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provide the same kind of slip rate that we observed and

that is horizontal—the same kind of slip rate that we

currently observe in the vertical direction.

6

;-: 'f3

$ 6

i7

So any one of these things by itself I don',

.think one could draw a firm conclusion on. Xf there

.were* any other type of evidence that could be brought to.

'bear. on this, X, would certainly seek it, and X would hope
fi

".that 'a; generally consistent. picture would be painted, by all
fi

'"'-"of.,the, evidence. And if qne particular item of evidence
~ 'i''did not support it, then I: would conclude that some element

.of.:,.'.assumptions had broken. down..

.
""""':: ';,'Xn.-the case at hand, if in fact large displac~en

* I

.";horizontal.-d3.'splacements had occurred Sn these ancient

'times".-„-'.that. is',, five to: 13'illion years .ago -'- th'en X .
I

would. have to,conclude from thag,based on the other evidence,
'"'that" there. has been a. significant change in the tectonic

II

regime'since that„ time. And I believe that that'general

sr

end2E

18

39

20

concept. has been adequately discussed by Dr. Zahns during
-the. past.. week.-

I
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fig

:3 derived?

Let me ask you about. Uhe focal mechanisms.

-From what earthquakes are these focal mechanisms

Hell, a number of the small eaxthquakes. And X

'.think just perhaps to point out this is a non-controversial

item, I would —I could refer to a paper by Gawthrop that

concludes that oblique slips are the appropriate mechanisms

$ 0

for earthquakes in this region. And, I'e done some work of
1

my own on earthquakes in the range of magnitude 4 which are,

X believe, part of the FSAR, indicating that pure stxike«slip

motion is precluded by the data, although a firm conclusion

as to preci'sely the direction of slip cannot be reached. Xt

cannot be pure strike-slip and it does .require a significant

component. of vertical slip.

$

6'his is work that you have done2

Yes< this is in the FSAR.

Shat earthquakes was this work done from?

~ 9

X„don't recall the specific dates.
'

Can you give me an estimate of the size of the

20 data set2

The number of eaxthquakes you mean?

Right,

X would say'everal.

The range of the magnitude?

Probably 4—'X think the largest mechanism, and
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eb2 it's not e::actly in this region, but.the 1argest. earthquake

that was examined was the Bryson earthau&e which was magni-

tude 6, which is believe to be in &e h)acimiento Fault whic;h

Js somewhat closer to

.ob3.igue slip.
the Ban Anclreas ~ VhaC also showed

Q How many focal meehan"'sms did you do for the

8osgri on earthquakes that have b en associated with the

Hosgri?

~ A Several.

don': recall.
X believe the number is several. X

Q Nhat was the range of magnitudes for these

)2

i3 A . X believe there has been nothing larger than

about. magnitude 4 in that x'egion. '

Now how many stations vere utilized in ca"culat-
'Pl

ing the focal, mechanisms?

t7 Xf you want to pursue details of this, in fairness

$ 8 to the record it would be better to have it done fxom the

published work xathex than from my memory

20 0 Can you give me a cite to that2 't's ir. the

21 „'SAR?

22
f

Yes. X can't give you anything further. X'm

sure that we can find it.

Qig Gavthrop2

Are your findi;ngs consistent with those of
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eb3 Yes. With regard to focal mechanism, yes.

Xs that with regard to the focal mechanisms on

the Hosgri?

Yes. I believe so..

I should double-check that to make sure. I know

they concluded fox the 1927 earthquake it required oblique

slip, and I believe he had some mechanisms for the Hosgri

as well.

Q Were your conclusions regarding the sense of

motion of the- earthquakes that you did on the Sosgri consisten

with the determination regarding the sense of motion that

12

$ 3

Gawthrop derived for the 1927 event?
E

A ''on'5 think X should answer any more questions

)4. of this nature until I see precisely what it i's we'e dis-

$ 5 cussing e

Were they oblique slip?

A The mechanisms that I
MR NORTON: Excuse me, Mrs. Bowers. The wit-

'l9 ness has. said he doesn't want to answer any more questions

unless he has the work in front of him. He said he's going
V

p) from'emory'.

24

— Xf X'm not mistaken, we'e sitting here looking

at it. It's back in 1975 when that work was done, and to

be calling for numbers and 'so on— I'd like to take a moment

and furnish him with a c'py of the work he's done.
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eb4 ~8.. THESS S&ETH: t&3.nk 2.t 3.s also necessary

to find the paper by .Cavthrop that he's referring to, which

wou~d he a 1975 USGS Open Pile reaort.

MR. NORTOH: Hang on and we'l try to get this
together and get it to you ~~ just a moment.

l1RS. BOWERS: All right.
(Pause.)

MRS. BOWERS: If it is going to take some time

to identify this material, perhaps we should tdce an early
4

luncheon brea'"..

MR- HORTGH: That. might be a good idea. Ne'd

Q
beat the dining room crowd that way, too.

MRS. 30NERS: Nell', X have 20 of 12:00.. Ne
I

~ would like to have you back at 15. before 3.>00.

(l'hereupon, 'at ll:40 a.m., the hearing in

the above«entitled matter was recessed to reconvene

at 12-45 p.m. the same day.}

20
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AFTERNOON SESSXON

(12:45 p.m. j

MRS. BONERS: Are we ready to begin2

Whereupon,

STENARY SMXTHg

BRUCE A BOLTt

GEKQ9 PRASXER~

30

32

DOUGLAS Hi HAMILTON

resumed the stand on behalf of the Applicant and, having been

previously duly "sworn, were examined and testified urther

as follows:

33,

37

39

20

23

MRS. BOWERS: Before. we go back to you,

Mr. Pleihchaker, 'the Chaixman of the Board would appreciate

it if, you- don't file motions on top of motions that haven'

~ been responded to by all parties. Xt makes fox confusion.

MR. PLEXSCHAKER: Can I bring up a preliminary

matter which is that we have determined to reque'st the Board
e

to direct certification of the question concerning the

subpoena of Trifunac and Luco, and X thought that we could

set aside some time to argue that motion at the Board's

convenien'ce.

MRS. BO~AERS: Are you putting it in writ9ng,

Mr. PEeischaker2

MR. PLEXSCHAKER: No. I could. Xt will take
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What X was going to propose is that I was going

to br'ng it uo now so tnat we coals argue it at some time in

the futuze. Xf you want to, I can try to get it in wz'ting.

Xt will take a little moxa time. Unless the parties would

prefer that, why—
liR. HORTOH: V7e certainly would prefer that.

HH. PLEXSCHAKER: Pine. Then X will have it
put. in wri.ting. But. X wanted to bring it to the Board's

attention 'now so that there's 'no question 'about thaa lapsing.

Me've made the decision and I will get, ie,. into writing as

'oon as I can.
I

hGtS BONEBS: And your 'idea. is to ask the Board

to certify rathei than you 'attempting certif'cation on your
/

E'ER. PLEXGCEKKR: ''m a little confused on this,
but- my reading of the regulations was that it is appropriate

to ask &is Board to certify a question to the Appeal Board .

and'f the Board denies that request, +Men I understand I
have the opportunity to go to the Appeal Board. But

I'hought.'t

would be appropriate to mM~ e the request byre.

Now this has happ ned in one other procaeding

in which I ve been involved concexning the licensing of the

Exxon Plutonium Recycle Pacilic~. Xn that case X requested

the Board to certify a question to the Appeal Board and the





Board did certify a question to the Appeal Board.

MRS. BOHERS: In this proceeding X can recall

two instances, one by Applicant and one by,Xntervenors,

where — X'm not sur whether the Board was requested to

certify and we decided not to, and then the Applicant went

'irectlyto the Appeal Board.

MR. NORTON: Yes, that's what happened.

MRS. B01KRS: The other is the current thing

9 pending which Valentine and Jones, representing the Xnter-

10 venors on the security question, they went directly to the

Appeal Board

MR. PLEXSCHM&R: Yes. I had talked to

13 ., Mr. Valentino last, night but X. thought it would be appropriate,

14 'since X', was here, to- ~ubmit the question to the Board first.
And then if the Board denies it, then X will go to the Appeal

16 Board.

17 MRS. BOHERS: Mr. Bright comments that you would

18 be saving time to go directly.
, MR PLEXSCKQCBR: Okay, X'll do that then. Xt

p0 doesn't matter to me. X can take it to the Appeal Board. I
21 was gush doing it as a matter of comity rather than anything

else, to certify to this Board.

MRS.BONERS: Nell, that's your decision.

MR. TOURTZLLOTTE: Which question is itP

MRS.. BOWERS: The subpoena, our refusal to issue
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a subpo na to the ACRS consu3.tants.

MB. TOURTEXZ.OTTE: Do wa know when wa might m~a

th's request for certificationP

MRS. BOl¹RS: Mr. Plakschaker, do you know when

your moti'on migh ba
ready'IR.

FLEXSCHAFXR: The problem is logistics,

getting it typed.

Let me txy to get a better shot on that. What.

I had hoped. to do was to argue it orally, and I had not

thought.out 'the logistics or getting it typed, but X vill
let Counsel for the Applicant and Counsel for the Staff, I
will give them notice as to when I intend to file it.

MR. NORTON: Nell, the problem X'm sure

Mr. Tourte3.1otte is contemplating, and so am I, is that it is

very difficultwhile you'ra in hearing to adhere to .the

response schedule set out which normally contemplates a non-

hearing process.

X guess what I'm saying is if it is served on us,

fox example, Monday, =I'l3. be very concerned. about what

. happened to his co'mplaint hut more so, X'll be very concerned

about how X'm going to respond to it in the five days allotted

while we'e in hearing. X would thiM it. would be .

perhaps moxa appropriate to give it to us at soma time so

at 3east during the intermission over the holidays wa can

.file a'esponse.
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ebS Otherwise I think we would have to ask for

additional time in which to respond.

3 MRS. BO~HERS: Nell, perhaps you can
discuss'his

among yourselves and work out a plan.

I have made a commitment to the motel for this

room from the 3rd of January through the 20th, including

Saturdays. Now per our discussion the other day,

8 Mz. Pleischaker has a court. commitment the-week of the. 22nd—

''hink you said the 24th?

MR. PLZISCH~R: That's correct.

14

MRS'. BONERS: And I have been. able to ascertain
"! !

that-my week at Perkins, which, begins January 29th,-is all
set.. Final arrangements have.,been made., So we know we will,.'

»be .recessed'. from the 22nd'hrough I think it. is the —well,

17"

the 3rd of Pebrnazy.
!

Now my question here is can we, at this stage,
! ~

. block out,any time in February? Do you. think it's necessary?

Now maybe this is something you can discuss'among yourselves,

20'1

too.
!

,
'; MR NORTON: Mrs.- Bowers, we'e tran.ed to di'scuss

these things amongst ourselves and it isn'0 that we disagree

in trying to work out an agreement, we just don't have any

idea hew long Mr. Pleischaker is going to.cross-examine
!

:witnesses.

If the* first we'ek, on the first panel is any
(
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indication, we would certainly need Pebruary, I would think.

If that is atypical and he's going to spend a day on each

panel, then I don'C think we would. Discussing amongst

ourselves doesn't do any good.

It's not that anybody 's being obtuse or dis-

agreeable about it,. Xt',s gust that you just don't know.

MRS. B(MOORS: Vlell, maybe what I should do is

., put a tentative, hold, if X can, on the xoom the first couple
I

9 of weeks in February.. I should'thinlc we'would know better by

'the middle of Zanuaxy.

MR. TOURTELLGTTE: X was going to say I think

it's a good idea to at leas't go ahead and block that time out

for. all of. us,- so that in the event we need the time we can

use 9.C.. If we don'., we can always cancel out.

MR~ PLEXSCHAKHR:

out, X've got it, blocked out.

X agree because if I have other

cases, for example, that, come up and I have that t'me blocked

18'RS. BONERS: How many weeks in Pebruary do you,

Chink need to be blocked out2

20 MR.'ORTON> X hope this doesn'5 extrapo3.ate to

2[ months and a yeaz'.

MR. TOURTELIOTTE: I would block out threo. That

would not necessaxily indicate that, Mr. Pleischakex would be

here all three weeks, but we do have the security matter

which, as of yet, has not been ruled upon. Of course ultimatel
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there is a potential for. that being disposed of prior to tfiat

+Mme in some other way. But I sti11 think it's advisable to

block out three weeks.

tCHS. BOWERS: Well, that will be the 5th through

the 24th of Pebruary.

Nov, ve get a hand-carried copy of Appeal Board

decisions. He're in the same building. We'e on different
f

floors, as some of you know.

As, soon as something is hand-carried to my office
*

we'l get 'a call so ve should knov vi~&in a very short t.ime
1

after it is issued.

'" Do you vant. to proceed, i~Ir. Pleischaker?.
C t

CROSS-EZAMINATXON (Continued)

BY RR PXZXSCHAKER:

Q Dr.. SNith, ve quit at lunch time talking about

focal mechanisms and the sense of motion that you had

determined and that Dr. Gavthrop had determined, comparing

them. I thought, however, before we went any further on that

line of questioning that if you could take a transparency

and explain what a'focal mechanism is and hov it is derived?

A {Witness Smith) Pine. X would like to have

Dr. Bol- do that.

All right, fine.

At the risk of prejudicing my case, X would like

h 1
k
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Qg
which is on of the most lucid, an e:;.raordinarily lucid

interpr tation of all th's stuff. Xt's really good.

'blR; TOURTELLOTTZ: . Xs that the full title of

your
booM'ITNESS

BOL..: FwD uakes: A Primer.

I appreciate your comments. I think you are

using the book against m , however. .I pub1ished it too soon.

.(Laughter.)

(Rt the projector.)

Nell, I want to stress that this is one of the

)2

most widely-used and important techniques that we have in
seismolog'y to say something about the scurce of an earthquake'.

There are not.too many people I.think who understand it. in
I

detafQ, but. the idea is rather simple.

Suppose that we have a fault, looking down on the

fault from the air, and across the fault we will suppose

there's road with' white line.. Aa often happens in southexn

California, there happen to be white lines on the roads, and

as time goes on one will find that if strain is building up

20'long this fault>. that this part of. the line will move in

this direction and this part will move '9n this direction,.—
(Xndicating 'if the faulting process is strike-slip, that is
to say if the strain is purely horizontal.

NR. TOURTZLL&ii'L". Excuse me. Xn order to ma3ce

the record a little clea-ex, maybe you could give a
a
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designation on your illustration there so that when you say

"this direction" and "this direction," it has a point. of

reference.

BY HR, PLEXSCHAKER:

Could X just m'ention one thing, Dr. Bolt'2 Xt is.

often useful to think of yourself as talking to a blank piece

of paper, which is what everybody will read. And so direction.

like "up" and, "down"—

''0'
as X

go+'Witness Bolt) So X will.put letters on this.
j

d

16

17

18
h

20
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2G agbl If we take che fault .-o be the line at;:-p ime

and the s'crain to be in a horizontal... dizeciioa in .he

direction of the arrow "a" which we could say is iowa'"d he

north and, on the otner side o" the fault, the strain in
the direction shown by the arrow marked "b," then a"'ter a

period of time, the white line on the road will appear to

be curved in some form shawm by the line A-prune B-prime.

I hate to think of my audience as'a blank

pie'ce of. paper, I hope this is satisfactory to yo'u.
C

How, when th eartiiauake occurs at the point

I2'nat this strained piece of rock breaks at the fault,
then the line A-prime B-prime will take up, suddenly take

A

-up a new position which we might. call A-prime C-prime and

3-prime C-double«prime, Mat is to say, the curved part.

willbreak on the fault and the thoro halve" mill spring'ack
to the positions C-prime and C-double-prime.

Now, what is the effect of this on the ~raves?

$ 8 Xf we deal crith P-waves, the compressional first

20

waves that spread out, then there will be a compression wave

whicn spreads out in the direction of the double-headed arrow
I

.that I wi11 call P in the direction shown. And 'here will
simi"arly be a P->rave compression which spreads ou" in the

direction of the double-headed arrotr on ".he other side of
the fault.

Now that means that if there's a station
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2

toward the north on the west side of the fault, it will
receive as a first motion a wave which is compress" on. If
there is a station to the north on the east side of the fault
we'l call the first of those stations S,< and SE —then this
station will'receive a wave which is a rarefaction, that is
to say, it will appear as though the ground is moving away

from that station.

So that .a seismologist, lool-ing at the first
arrivals at these two stations, will say at this station

I see' compr ssion, at. this- station I see a dilatation.

MRS. BOHERS: Could you identify —you say

l3

"this station."

WITNESS BOLT: At this station i', I'l see a

'ompression. I'lput that in parenthesis. And at
this'tation

which is SE, X will see a dilatation, I willput

that- as D.

Let-me call this Figure One on this diagram.

And on the same one, we will just put —it's a simple dia-

gram —Figure Two.

Xf we now thinJc of this fault again headed to

north being surrounded by many seismographic stations,

which we could call S , S , S and S4 and so on, then at this
23 . station one will see a compression.

And as a matter of fact, at all stations in
this particular quadrant mapped out by the east-west north-
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agb3 south lines, one will see compressions. And iw the quadrant

which the tation ma ked S3 is recording, there will also

be all compressions.

Xn the tation quadrant $ 2, there will be

dilatations. And in the station quadrant. S4, all stations

in this quadrant will show a dilatation.

So if one gathers the records from these

'10

stations it will be immediately obvious rom the patt rn of

first arr'vals that the waves have come from a strike-slip
fault in which the disolacement has occurred in a right
lateraL sense. That is to say, looking across the fault,
the m'ovement is going toward the right hand.

And for all other kind of faults. there will.
be. similar patterns which I don't need to go into, since

this illust=ates the principle. Depending on the geometry

'7.,
of. the fault motion, there will'be a certain pattern of

I V

compressions and dilatations at the stations surrounding

the earthquake.

20

This has been tested many times against observa-

tion. After the seismologists have collected the r'ecoxds

from around the world and drawn their reconstruction of what

happened at the source, they have Learned that geologists

have gone out, or seismologists Wemselves have gone out in
the. field and have, in fact, found the surface break with the

potion and the strike —that is to say, the direction of the
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agb4 fault and the dip, which is the angle which the fault is

dipping into the crust, very close to wha" was predicted

by this procedure aaybe in another country.

So the method is not in auestion, it s widely

used and, very powerful. And frozen these diagrams, cne can

say something about z.hether'here is purely

such as in Figure 0':e, or whether ther is
vertical motion which would give a somewhat

hor2.zontal stra3.nII

some component of

different pattern
But. there is no need to go into that at the moment perhaps.

Nell, since we'e talking about horizontal and.

l2'
ertical components, perhaps you could e:cplain to us hoor you

'differentiate between the two.
» 33'

Very well, let me draw a further figure.

Excuse me, D . Bolt.

MR. FLEISCE1AZHR: Can we mark @liat
Intervenors'xhibit

41'P

NITNESS apLT: These are my Figures 2 and 3 which

will be JI-41, is that right?

MR FLEISCHM<ER: . Yes.

4P ~

(Nhereupon,- the Qocumert

previously referred to

was marked as Joint

Intervenors' >iiit 41

for identifi'cat ion.)
NITNESS HOLT: My Figure:three will be the

0
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appearance of the compressions and dilatations for a source

which is e~xtirely horizontal strike-slip. I draw a circle
which represents a projection of the earth. How there are

various projections that are used, stations which are in

one quadrant drawn in th's circle will be all of one sign„,

say, C, compressions, in the opposite quadrant, they will
be all of one sign C'. The first. motions in the quadrant

between these will all be D, and, in the opposite quadrant

.they will all he D.. W

So this is the fault plane solution for a

strike-slip earthquake, purely horizontal motion.

One then. dx'aws the line separating these com-

pressions and dilatations, which I'm showing as dots ox
I

perhaps we could 'show then as little "c's" in the 'compression
C

and-little "d,'s" in the dilatation quadrant, they represent
* stations, those marks, that show these first motions.

And then the seismologist would separate them

by'i'nes and these lines give the direction of the faulting
" on, the earth's surface, purely horizontal.

I

Now in my Figure Foux, I'l represent one kind of

pattern which would indicate that there was vertical motion

involved. In this pattern, if we had all compressions—

these are sta ions that I'm drawing with little "c' that

show compressions on one side of the earth, and in the
C

other semi-circle we find all "d's," the only way we can
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~ 3

separate these is by a line like Chat. XC may have some

curvature to it.
But this would indicate thai: the waves which

are going out from the source in one whole hemispherical

direction in the earth are all going out as compressions

and the waves going out in the other direction are all
going out as d'ilatations.

And'ou.would be, able Co see easily thaht this

end2G

$ 0

73

would mean that, the'earth —the motion of the fault would,
h 'h

I

be such. ChaC Chere, would be- motion on a vextica1 faul"
'tc

with one. side down and. the, other side up. They are Che Mo
I

I,
J''impleand extreme cases and Chere are combinations of

h
(*

'these. -'.

h ~

h

~ h

X'm now drawing on here a mark showing= that this
3A is dip slip+i

17

BY MR FXZsISCHAKER
h

t
Q Excu e me, Dr. Bolt, that Figure Four, does Chat

P

represenC a'pure dip;slip?

20
Q

(Neatness Bolt) ,Yes.
t'

h t

Now what would a combination look like?

As I understand, we'e been interpreting—
Drawing a combination, I'3.l draw a Figure Five.

And in th's case, drawing a projection circle,
we would have curved lines crossing..like this at„right angles.

- So this would, indicate that there is some

~ h hT A P. W h ~ h V ' I h,h hh ~ gA t) h,'4 h h.' ', „4
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horizontal motion, that. there is something of this in it,
but that they are not perfect quadrants and that thar is
much more of the displacement —the dilatation motion her

than in the opposite quad ant, the two quadrants I have

marked with "d's."

So you can see Figure Five is a comb='.nation of
'igure Three and Figure Pour, where the lines drawn separatin

the different polarities —that is to say, the dilatations
and 'compressions —are now curved.

4
'

f

9 'ow,'f we go back to, well, any of these figures, '

where. does the information, —let me ask you to start; with

most basically, this is the way we do it on a piece of

paper' right2

Yes. '.

Now where does the information come from that
we. plot. on, the piece of paper?

A The information is a reading of the direction of

the first arrival P-wave at. a seismogxaphic station. That

may be got by writing to the .seismographic stations and

'"asking them to send the record and reading it, oneself. "'It

may be got from catalogs of worldwide stations or regianal

stations which list these first motions.

So that pe~its us to d. termine whether it's a

compression or dilatation?

It would be marked in the catalog as a "d" or a
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agb 8 "c" just as I show it hexe.

Now how would we know where to put, it on- that

sphere'

We would put it on tne sphexe at a point which

is appropxiate to the azimuth of the station fxom the source.

For pxample; in my Figure Four, if the line
that I'e drawn is north™south, then a sta'on which was to
the west would be plotted somewhere in this direction marked

with a. "w." And the actual distance away from. the source

10 would be scaled off appropriately from the center point to

the circumference.

12

14

= 9 Before we put. this compression or dilatation at
i

the sphere, then, do we have to derive a solution -- excuse

me, 'a location for the focus or the hypocenter of the

event?

"16 One has to know where the focus of the earthquake

18

20

is. The actual position is not terribly important in many

cases. The solution doesn't change very much.

Q How do we draw these lines if we don t. have

very many stationsV

21, A Well I, myself, would not draw them. It's a

decision as to just what you'e trying to do before you would

essay a pair of lines. The best practice would be to draw

a band indicating the width of possibilities of the lines,
so that they don'0 violate any of the "c's" and "d's" that
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agb9 you have drawn in the diagxam. And that's the usual case,

'there's usually some uncertainty.

For example, in my Figure Three, it may be

possible to extend the width of the lines that X have drawn

itith the lines X'm drawing with smaller dashes and not violat
t
any of the C's and D's and that would give an indication of

'he uncertainty 'involved.

Q So that for a distribution of C's and D'"-, you

li

10

12

t3

might have several solutions?

A, Nel1 X, think that, properly speaking, you always

have a range of solutions. The cpxestion is, what is the

allowable width of that uncertainty.

Q Now is the range of that solution a function of
the 'azimuth of the stations?

A'hat's correct.

l8

Q So that the greater the a"imuthal distribution,
that is, the more,you have it rounded, the moxe certain you

can be about your location'

A. You mean. location of. the lines?
20 Con:ect. Both, X think.

A Yes. So far as we'e talking about fault plane

solutions or focal mechanism solutions, the greater the dis-
23:.

24

tribution of stations —not only with azimuth but, also with
I

distance —the more pxecise can be the solution.

Q Xs there any general sort of distribution that
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for drawing these lines?

0 No, the decision would nave to be made on the

kind of problem, one is dealing with.

For example if, in Figure Four, there were quite

a number of stations very close to the line SN, C's on one

side and D's on the other as I'm drawing them, then that
small c"uster of stations would alone define the position

TO

of, that. line very well. It doesn'. matter in that case

, very much that one doesn'0 have a similar density of stations

. further out in the diagram.

43
In this particular case, it, would just be.

n

fortunate that there were stations which were very close

to this line and lying on each side of it. And so you cannot

violate that without;- drawi.ng the line between them.

So in- this case, it s not really necessary to

have a rule which says there must be, for example, an

IS equal number of stations in all. azimuths, that's a general

rule. But in certain specific 'types of solutions, a more
4

appropriate rule can be 'et down but these are rather c'ompli-

cated.

Okay.

But with respect to that example there at, the top

though isn'; there some uncertainty with regard to plottinc
these C's and D's?
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The only unce"tainty that would arise would be

if the focus or the hypocenmal position of the harthquake

were 'not known very we13.. To the accuracy that one usually

draws the uncertainty, at least for using overseas s"ations,

can be tens of kilometers, it's not very importan't whether

you are within a few tens ox kilometers of being correct.

Q

You see one degree on the earth is 110 kilometers.

So for; that one on the top, there's really only

one way you could draw the lines, between the C and the D?

'". A .This is Figure Four?

Figure Pour.

l3

Yes.

Okay.

And the place you plot'hose C's and D's on the

piece of paper, the certainty of that placement is a function
of the. cextainty of the location of the evert?

l7 A That's corxect, because the stations are known

-precisely, hopefully.

Q. Let. me ask you about that, locating earthquakes,
Iice'll 'probably be talking about this later.

A IIay I sit down on this one, or do you want me

to go on with this?

lihatever is easiest.
4

I don'. mind, but if we'e finished with this
I can sit down+
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2

Okay. Sure.

MR. PX XSCHAKER: X'd like to move into evidence

X'm sorry, X forgot, my exhibit for today but X believe it
is 38, 39 —-

9(

MRS. BOWERS: X started out with 39 this

morning. Dr. Smith's two schedules X have listed as 39 and

40, and then Dr. Bolt's would be 41, which you identified

and then you haven't given a number to the last one.

Maybe my notes are incor..ect.

MR. NORTON: Slightly. Joint Xnterve'nors '8

'
12

was= Mr, Pleischaker's motion to amend and supplement his

complaint in another action, which we would certainly object

to'being, moved into evidence.

MRS. BOHERS: That,'s right, X forgot.

MR. NORTON: = in this case, anyway.

~ ( 39, 40, 41 and 42 are the figures drawn, 42 is
)7

18

the last'ne by Dr. Bolt that he so labeled, and we would

have no objection to those being placed in eviden'ce.

BY MR . PLEXSCM&ER:

0 Dr. Bolt, could you give us a title for

Exhibits 41 and 42, please, just for the record?

(Witness Bolt) Joint Xntervenors'1 we might

call Pocal Mechanism of Earthquakes. And Joint
Xnteevenors'2

we might ca11 Sample Pault~ Plane Soluti.ons.

(Joint Xntervenors Exhibit 42 was marked
for identificati.on.)
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MRS. BONERS: Mr. Tourtellotte, Nr. Pleischaker

has offerred into evidence 39, 40: 41, 42, the two drawings

of Dr. Smith and the two drawings of Or. Bolt, any objection.

ITR. TOURTELLOTTE: Ho objection.

MRS. BOTlZRS: Hell Joint Xntervenors'zhibits

39 through 42 are accepted into evidence.

(Whereupon, the documents

previously identified as

Joint.Xntervenors'xhibits

39 through 42

were received in evidence.

BI MR PLEXSCHAKER:
'I

O'ow Dr. Bolt, X think we departed on tQ~s by

talking about .plotting th comp essions and the dilatations

on the face of the solution there. There is some dispute

18

20

about locating an event in this proceeding.

Could you tell us how one locates an earthquake

utilizing seismograms?

A (Witness Bo3.t) befell, this is a subject that I
hav'e specialized in. And the programs that axe used wo=ldwide

in locating earthquak s teleseismically, that is to say,

locating them using stations overseas are based on progxams

'hat, X have written.

25

And X want to stress that the examples that
X'=-

give don't cover all the complezities that are involved. in
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agbl4 T making precise locations. But I will try to respond by

being simple enough to get the main points over, and if you

have any difficulties, please ask me about it.
Q Excuse me, we'e going to be talking about

teleseismic locate.ons'P

A Yes, is that what you wishP

Q Nell we can hear about that, but I wanted-to

hear about the other also, S minus P.

A," Thj teleseismic location is normally done using
$ 0 P-waves only or mainly P-waves.

12.

I'm going to go, again, to the overhead pro-

jector, if I may, it. makes it easier.

(Dr.. Bolt. at the projector.)
I'm going to now draw a diagram representing %he

earth,and I'lplace a station on it which I'lcall Station

S, this is a seismographic station on the surface of the

earth.

AD )8 Let us.suppose that an oarthcpxake occurs here in

20'entral California which has a focus which I'lcall P,

which is just below the earth's surface.

Then the seismic P-waves travel out just as

light rays. travel out from a light source through this sphere

and so I'can trace a ray that the P-wave vill travel along

and. 2'll put an arrow on it, and this will be a ray of

seismic energy; rather than a ray of light going from the focus
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a

to the station.

Hov, this will be measured by a distance which

is subtended at the center of the ea'rth which X villmark

as zero, or by "0" rather, by a certain angle. i'l call

this the angle Greek Delta. So my Station S has a certain

distance associated vith it away from the focus.

Now this distance is not knovn initial3y and

we'r'e going to try and find that out.
- But the station also reads the time of arrival

of the P-wave. Let us suppose that that time it takes

~ 'to go from P to S through the. earth of the P-wave is the

time T, so many seconds; That's known. But of couxse ve
4

don,'t. know where the earthquake occurred, so all ve'ave

is the time of arrival at that. station.

f6

But then this earthquake mill also be recorded

at other stations at di -ferent Deltas and different locations

on the earth's surface.

f9

20

So .X'll call these other stations by putting

suffixes on them, Sl, S> and 'so on. And each one of these

stations will have its own distance avay from the focus

.and there villbe an. arrival time measure at each of these

stations.

23

25

Normally, we would have 10 or more. Xn modern
4 ~

practice, there may be over a hundred such stations recording
e

an earthquake of 'moderate si'ze around the world.
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Now 1 think you can see that when you have cpxite

a few rays going out, as l'm drawing now, to the different

'tations, that there will be just one point on the earth'

surface which will u timately satisfy all these arrival times.

Because if I shifted the point a little bit'o that one of

the arrival times remained the same, then that would violate
* the other arrival times. So that if you have enough such

times of arrival at'tations around the world, you reach a

stage'hen there is just one position fox P, and that will
— specify that.

Now the actual method that is used these days

with the high»speed computer is, in the first instance, to
'" guess where the earthquake is 'd, seismologists rather

erienced: in looking at,a seismogram and saying, Nell

that seismogram tells me that the ear+&quake was probably in

Japan, so one would then put in the latitude and 'longitude

of Tokyo and see then whether that position at an assumed

'time of. arrival would satisfy these arrival times.

Of course, at first guess, they won't exactly.

So then one has the computer adjust. the assumed position

and the assumed ox9gin time a little bit, recheck and so on

until one iterates to a position and time which satisfies

these, observed times as closely as possible accoxding to some

statistical criteria.
Now what one has at, that. stage —and I should
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agb17 mention it now because no doubt it wil: arise later —'s,
in principle, if we. subtract from the observ d times that

X've drawn as Tl, T>, the calculated arxival times based

on ou solution —we'l eall these t-,. t> and so on—
then we should have zeroes. Xf we subtract one from the

'other, they should agree exactly, the calculated and the

observed should be exactly the same.

$ 0

But of couxse, this is already questioned in the

real world because the rocks vary"slightly from place ta

place arid in their elastic properties, people at the

t3

stations may read slightly wrongly, the clocks may not be
F

quite synchxonized to Greenwich" mean time, and so, instead

--of,having a column of residuals in which all the numbers

"are- zero, typically we would have a column of residuals

which has, in actuality, numbers like one second, minus

two seconds and so on. Xn the best conditions we can now
E

locate eaxthquakes, obtaining residuals of the matter of a

'few seconds at many stations around the world. And the

"precision', of the location in these cases may be a's great,
E

. as five —w9.thin'H.ve kilometers of the true position in -the

22:

best cases.

So that', as briefly as I can, the story of the

24

-. teleseismic location of earthquakes in othe- countr"es.
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3b ebl Q Let me ask you a few questions about that.

You first, of all have to have some, sort of

vel'ocity mcdel, don'5 you?

Shat one has is not a velocity model so much as

an empirical set of travel times which have been worked out

on past expez'ience which apply to tAe average earth, and have

been found to he very satisfactory.

How these can be obtained, for example, from

00

12

underground nucleax'zplosions which have known positions and

known origin times.--

Q When did, we get this empirical set of average

arrival times? Zs this something uniform that applies all ove

.Me earth;or does it vary from place to place?

The. average times that are used are adopted by

15 the Xnternational Association ox Seimology, and they'e pretty
standard. Most countries use the one set of travel t'mes.

17

18

19

20

21

Another set has come into being in more recent

years, based on the underground explosions. And the two sets

are the Jefferies-Bullen travel times and the 1968 travel
times. They are the ones that ax'e usually used. They

don''ary

very much between th~~~elves.

Q So these underground nuclaa explosions in
essence have permitted us to —because we know their "oca-

tion. have permitted us to calculate the velocity at which

waves travel through the earth's crust?

~ ~~ can ~
J
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eb2 Ne'1 that's a secondary matter. Hhat they pe=Wit

you to do is 'to check to see that the trave1 time from a

particular site to a particular station is as you thought. it
was. Xn other words, they have enabled the earlier tables

to be caLibrated within'a-second.

'Okay.

So for the teleseismic locations we have this

empirical set of average times that permit us to say som thing

$ 0

about velocity of the waves as they move through the earth.A'fone's interested in the velocity, but that.'s

not really needed, the velocity.

all the way, the times..

Xt is times that are used

(~IJ
$ 3 Q' 'kay.

Now the timing at, which a wave arrives at the

station, how do we determine that'P

A Hell, each seismograph runs in con)unction with

=17-: a very accurate clock. These days crystal clocks are used.

Sa that the universal time or Greenwich mean time's kept

continuously to about one one-hundredth of a second or better

20 .
't, all seismographic stations around the world.

How about, in the olden
days'.

Hell, in the old days when X was a young man one

used pendulum 'clocks and seismographic stations were often

at astronom'ical observatories such as Lick observatory because

there the astronomers Rept the best time.
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Qg
NR. TOURTELLOTTE: Nxs. Bowers, could we have a

definition of the "olden days"?

MR. PLEXSCHM<ER: About 1927.

6i

NR. TOURTELLOTTE: I didn'0 ask for

Mr. Pleischaker's definition. X was asking the Board if the

witness could clarify that.
0

NRS. BOWERS: I think Nr. Pleischaker first used

8! the term "in the olden days."9'R. TOURTELLOTTE:, Yes. Okay. The question was

asked'nd actually X didn'. object to the form of the question

and right now X'ould like it clarified. As far as I m

concerned, Nr. Pleischaker can say what. he 'meant and the

13 witness can say what he meant..

14 NR. PLEISKGGCHR: Nr. Tourtellotte has a good.

point.

16 BY NR. FLEXSCHAKER:

You were talking about these new crystalline

clocks that are capable of calculating to a very high —with

a very high degree of precision what time it is, keeping time.

20 (Ãitness Bolt) Yes.

21 How 1'ong ago have thos~ been used?

A Nell, these are ma'ters of emerging tectology
so one can't put a hard and fast date. But X would suggest

that 1960 is the time when there was a drastic improvement

in timing, around thaworld, and many stations started to switch
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over to either radi.o time signals or c "ys al clocks from then

on.

Okay.

tie have some&ing that's keeping. time ""or us.
I

T'That is it that we'e looking for on the seismogram?

We'r~'ooking for the arrival of the P-wave that

7 'X mentioned yesterday. That's the first wave to arrive rom

the earthquake.

Xs that hard or easy to select?

eA Plell, in case"- where you have very sensitiv

seismographs and there is no background noise, it is not hard.

The more experienced one is, the easi.er it is of course.

llany of my colleagues in physics think that it
'f4 is impossible o find what we do on records.

Q Would the ability to s'elect that wave depend upon

the time scale of the machine? Xf that makes sense to you?

That is to say the speed of rotation of the drum

on which the paper is put?

RLght.

A. The faster the dx'um rate, then the longer the

interval on the paper per nd.nutes. And so the easier it is
to pick the onset precisely.

Q Now how about the S-wave? Ne have had mention

I think in the testimony of calculations of earthquake

locations by use of P minus S.
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Yes.

The S-wave is used, and are use it. at Berkeley,

in our work in locating arthquakes ma'nly to help out the

P-wave when one is trying to locate earthquakes near to the

observatories. In this case one is relying usually on a

smaller number of observatories and the distances are such tha

the waves don't go down deeply into the earth but travel

through the earth's crust.

Q Are we sometimes forced to rely on a P minus S

calculation because of some uncertainty with respect to

picking out a P?

A Yes. Since the S-wave arrives late it is really
S minus P because the S.time is the bigger .arrival. Xt, comes-

later.

These S minus P times are I believe a very

sensitive measure of the distance away of the source from the

station. Very effective in locating local earthquakes.

Q Which is more precise f om your experience,

calculating locations on. the basis of P-wave arrivals or

S minus P times?

For local earthquakes in California, X believe

that the S minus P, the use of both S and P is much more

precise than gust P.

Local earthquakes. Let,'s see. What do you mean

'by local earthquakes?
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Qg
Nell, by "local earthquakes" I mean broadly within

a regional network of an extent of some hundreds of kilo-

meters so that within the Berkeley network, which covers

northern CAlifornia, we would call all the .earthquakes sear

to our station local earthquakes. They are local to the

stations.

Now would that observation be true for earth-

quakes that were recorded back in the 1920s and 1930s, that

$ 0

is, that.'our S minus P'imes are as accurate a >ray to loca'e

earthquakes as absolute P-wave arrivals?

Nell, I think i.t would be more so because you

)2 ~ 'ee if you subtract the P arrival time xxom the S arrival time

then you don't really care whether the clock is correct.

14 And. by subtracting those two arri.val times, you'e subtracting

out. the clock errors whi,ch apply to both of these things

equally.
I

And of course in the pre-Second Norld Nar or

20

pre-1960, if that's our dividing date time when the clocks

were not always preci.se, that removes that problem.

9 Do we have another problem in terms of picking

2'f : out .the S-wave?

~ f~

23

A .,The S-wave, as Z again mentioned yestexday after-

noon, is often not as easy to di.scriminate against the back-

ground noise because it arrives as the second main phase

and consequently the record is already —the pendulum is
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already in motion on the seismograph.

So the ax'rival of the S-wave — Nould it. be

accurate, to say that the arrival of the S-wave is in som

senses —must be read through the P-wave arrivals'?

5

9*

10:

I3:,

A - It. must. be read through the remaining P-wave

energy which is still cond.ng a" that time, yes.
4

Q -, Now is that more d9.fficult or less difficultwhen

you!re d'ealing with older seismographs, ones with slower
f

drums on, themP

A '-, 'Nell, if the"drub 9.s moving more slay than the

present drum rates, then of course the precision of picking

9.'s low both for P and for S compared,with the modern drums.
i

However,, I-'must. say= that, we shouldn'. think that.
t t

gu'st, because 'an'nstrument was operating'n the '30s, 9;t,
1 C

; ~ doesn' 'supply somet9mes excellent infoxmation and in some

ways, because in those days many instruments used, smoked
4

; .paper'o record their signals it's easier to read than on

18

I9

'0.

modern'hotographic paper .

Thyrse days we. don't use smoked paper because
'I

:, 'nobody is prepared to smoke the papex. and get dirty, but it
makes a very nice record so we shouldn't assume, because

9t is pze-Second World Haz, we have to downgrade 9.t. as a

24

scientific datum.

',*
Q

" 'ut in your'. judgment, 9.s. it more or less

characteristic —'typically more ox less ceztain than the
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ebs'ata we receive from the new machines?

X'ried to say then that that. question would be

answered in different ways, depending on the kind of in-

strument that was operating in the '30s.

Q Okay,.

Xet's see. Now we'e talked about the tele-

9

'17

seismic locations Can you tell us about Locations that are

non-teleseismic in nature,. how those are done2'

' .(At the
projector.')''ill

call the top part of this Figure 1 and, at.
'he

bottom X wiLL put a Pigure 2.,
'I

,'han we are locating source~ of earthquakes

near'o,the. stations, so-called, local.. earthquakes,. usually
I

the.'rays travel just through- the earth'. crust/ 80 let'me

draw here. a representation. of the earth's crust.

Ne~ are looking into the. earth now, side eleva-

tion Here's the surface of the earth. X'1l'aLL this.—

» Il
~"

1

'I9

I,',ll, just. write. here "Surface." This particular Line

; And". then X'XX draw a line which X'11 mark "N"'
I

I I

which is the- bottom. of the crust, and we'1l'suppose, fox the
r,

sake of'xplanation, that there is some intermediate line

Zp parallel to these which X'll call "X."

So this will represent the crust of the earth
I

and let; us suppose that the thickness of'he crust that we'e

dealing with —— and. this was'iscussed yesterday -»- is
I

Ii I'
J'i..I'I+~t rI» '»'4, I»II Pdi » "~ ".4 IF W»5', 'I.P»I 3a'4'A5 ~ '<- 6 . I I ~ ~ '.»I 'Il 5 ..''.S1. ~ I ', I S '. I I »<", ~ XWPI y,~, ~ II: .a" I» I;.,I",I „ I 6» '" ~
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eb9 approzimat ly 30 kilometers for the sake or argument.

Xf use have a focus, of an earthquake here in the

upper part of the crust,and most Califo'rnia earthquakes

occur at depths less than about 10 kilometers, and it starts

to send out the P-waves and the S-waves, then the xay which

7 f

goes down to'- the interface marked "'N" —and X am marking

~ the ray with an arrow —will'hen be refracted along the

layer or. the. interface "H" and then refracted back up again

13'9'o

the suxface.
't

And- if there is a station here, a. seismograph

,'hich X will. call "S," then this seismograph will show'he

arrival of,-the.,P-wave. That's the fi.rst wave to come via that.

path.
4

C.,

Mow this P.-wave will'e fol'Lowed by an„ S-wave
d

wh'ich X'll. gust draw as a dashed line parallel to- this.
Of'ourse it. actually-goes along the same path. And this is

17

26'1

the S-wave going along, coming along afterwards, and it eiLL

also arrive at the station and be read.
~ P

How'he further away this focus'hat X've marked
a

~ II'"P" is "from the s'tation, the greater is the interval of time
l

between the arrival of the P™wave and the arrival of the S-

wave. Xf the station were put over here, then because these

25'aves
are traveling with different speeds, the S-wave would

lag more= and moxe behind'he P-wave for this more distant

station which X'llmark as. "S
1

lg
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eb10

~ 3

So that by looking at the S minus P intervals,

we have a measure of'he distance away of this focus.

There are other ways that we can get rays to,

this station. For example, we can get a ray which went

directly in the upper part of the earth, and I'lcall this
t t

"Pl" and th'e earlier one that'ent along "N" X'll call
np

M

AQain "P " would be followed. by an S-wave which1 I'

.'3;

f5

f6
'I?'I

am dotting'in,'nd again at the station there would be a
C I

delay between the arrival of the "Pl" and the arrival of the
a»

accompanying S-wave. The further. away S was, the greater
I

will be the interval between these two waves."
4. II

In only remains then,to have an»empixical, table

which tells you that for a time interval S minus P of fivet

seconds, the appropriate distance away is 30 kilometers.
I »

Mme these tables can be worked. out gradually
t

by'proving it empirically or again by using explosions,

f8 often in this case by. quarry, blasts or by specially-placed

'0
2j

explosions. with a known pos'ition and a known distance, and

"they-can tell'ou what. the appropriate S minus P is for an
t

'ppropriate- distance.

V

Xf you then have a number of stations around

the center of the. earthquake marked "F," focus, then we can

by,triangulation draw'rcs showing the distances'nd the

'ntersection of those arcs will be the location of the

I E

»
I
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epi'center.'.

The tables, ax .those. tables a function of 'che

velocity properties of the rocks in the region through which

the waves are traveling>

A That's correct.

Q Okay.
't

Now do those va'ry from region to region?

'9
>'t

10

)Z

A They vary from region to region. They. don'
1 j

''.:necessarily vary vexy much from region to region. That's a
1

matter of 'calib'ration.
I

For example, there's'not,very much difference in
C,

the travel. times that--a"e used for the Bay area and xor t¹
northern. California north of San Prancisco Bay.

Q

=.'-':."'""'On the. other hand we, use very different. tables
0 ~ ~-

for. the S minus P intervals for ea &quakes in Nevada.

..9 . .Nell, those differences in melocity properties

".'of the. rocks though, when you,.say they are not very much

19

20

'different, how mighC that affect a solution, a small dif-
P

fexence? Ãhat difference might that make in terms of locating
-' solutionP

A ' Nell,, ix we were going to locate an earthquake

in Nevada, across the Sierra Nevada, using our Berkeley

network and we used the central Californian S minos P. table,

we would mislocate that earthquake perhaps by as much as 10

'o, 20, kilometers.

1 I I 7
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ebl2 .Xf a teleseismic program were used using the

first method that I mentioned, it is quite possible by not

using the right tables for the local regiona1 seismicity to

mislocate an epicenteg by up to 50 kilometers.

And X might mention to.you that it's typical,

that. earthquakes that occur along the San Andreas Fault in

central California axe mislocated by the Xnternational,
1

Se3.smological Centex-.in England by 10's of kilometers and
k

earthquakes which we know occur along the San Andreas because
g

'I

,people feel them there are sometimes put out at. sea in,

Monterey 'Bay.

And so we have come to an- agreement that they

won t. do that., They'l wait until -X, send them.a letter tellinc
I

them 'where;:.they are;. and then,. they put that down and they

say "Berkeley solution."

17

How of course Mere are ways to handle that,, to

cal'ibrate the system'. X don'. want to give the impx'ession

20

that: we can'8 do these things, but-X wanted to bring out, that,

example where. the changes in. geology are such that, both on

a local and a regional scale, that you can get substantial

21 exrors,"do get them.

So that. in some instances, because we know

the velocity propexties of the rocks or we have calibration

shots .that permit us to have good. v locity models, we are

ab1e to locate more accurately earthquakes than we do through

~ 2 '1 t ~ at ~,I M Jt l 4 J „lk 13 A
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teleseismi" location. Xs that correct?

That is correct.

How about the velocitv? Do you know whether;re

have an accurat. modal xo" che velocity of the zocks in the

Lompoc area between the location o - 0"t 1907 event and the
\

stat"'ons which vere being utilized to locate that earthauake?

Nell, of course this goes to much of the work

done by seismologists in a very cazeful ~ray in relation 'to

this particular pxoject where spec'l studies vere made in

an attempt to''cal'ibrate +Me travel times mell beyond what

is usually done ~

So here we woul'd have to refer to the whole "

series of papers, and I don't know whether you want to do

that at thi:s time, which are on the zecord oz.wiX1'be I
suppose, related'o this particular project.

21y own feeling is that when Professor Byerlyg„,

who was my predecessor at Bezkely, first d'd the work, for

example on the 1927 earthquake the Lompoc earthquake, "- he

came down here and studied it —the travel times for the
r C

area were only poorly known, but at, the present time they
f

are fairly well known.

Zoll must reQXi~we that the sources that x'le re

de'aling trith are out to sea, and o the seismographic

stations which can calibrat "he, system aze all to one side
r

of. the'ou"ces. So that means that the situation is .

~ g
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ebl4

3

perhaps not as satisfactory-'aa~~ou crould get when you are
J

completely on land and you have~some quarries which are firing
explosives every week, large amounts of explosives,'and you

have stations all around them, and so on.

6"

But I would think that the travel times now are

pretty well calibrated for the area.

n

f3

'. f4

~ f5

C

t

~ ~

t

f

k
~$+Pk

r

- 'g ~ <-.'i i '<

~ '
~
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3D wbl Q Do you know whether there has been a calibration

shot out around the area of the 1927 event and travels times

have been calculated to the stations that were utilized to

estimate t¹ location of .chac
evenly'LR.

NORTON: scuse me; X assume you'e placing
H

1

the 1927 event where Dr. Smith placed it in that auestion.
4

BY MR, FLHXSCHAKER:

TO

j2.

$ 5:
i~

'f6»

fS"

Anywhere in the general area X will think will do
P

You made mention of the fact
that there were stations. only to one side because the other

sl de is oceane

for purposes of this question.
'

A., '&itness Bolt)= X was assuming;you were placing

. it inhere Dr. Byerly placed it in 1927.

Q„- ., X- thought that, was discredited by everybody.
l.

. '(Laughter)

.;A',''.', No, there. is no calibration shot- to my knowledge.

Q, 'kaye
Let me ask you:

I
ll

26 ~

21

A 'eso
1

Q"- ..„=,.-How d'oes that get into

or certainty'with respect to how we

the question of accuracy

can locate an events

Nell suppose an earthaua1ce.occurred'ight here

23

24'

25

where we'e having the hearing and Berkeley recur>ad a P-wave
A

arriva'Z.. time, and Pasadena to the south. Suppose, the one to
the'orth

and the one to the south were recording the P-wave arriva3
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wb2 time. Nowt the attempt to locate this earthquake by the

2 arrival times of these waves at Berkeley and Pasadena, if we

have our solution too far Coward Berkeley then that. will affect

the travel time to Berkeley in one direction; it.'ll b too

short; and at Pasadena in the opposite direction it.'ll be

too long And'o one station is working against the other in

the most optimum sense.

23..

Xf',- on the other hand, there are no readings,
4

we'1.1 say at. Pasadena, and one at Berkeley, .then Berkeley has

'to make Che.'.location relying on. its own readings without; any
. '4

* 4

check on the, other side. You have only one side and not the
4

...'ther

. X«think. that. should be clear.

..Q..-''.-. Re.. have. one on one'.side and one on the other
4

4

side . What-„if we 'took a circle; and drew it and put the earth-.
4

quake in the mmiddle? Nouldn't it, be optimum to have stations
«

4

all, around the; perimeter of that. circle?.

'.A,, -; -'That's correcto
'8'-

4

$ 9

20";

Q = Md that. would give us more certainty with respect

to location?'"
-„., 'Tht s the best', situation, yes-.

4- h *

Q 'kay.
Now in this case we have stations only on one half

of the circle; correct?
«

A,, '; 'Tht's correct.
4

-'. "=,-': Do,you know what the'zimuthal distributi'on is for

«4

44 lj

( $ Ct Qgl) g, g gyp«44 V. 'lf: ',, 44 «.,„44, 4 ', 4..4>«4 ~, '0;,44Cw". ~ '„4', «, u4> 4 47,".4;.4.. S7 4,44 '4 .4 4 4.' i'44 'W 4, '3 W.' 4 ~ ««,I 4",W 4 « i; «kana'4 .44 «,.+0 ~4
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'I

locating the 1927 even't in Mr. Hanks'.ocation?

Yeso

Hhat is that?

You want the actual number? X have h's paper.

Okay,

7

'8

9.

'$0

$ 2

; $ 3

)5

l7';

$8

39

"20

22*

Q
24;.

Excuse meg are you finished with this diagram?

, Would you 3.ike to mark this now?

'R. PLEXSCEGQKR: That's Zoint
Xntervenors'xhibit.

No.. 43
4 I

~ I.

'Mtereupon the documant referred'to
4

was.marked for identification as

)0'oint Xntorvenors'xhibit 43.)
I

',"" 'MR PXZXSCHAKER: Czn we, move that into evidence,t

please?'
~ 4 4I I.I I

Can ~re. have a name f'r it, please, Dr, Bolt?

(Pause)
'I

MR NORTON'r.. Holt, X think they need'ou to

MR NORTON: No ob jectiono

MRS BOLZRS: Mr Tourtellotte?

MR . TOURKLLOTTE: No obgectf.on.

name- your work~ .

* '4

~ .':, '". -, HITNESS BOLT: ..This is "A Great Day;""'
* ~ ~*

I"; '" '- -,-;.. ('Xvaughter)
vt

l
4 4

-llXTNESS BOLT: X'm not in abstract art„'w.barton.
)

"Sample epicentral locations." '

t
*

) 'I

I I

'.44 I 4',. W 4 t..kt)4 .. " V)V4) 4I ~ ''. 4 "1V I . + V)' "..'... V "4 L)vt,.".% +L tl ' 1 V'I) lv, L 444 .,4,"ll '„4;, PI„V V I'l .')
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wb4 3K'ONERS: Nell, Joint Xntervenors'xhibit 43

is accepted in evidence.

(Yaereupon the document referred top

heretofore marked for identification6's Joint. Xntervenors'xhibit 43

was received in evidence.)

NXTNESS SMITH: Since I did the work on this,

perhaps it,would save some time if I were to respond to the

,9

:TO

questions about, the 1927 earthquake.

Is that all right?
r

MR. FXNXSCHPZER: Sure

12 MR. NORTON: Incidentally, Mrs. Bowers, I don',

i3 want to get'nto any argum nt at all; I just would like a

simple. yes or no answer if I can get it to my question. And

that is that Mr. Fleischaker had a continuing objection as to

the use of panels. But I got. the impression that, he dropped

that when these witnesses adopted D . Smith's testimony.

MR. FLEXSCHAKHR: That's correct.

MR. NORTON: Okay. I just wanted to make sure

it was-clear on the record.

2i MR. FLEXSCHAKER: That is correct. I did not

ressurect that objection when they adopted it as their testi-
mony.

25

MRi NOPTON: Thank you.

NITNESS SMITH: The question referred to the
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azimuthal distribution of stations used by Hanks in &e

S-minus-P analysis. The simplest vay to see that. is to

refer to Figure 2 from the direct testimony that vas used in

my discussion yesterday..

{Slide)

-The arcs shown on. here represent —if you can

see the cunrature of the arc you can tell roughly the direct'on

of the station. So ve have LaJolla, Santa Baxbara, Pasadena,

Mount Hamilton -« that's Lick Observatory —and Berkeley.

So the a imuthal distribution is approximately lGD degrees.

BY HRo FXZIS CHOKER

Hov about dis ance? —Hell, let me ask you one

question,- vhich is:
l

Hov do ve detexmine the depth — Strike that.

Is there a correlathn betveen determination of

the depth of the event and the distance that the stations are

fxom the approximate location?

A, . '%itness Smith) Yes, that's taken into account

in the travel time curves that are used in Hanks'nalysis

here These are typical crustal earthquakes in California

that are the basis of'he travel time tables that he used.

Nov, does var9ance in distance give 'us a check?—

that is, as Dr Bolt described it, one station checking off
the other, because there vere different azimuthal distributions

Mould a variance in distance giv'e us a check on the depth?,
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Xn a rough manner oz speaking, yes.

Okay.

%hat are the approzimat distanc s of these

5637

va=ious stations? Do you have that?

A I don'thave that. in my nead. But I think you can,

see it. fzom the scale haze; that Santa Barbara, being the

closest, station, is of the order of, X believe, 120 kilometers

10-

12'r

thereabouts. And the'erkeley stations are out in the

, range of 250 .to 300 kilometerso,
»'O': Do-we have-«And I assume,r from the face of that

»
»

»

'raph,, that there are no more distant stations that were

utilized in these calculations? ' ""

4

»

g',V'»»

13, A', -;..That's correct
''.''-'r. Bolt was describing the fact. that in solving

»

r» 'i

for a location you would guess, typically guess at the location
I

of the event, and then throw various of these data'from various
,h

of these stations into the computer and resolve that. Was

20

that done in this case?

A ... 'o. Tn the S-minus-P technique one simply has
/

an observation at a station Xt'll be an interval of time

21 between these two waves. That's time in seconss. Thai 's

translated into distance in kilometers. And you simply graphi-

Xf they all intersect roughly in the sama

cally swing an arc from that station with the radius. of that

distance. And if you- have more than several stations they
r

will intersect.

., ~ '~py;- »» .,-»'';. » „».- »»„rg/i.»».b" »»> q.. »r»..r rr» ap'r»»»„»y,,». »
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region then that must. be ihe region from whence the eaz'chquake-"

ox'igina ted e

Okay.

So this wasn"-.t solved through use of a computez2

Ho.

Q And no residual was computed for these, accordingl 2'

One would estimate the r sidua1 hy how we11

the arcs intersect at a point. Two arcs will intersect at,

one point Three axes may intersect in a triang'ular region.

And so, as a measure of residua1 one might use the area of

that<

There may be some misconception. Now I want to

clarity a point, heze.

As you might ~~ gine, the 1927 earthquake was

studied with a great deal o8 scrutiny, and gx at. lengths were

gone to to tzy to infer its location. There are several papers

that have been published concerning the t chnique.of S-minus-P

times fox inferring the location of large ca~quakes fzom

the S-minus-P times of their aftershocks.
I

>Sat we' looking at is HazQcs4 results primarily

for S-minus-P times for the. aftershccks, which indicates that

this is the region where the aftezshocks occurred, De infexenc~

being that that is also where the main shock occurred. Xt

'uxns out- for .most of the large historic earthquakes in

California for which earIy data is available, a more pzecise





~ 1 and. a more geologically reasonable location has been
determined'n

this method than by using the data from the, main shock.3'hi.s may s em surprising, but there', a very

good reason for that; that is that, the very large earthquake,

the amplitudes on the seismographs are so l,arge that the

enti.re record is 'clipped, or blan';.ed out after the first arriv-

ing wave, and there's very li.ttle information on any of the

later arriving waves such as the S-wave. So the data

9

10

32,

13<

quality fox" the aftershocks for these large, old earthquakes

in.'Cal'ifornia, is high'er than it is'or the main'hock

-Q. So that, as a general rule that, inference —He

have .nothing to do but.,infer that,, because we can't utilize
, A

.the -recoid 'of the- main shock is what you'e telling me2'

k
'*'Imost.'5

16

Xn Hanks'aper, in addition, he was able, as in

Gawthrop's,. to identify an S-wave, a series of S-waves from

Byerly'"s,paper on the 1927 main shock. So the main shock

18

19

20

S-minus-P times are included in this data as well as in

Gawthrop.'s. -

',,','.;:"Q ',', >, Let, me ask you'bout >the triangle there.
" Xf X 'understand your'estimony, the size of that,

23
24'riangle

is some rough approx~ation. You would utilize that

as a benchmark for determining, or jVdging the accuracy of

the 1'ocation2

Yes, In normal circumstances i;f we have some
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information about the depth distribution of earthquakes, as
a

we do in alifornia, then that's true. Xn a completely unknown

region ii cise found intersection of 8-minus-P ':arcs and they

were widely div rgent —that is, the triangular region was
\

quite large —it might also mean that the earthquake was at

'a greater deptho

Q Ahich triangle do we pick2

10

sion of this

Seismological.

submitted material -in the PSAR and given my judgment Gs well e,

It's a matter of scientif'c judgment The discus

data has been published in the Bulletin of'he
'ociety.- Hanks has, given his expzessiono I'e

12

jt
(3

Xn my opinion the evidence is overwhe~?g for

the location in this region off, Paint Arguello,

Okayo Let me ask yaxa different questiano

15 Hauld the si~e of that triangle— Xf we assume

it is in the small, triangle, might our judgment «- might tha

17
not be an inaccurate- reflection. of the, validity of the

resolution if the'velccity model systematically biassed

19

20

calculations at all stations?,
C

A - Again, if we had no information on the region I
I

wauld say yes> that might ba. But there are extensive velocit

22

23 ~

measurements in California. As you may imagine from looking

. at the shape of the arcs here, most of the travel path to the

Berkeley station, for example, is beneath the continent rather

than beneath thai acean. And, in addition, there are extensive
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wb10 offshore profiles by the U.S. Geo3.ogica3. Survey a3.1 along

the coast of central California between Golden Gat and

3 Santa lionica Bay. So there's a good deal known about the

velocity structure in this x gion T. would not 3uok to tha:..

as a significant sourc of error in this situat'on.

9 Ne3.1, we still don'. have a calibration shot,

if X understand Dr Bolt's testimony, against which to checks

A E would point out one would need a nucleax

explosion for the kind of calibration that, would he useful.
i

Because th only stations for which valid times iver available

were Qx Uppsala, Sweden, anQ College, Alaska, those kind of

distances There are recozds of 8-minus-P times at Santa
*

Batbara, Pasadena, LaJolla, Riverside, Berkeley, Mount
n,

Hamilton None of those —Thexe are no good absolute P

$

6,'V.

arrival times at any of

would require wor3.dwide

',' think we

those s ations . So it would require
/

calibration

have enough information from other

l
f9

seismo2ogica'1 e~riments that, te3.1s us —and we have local

information that is far superior to using travel times

'20 through the earth. An example of that would be'he mislocations

of underground nuclear test explosions in tho Aleutian Xsla ds,

for example

h

information.

So the literature is filled with that; kind of
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D agbl I Let's talk a little bit about th machines that

were utilized. These were machines that, were in place in

1927, is that. correct, for this Hanks location and, your

location7

Yes.

Okay.

And I understand these machines did not have

clock corrections on them, is that right?

That's my understanding..

Have you seen the seismograms7

Not of these particular earthauakes. I relied

%3

on Gutenberg's notes for my analysis, and I believe that

Hanks looked at some of the records and used Gutenberg'.s

notes for some of these others.

So you didn't go back and try to pick the P-wave

and. S™wave onsets?

18

I frank1y doubt that my )udgment would be as

good as Gutenberg's in that respect.
P

Q He's not here to testify, unfortunately.
20 A I think my colleagues will agree with that-

statement as well.

Perhaps —I'm not sure whether they are

Gutenberg or Richter's notes at this moment but one of the
a - prepared a table of these data.

Hell in his table, did he say anything about the
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~H

certa'nty of his select'on. I mean, d'd he sav, Th's is a
1

~ ~ ~Sometimes there vere notations viih a questionma6

!

great. onset, no question about it, and This one's a little
blurry?

as good arrivals.

for example. )<est of the arrivals, the most important

arrivala mere at the Santa Barbara station and vere indicated

I vould say, so far as interpreting the phases,

'.the, statement. I made about myself, my judgment perhaps
C

would not be as good or better than Gutenberg or Richter
l

in that regard, that vould hold fcr anyone else vho had.

$3

$ 4

;3ooked at. the records, I believe.
O' X've met some consultants who think that they'ra

-.dynamite at that; no question in their mind.

l6

$ 8

)9

(Laughter.)
r

'k

Back-on one thing: vhen ve're doing focal
C

mechanisms ox focal plane solutions, are there ci cumstances

in vhich ve can confuse the compression and the dilatation
1

our readingP

A Are you going to have something drawn up here
2l as a result of this discussion2

X think this may be a lengthy discuss'on and

Z'd like to sit down.

The ansver to that question is yes> ther are

Conditions under which .the'irection of first motion can be
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9g

4

misinterpreted.

Q, What are those conditions?
I

Xf the noise 1 vel is high or the signal ampli-

tude is low.

A

Could there be something wrong with .the machine?

Xt's pos.ible that: the technicians operating "

the machine can hook the wires up backwards in some instances

and that. would cause an error as well.

- 'l2

( ".~3
$4

$ 5 .'

'l6 ~

17

„ 9„;, Has that happened wi.th some frequency?

;.A.", ."- Yes, X'ould. say that that has been somewhat'

common in sei:smology. There are some instruments. that
are'"

„'technician-proof, however. For. example, the Woad-'Anderson
4

4

'., Seismograph would, be one of: that nature because =it doesn" t'
7

;'epend'. upon any-'irect. connection'f wi es.,

.A-. —: (Witness Bolt) X would like to defer from my
I~

colleague, in this regard.. X would say student-proof rather.

'than technician-proof.,

18
'9,'0'-; ,(Witness. Smith) But there's no question that

K
L

the fieldhof- focal'echanisms i.s one that- generally recuires
ssorting out; good data from bad, and not every earthquake

*

4 !

does permit: a focal solution. Typi'cally, the information

that is published and seismologists have analysed will be

those mechanisms for which there i.s enough good data that,

24 they have confidence: in the, result.

Q 'Now let'-see, we departed on this discussion-'
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agb4 talking about focal plane solutions that you had derived

for earthquakes on the Hosgri and other structures in the

coastal plain region.

I can't recall, are those focal plane solutions

in this study that you currently don't have available to

youP

I refreshed my memory on that issue and I'm

willing to discuss the focal mechanisms for the offshore

region off this area.

Okay.

In how many instances did you derive focal

,mechanisms for the Hosgri?
I

A I found three examples of relatively small

earthquakes that could be associated with the Hosgzi, and

$ 5

I. did mechanism solutions on these three. I also investigate

the 1952 Bryson earthquake, because I thought it might be a

suitable analogue for tectonic stresses in this region.

What was the magnitude of those events?

20

A= 4.5, 3.6 and 4.5 —Excuse me, the particular
list I have here, 4.5 and 3.6 were the only ones close

enough that could have'een associated with the Hosgri. The

other 4.5 magnitude-was more- likely on the, Santa Lucia

Bank Fault, but again I thought the tectonic stress might

be represented here.

What. was the date of those two eventsP
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Qg
3.

February 1, 1962 and September 6, 1969.

How many stations "'vere utilized in deI.-iving the

focal plane solutionV

Koouc 12.

Por
each'he

number is variable, but that s representative,

eight. to twelve.

The quality of these solutions would be character

zed as, for the purposes of precisely. defining the fault slip
would,'e characterized as only modest.

For the purposes of demonstrating that cexWain

types of solutions are precluded, X think they would. b'
l

classified as excellent, the kinds of solutions being'pre-

eluded 'being northwest strike-slip.
The solutions are not all that bad. X gust

wanted to ~ «««

37. NR. NORTON: Dr. Smith, dict X hear your perhaps

"'nyct o the last statement correctlywhere ~Jou said precluded

were the northwest strike-slipP

2$

4

8'XTNESS SMXTH". Precluded strike-slip motion is
primarily horizontal strike«slip motion on a northwest

trending fault, that's correct.

MR. NORTON: Okay.

NXTNESS'SMXTH: There could be a component—

in fact, there is indicated a component of strike-slip motion
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but it would be roughly comparable to the vertical and

horizontal components of motion.

BY MR. PLEISCHAKER:

Q Shat do you mean roughly equivalent components

of vertical and—
-A (Witness Smith) If the slip vector were at 45

degrees, for example, then there would be exactly the same
'

,a'mount of vertical as horizontal slip.
."";.!;-","'.:;-~ '7&en I, say "roughly comparable,"' mean in

that range, 30 to 60 degrees..

Q .. Hell where, is the slip vector?
1

"A:-, 'Sl'ip vector is a representation—
I

',,'; Q":-."'.'o,'; where, is it in the solution?

A. :, There are severaI. solutions here, they are in
'I

the range that, I'. gust .quoted, 30 to. 60 degrees roughly.
1 r

I'-"

.,Q 'So. i'f it's .at 60 degrees; what's the horizonftal

slip component reI.ative to the vertical slip component?

A,- Hell'that would. be a half, the co-side of 60

degrees e-

I

Q . Half?'hat if it's at 30 degrees?

The answer would be the same.

Half?
f

A; .. Yes. The other way amund, one being predominantl

horizontal and the other predominantly vertical.

I wouldn', represent this to be a precise type
1 F
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agb7 of measurement, only to point. out that the motions did

involve significant amount of vertical slip. Pwd X vouldn't

be p9.nned dozm to the 30 degrees; X could measure that more

precisely, if you would like. But X think, concerning

the nature of the data, precision of that sort mould be
v

meaningless.

I understood your testimony to be that hox'izontal

'slip was precluded..

.$2

Purely horizontal slip is precluded.

Purely hor9.zontal?

That was my clarification to Nr. Norton, yes.

HR. PLEXSCHMWR: I m9.ssed that, X'm sorry.

NXTNESS SIXTH: To point out perhaps this is a

noncontroversial item, Z note that Gawthrop has published

~ 9n the USGS Open Pile Report, foux mechanisms for earthquakes

that might be on the Hosgri, two of vhich axe included in my

.list. as well and there seems to be good agreement;

X'ould say that in all the*four solut9.ons that

X can see, they all vould appear to have at least, 50-50

"distribution of vertical with respect to horizontal 9.f not

more, that is, more vertical than hoxizontal.

BY NR~ PLEXGCHAKER:

Q These are all earthquakes that have been associate

~ ~th the Hosgx9. Pault?

{Hotness Smith) Nell the locations are sufficien
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3

poor that it's hard to say. But in the context of the con-

servatism necessary in licensing a nuclear power plant, X

think it's reasonable to say they might be associated and

we might work on that assumption.

Xn a scientific conte"..t, X don't think X could

write a paper'aying these earthquakes are on the Hosgri,

because the evidence is not strong enough.

10

Okay.

Hell let's go to the 4.5 earthquake again.

Nhat is the distribution thereP You said between 30 and 60

degrees for the 4.5 earthquake2

15

f6

1 7t

18

A Hell i.t's a li.ttle difficultby eyeball to
'stimate the exact angle from a focal mechanism plot. X would

say that ,it looks like it's roughly comparable, that is,
50-50 on my mechanism. And. if my notes are correct, it would

appear to be about, the same on Gawthrop's solution. There

are some difference in the way we have drawn our nodal lines.

Q How about the 3.6 earthcpxake?

~ A Hell in my case, X att~~pt to constrain the data

21
l

as much as possible, X.did .what is called a composite solution,

X put the two earthquakes together and solved for them

simultaneously. Gawthrop did them separately.

And it would appear there are differences in the

strike but, again, the vertical and horizontal motion looks
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agb9 about equal.

rm. PORTO@: res. Bowers, it's been about an

hour and, for~-five minutes, X think the Court Reporter is
probably getting tired and I assume the witnesses are also.

IKS. BOAHRS: Ue11 we'l ta'-e 15 minutes.

(Recess.)

MBS. BOWERS: If you'"e ready, we'd like to
resume.

BY HR PLZXSCK~: E

9 Dr. Smith, before the break, we were talkinp-
about these two earthquakes. I w~~ t to make sure I have the

" figures right.
Xt's a 4.5, 1962, about 12 stat ons, and your

'determination is that there is an equi+a ent amount. of'—

l7

'hat are the words you would use, what is the sense of—
A " (Nitness Smith) Roughly ecuivalent amounts

of vertical and. horizontal slip.

$ 9,

How about the 3.6 earthquake?

I said that would be the same.
k

You did a composite soluti'on?

Yes.

How about Gawthxop's solution?

He's done individual solutions for those and

they appear to be, although you might, ask him for his own

-judgment on that, they would appear to be about the same
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2

relative amounts of vertical and horizontal displarem"-nt,

although there are some mall differences in the shrike and

the other orientation of the fault planes.

9 When you say relative amount of vertical and

ho'rizontal sense of motion, do you mean as between the two

'or as between yours and his?

No, on each of his, the same xelative —or

xoughly the same relative amounts of vertical and horizontal

slip and for each of his solutions.

Q . And what is that?

13

A., As X said, the same, roughly the same amount of
=vertical and horizontal motion.

P

9 . Hith respect. of each 'and as between each?
I

A ,'ach earthcpxake had about 50 percent vertical

f6

and. 50 percent horizontal slip.
Right..

Now when X asked you about this earlier you said

$ 9;

20i

this really wasn't a controversial matter because Gawthrop

was determining the same thing. 'twas that with resp ct to
these*.two earthcpxakes or other events?

A I was speaking with respect to the Hosgri that,:

to my knowledge, no one else has analyzed mechanisms "-or the

Hosgri except Gawthrop and myself.

9 And you have associated two events with the

Hosgri for purposes of your analysis?
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A h ee. The third one was the —No, Uio, X
only'id

two earthquakes that might be associated with the Hosgr".

How many did Gawthrop do?

POUR

Q Mow, what did he determine with respect to the

sense of motion on the other two?

X think that is a question better left for him

or for 'someone else, Z mean, his solut'ons are published in
official publications of the USGS.

X just wonder whether it is proper for me to g'o

$ 2

l3

'through his paper representing what his work is. I'e
attempted to interpret some of the results, but if we want

to go-int:o th"s in great detail,'erhaps there would be a
'4

. better way of doing it.

16

18

f9

'0

No, let's talk about your work.
1

Did you determine —"for what other earthquakes

'did you determine the focal mechanisms in the area of the

Hosgri Fault?

A Z worked-on the 1927 earthquake and on the 1952
r

Bryson earthquake.

That's it?
For this region, yes.

Those four events only?

Yes ~

Okay.
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gb12 Now, what did you determine with respect to the

1927 event?

There's quite a large body of information that

has been submitted on the 1927 earthquake. The first motion

'ata —that's what. ve've been speaking of here, focal

mechanisms —as submitted were done by Gordon Stewart at

Cal. Tech. They'e unpublished and they were submitted as

response to NRC questions.

$ 0

- They shoved that the focal mechanism —let, me

just get the. reference.

MR. PLEXSCHAKER: While Dr. Smith is locating

that, does the Applicant know whether it's the case that
J3 -. .Dr. Smith's report which was submitted to the NRC but not

'included in the PSAR is in the public library?

MR. NORTON: Yes, we 'certainly do know, it'
5

in the Public Document Room and we sent somebody down to

get it, and someone had stolen it about a year ago. Xt, must

$ 8%

't9
'0

be of great interest. to them, vhoever took it. X'm sure
they'sed

it to go to sleep with many nights.

Ne can get a copy out of San Pranci.sco, and X'm

sure Dr. Smith has a copy up in Washington, but, there's no

vay we can get a copy of it this afternoon.

MRS. BOWERS: Does the Staff have a
copy'1R

TOURTELLOTTE: No

MR. NORTON: They vouldn't have it with them,
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agbl3 I wouldn't think.

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Ic's in our technical file
back in Washington.

5

MR. MORTON: The soones we could. have it; here

would be tomorrow morning. XC's already been called. for.
I,

$ 5

18

)9
h

21'i

j'9
24





3e ebl MR. FLEXSCHAKER: Ãou3.d it do any good to have

somebody go down to the libxary ard look through the stacks

again? Xs it misplaced or is it for sure missing?

MR. NORTON: We did i . You'r- welcome to follow

NITNESS SMITH: Is there a question about what

specific information you want from the report., because I
have quite a vivid recollection of the report, having thought

about it..
MR. NORTON: The repor was written in 1974,

though, and I hate to get into the game of guessing specific

numbers.

13 7rTETNESS SMITH: Xf you can tell me what. he wants

to know X can tell whether in fact, X know it..
MR. "LEXSCHAKER: I don't know until I look at

BY MR PLEXSCHAKER:

Q Can I ask you about this information you'e about

to refer toP I didn't quite catch that. Nhat is 1>is report?

(Witness Smith) You had asked the question

about the focal mechanism of the 1927 earthquake. One .

aspect of this work was responded to in response to an NRC

question, 2.24, which is— I'm not sure exactly how this

appears in the PSAR and the Amendments thereto, but it s

in my notes at any event that it hows a result obtained by
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Mr. Gordon Stewart of Cal Tech.

Q Nhan was that submitted, please? Xs there any

indication as to the data?

June 1975.

The reference is Appendi " 2.5 P-9, dated.

February 1976.

MR NORTON: Of the PSAR?

WITNESS SMITH: Of the 'PSAR. That's correct.

BY MR» FLEXSCHAKER:

0, And 'what is the interpre'cation — This is his

interpretation of the data; is that correct?

A. (Witness SMith) That's right. These are his

lines and his data points, and they indicate two possible

solutions, one of which is north 12 degrees wast, and the

other of twhich is north 46 degrees wast. X'm referring to

the strike of the fault, plane solutions.

l7. 'he distribution of stations and the quality of

$ 8 'he data is such that there is a,marked difference between

these two possibilities. .In fact, ona of them represents

right. lateral motion and the other zapresants left lateral
motion.

I concluded from this that the first motion data

b

24.

for the 1927 earthquake by itself was inadequate for the

purposes of determining the mechanism of that earthquake.

Did the author of that article reach a conclusions'
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this was never published. X was obtaining the

data in those days by writing to foreign seismograph stations

and Mr. Stewart, was as well, and we pooled. our data and

subsequently — He had never published anything on this—
Q Did he reach any conclusions in the course of

his discussion there?

7 MR. NORTGN: Excuse me. Are we ta33cing about

in the course of the submittal to the PSAR or in conversations

with Dr. Smith?

MR. PLEISCHAKER: Xn the course of the submittal

to the FSAR. I haven't seen this. X haven't seen the docu-

ment. I'm sure it's in the PSAR.

My understanding from the discussions we'e just
had's that this is a submittal by this other gentleman and

ilit contains his solutions.

16'7,,'"

BY MR FLEXSCHAEER:

Xs that correct'

(Witness Smith) No, this is not a submission.

X was collecting the data and I was in communication with

20

21 that was submitted. My conclusion is as follows:

. A detailed analysis of the focal mechanism

Mr. Stewart. I have his data points and I plotted them on

the figure .

23 determin d-for the 1927 Lompoc earthquake is presented here,

24 together with a representative sample of seismograms from

which the analysis was carried out.
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eb4 "As stated previously, a firm conclusion regard-.

ing the focal mechanism of this ea"thcru~e is not possible."

Of course, this was not the only kind of study

done.

And going on in that response I said:

"The details of the analysis shown here,

however, dmnonstrate that while the focal mechanism Qeter-

minations reached. independently from the P-wave first motion,

S-wave polarization,- and surface wave excitation studies do

lo 'ot agree in detail, there is a common thread through all of

them that calls for a substantial component of vertical
'l2 .motion e

"

43 Since this. work was done in 1975, there is other

work which has been done, some of which I reported on yes-
ee

terday in my direct testimony concerning the geodetic

deformation on land which called for vertical motion,and a

38

number of'ines of evidence that I laid out, no one of which,

all by itself., might perhaps be relied on independently but

]9 i

20

whe'n taken together make a very convincing case for vertical
motion associated with the 1927 earthquake.

21 Are you able to go from a determination of a

22 sense of motion on a fault plane solution through some

mathematical corxelation to the amount of motion, one way or

the other, that has occurred?

A No, these- axe totally independent. The first
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a ~

motion diagram is not amplitude-dependent. Xt 's only KNe

sense of motion. The magnitude of the earthquake, for the

moment, is the best representation of how much motion took

place at: the source.

Could X have Or. Bolt expl in basically what

7I

gW

is we'ze talking about when we designate a Modified
~ Mezcalli. Xntensity?

A (Hitness Bolt) Mr. Fleischaker, Dr. Smith did
agive some evidence on this yestezday. X don'8 want to run

across,his ground again unless theze is something in particu-
laz that you want me to develop further.

Q Nell, my zecollection was t.he he indicated, the

13 degree of damage that we could expect with the Modified

Mercalli Xntensity.

Who assigns that? Who makes tNose assignmen~m?

i6 The assignm nt is nozmally done by a seismologist.

$ 7 For example, in the case of the 1927 Lompoc earthquake,

Professor Byerly came down to the area and made annotations

as to first of all what people felt, and then what he observed

20 himself in terms of chimneys down and so on. And he amplified

that basic information by giving questionnaires to some of

the local people. And these quest'onnai es are commonly

used in the United States and other countries to extend the

coverage.

They would have on them the various descriptive
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eb6 points in the Modified Mercalli Scale such as, as I m ntioned,

chimneys, masonry type A cracks, did you run outside, was

everyone in the home disturbed, and so on. People would

check these off.
There is always a difficulty if it is cn

'hristmas Day, of course, to know how to assess these things.

But then when they come back, the seismologist will again

sit, down with the questionnaires and put dots or numbers

10

on a map of the area and then draw contours which separate

the numbers and the various 'levels of the scale.

12

That's the way the intensity map is drawn.

And those numbers are called isoseismals?

13 That's correct. —'he contours are isoseismals.

Right

Shen did Dr. Byerly do this?

Z spoke to him about it and he, X believe, came

1.7'own within a day or so.

1S Right. after the earthquake?

19 Right after the earthquake..

20 So what we are recording nere are people'

21'bservations, senses?

That's correct. There is no 'nstrumental part
t,o thi,s.

Q Wel3., as we look at this map, Figure l, would

these isoseismals — They would reflect, would they not,
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population distribution7

I don't know whether I would agree that the

isoseismals reflect the population distxibution to any great

extent. The density of reporting certainly does; no question

about, that.

But one can draw contours, of course, through

data points not uniform. It depends on just where the data

points ax'e.

You might argue that where there aren't many

-observations 'that the uncertainty. is somewhat high. But. for
example, if people in Coalingua reported such-and-such items

'' oZ 'damage occurred and that just happened to fit one of the

. levels on, the scale, then that point marked Coalingua is a

good point and it. doesn't much matter that there armx't

othex vil3.ages around Coalingua.

9 'hat,wouM be with respect to the maximum

damage7 In other woxds, if there was a cextain maximum

damage observation, if one person saw it it would be okay,
r

we could draw scme conclusion about, intensity at Mat point,
but'f there were no people to see it, then thexe ~."ou2.d be

damage and our isoseismal might not adequately reflect that7

That's correct.

Dr. Smith points out tc me that we must be

careful to realize, that damage of course is not of course a

matter of just what people feel at the time. You wexen't
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'3

saying that, though, E don't think, wer you? You vere say-

ing in some case people might just not report at all, not

only vhat they felt but, if there was anything to see.

But of cou se if you send a questionnaire out

usually to the local school teacher or post office personnel,

they'l make an effort to sumsaarize, and I think they do a

pretty good job. Emerience has been that they don't miss

too much.

Q I'm not sure whether this should be more properly
e

directed to you or to Dr. Smith, since this is h"s map here,

but either of,you.—

Figure 1?

9 Yes, Figure 1. Xt has "Smith" dovn here.

Nhat do we know about the—
MR. NORTON: That's Dr. Byerly's map, isn't it?
METI&SS BOLT: That's Dr. Byer'y's map. Et comes

out of his original paper. Xt say" "Smith" down here but
18 Byerly was the one who put, this map together. I't's in his
19 paper that vas publi hed.

20

21

MR. PLEXSCHAKER: X'm sorry.
'

BY MRe FLEESCHAKER:

I don'5 knov anything about the population dis-

„24'ribution down'ere in 1927. Do either of the members of
the panel know anything .about population distribution density?

.28'Ãitness Bolt) E'm not a specialist on that. I
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eb9 would guess that this map pxettv much reflects it, that every

effort was made to get responses where there were people, and

'so there are areas here where you have no, -esponses. Th re

would be a pretty high correlation X
suppose.'Witness

Smith) Could 'we show this while- the

discussion is going on2

A 'Witness Hamilton) Could X just conanent2

$ 2

X: think'. it is pxobably fair to say the po'pulation

=distxibution was probably not too gre7 atly different. than,3.'t
'7

is now. Xt was a little thinner'of course than it is not
I 7

but population centers that exist now generally existed then,
7 f

too.

13

15

-" '' Q-':'ow much thinnerP

'", - A That I cannot quot'e,- just
Xuis Obi'spo ox" in Xo's,.Alamos or in the

fewer-people in. San
7

various towns" that,

7

,7 "t

7

7

fall. within"'the area where this map is.
II I

0 Do any members of the panel have a sense of how
I

much the population has 'grown in this .are'a si.nce 1927, or
'hat,~egeneral population in this area was, whether it was

f
I 7

a larger. population, a smaller population2 X don'0 have any

idea~

7

II

HR. NORTON: Excuse me, Yws. Bowers. Obviously

no'embers of'he panel know what the population of this area

" was M 1927 Could we take U„ S'. Census figures,,-,a government
7

'

, 'publication, and the Board .can take official notice and maybe
7

7
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we can proceed on to something a litt'e more relevan~"?

MRS. BGNHRS: Ne wouldhave no trouble taking
t

official notice. How is a copy- going to get, into the records i

HR. NORTON: Xf it's an importan" enough one,

X guess Nr. leischaker can provide it.
E

HXTNZSS BOLT: X'm sorry X can't be more res-

ponsive to you on it. Xt's my experience in the Californian

countryside that in some pl'aces the population was greater

~ back in the '20s than it is now, and 'n other placr s it has
t'0

grown quite a bit. People have left some of the vil3.ages

and moved into the towns. The x'ailroad was already in so

12= the population would have not been insubstantial.

13 BY MR FLEXSCHAKER:

boule.the recording of damage here in your

15 opinion reflect different soil characteristics in this map'?

A (Hitness Bolt) The isoseismals are well known

to reflect general geological structu-e in certain circum-

18

20"

2I

stances. For example, axound the Bay area, contours from

moderate earthquakes that have occurred in the last couple

of decades clearly show the effect of the low3.and around San

Francisco Bay.

But my impression is that —and X am subject to f

23r correction —that these contours are so genera3. that it
* C ~

"wouldn'4 be so much a matter of detailed suxficial materials

There has'een no attempt made to microzone, so to





ebll speak. Xt's been drawn in a very broad way, and X must say

"that my impression is that this largely is giving inc measure

of attenuation due to the spreading of the wave fronts,
P

the diminution of the shaking due to distance.

They aze pretty even, these contours.

That's'the question I was coming to.
I

How do we utilize thi'ap to assist us in gettin
'omelocation on the event'P

Before the coming of the sei mogxaphic era,

earthquakes were located by the dz"-wing of isoseismals, and

many of the most important earthquakes that we have in terms
'I

of seismic risk have been located in this way.

The notion was that one would draw the isoseismal:

and th'en the souzce of the shaking must be within or close

to the contour of the highest level of the intensity scale.

Of course they are not usual3:y ciz:les as some textbooks give

i7. &em but as indicated hers, they may be ellipses. Thai

=- reflecting in some way the length of the fault, and the

)9 structural geology.

So that the methods were well developed at the

end of the last century to try to infer from the separation

of the contours just how far away from these curved lines

the center might be. And also as a matter of fact, people

would attempt to get the depth of'he, source from these

gg
*

contouzs.
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How these methods were crude of course and when

„ the, seismographs came which would locate the hypocenter mucn

more precisely, they fell by the wayside. But X think the

underlying physical principle is clear, and there would be

an indication to me-from Pigure l, as there was to Byerly,

that the source of this shaking was well off the coast and

you can see there the,. cross which is Byerly's cen er Xn

his opinion that's the— That fits in with the general shape

and distribution of these isoseismals.

. Xn other words, ifwe never had any other infor-
mation then that,.'s where we'd be today. Ne'd say tha" that

thing was centered around about there.
j3.' And does the fact thai: one side of this is not
j4. .contoured =. how does that affect the pxecision with which

we can locate this event?

X.'m sorry, X missed the first part of your

"question.

Q The fact that one-half of this drea is not

covered, that..is, that. it's offshore?

20 A 't certainly downgrades the precision. X

wouldn'. argue for any particular precision, but that. was his,

view of it, based on his experienc doing isoseismals.
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4A wbl

3.

Q The conclusion that X read here inthe testimony

is that with respect to the utilization of the intensity

data to locate the event — Let' .see: Starting at line 5,

page 25., it says:

"The pattern here would pu Me earthquake

directly offshore from'Point A" guello."

That was Dr. Byerly'- conclusion.

How much certainty or e iability is there in
tht- location, utilizing these isoseimals?

(Hitness Smith) Xs that directed to me? —Oh,

'yes''m sorryg that4s my testimony.

Yes

A ~ Hel1. those are my words.
/

I also looked at. the isoseimals and made the

interpretation that the high in"ensity shaking neclr Point

Arguello was as good an indication as we had of th'e north-

south position of this earthquake..

Your question, is the precision of that estimate?

19

20

Right,

MR. HORTONs Ezcuse me, Mrs. Bowers.

X'm not sure whether that question contemplates

limited to the study of isoseimals alone, cr is that in con

'unctionwith other ev'dence, such as the work by Hanks, et al?

X would think it would have an obvious impact on

the answer ~x it may have
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wb2 3 3K. PLEXSCEMER: Xf you want to testify you

can take +Re stand and I'l cross you.

0
FiR NORTON X m asking whether that question

assumes one fact only or all the facts available to the witness

~ b

.MR. PLEISCHAKBRs Shall we read the question
back2'Whereupon

the Reporter read from the record

as requested.,).

,
"MR NORTON: All. right .„ Xt's limited to the

10

9

30

53.

'35

., isoseismals ',, No" objection.
/ I

WITNESS SMITH: X'sed the isoseismals only for

information on the relative north-south position of the focus

of this earthquake ' used the other information to control
I

~ the. distance. offshore,
4i I

. „" In, previous work that. X.'ve: submitted I'e made

an estimate of 20 kilometers for the uncertainty in the north-
I I

south position, which: is roughly comparable with the dixl.n

sions of the"'high intensity'one that's shown at, Point Arguello

3B'9'0

23

Xn other, words, X. didn't bleieve that'-the earthqua e

could have gotten north, of the region where the most severe
I' h

. shaking was,'-.or at, least not significint3.y further'orth than
~ 7

I

that.

. BY MRo PLEXSCJlAZERt

9 Hell is that consistent with the Hanks solutionP

?A (Witness Smith) Yes= Consistent wit'x the

current Hanks solution. 'Several manuscripts have been

4
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wb3 circulating in recent years. But it's consistent w'.eh the

mos recent, of those.

Q Do you, Dr. Smith, know what the population is
do>nx i that area that's marked with the highest, intensity

~Xntensity XX, with respect to, say, or examp2.e, the area

that is marked Xntensity VXXX?

X don'.mow tho population, but X think one can

]o

$2

:l6

judge by: the points on the map that there were certainly a

number of places" that were reporting damage in those days.

""'Also X'd=-point out that a good bit o Byerly's
intensity data comes from geologic effects —landslides,

'racks, effects- onthe ground which don't really depend upon

,'there. being any. people pr sent; at the time nor any man-made
h

structures.
I

And further X'd point out that. the coastal
*

railroad was installed't this time'nd formed a good record,

because any slides which might have obstructed that would have

$ p

20

been readily noted
I

Q .,",Xs that data reported in your testimony hero?

"A
.

I. ~ .'tAich data's that?
I

0 The ByerZy data? Or is it in the PSALM anyt>here,

in a submission in tom PSAR?

A Xn my direct testimony, by way of illustration
I

X'quoted the most severe effects of the earthauake. These

are from'the three reporting points in- the Xntensity XZ—

4 6 4 Phhh I l~ f ' A. ' h (-f ~ 4 f '5 ~
'' '-. ', J «l' I I ~ I Ih+hh ~, f h4
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MR. NORTOV: Ezcuse me. The Byerly r. port is

referenced in the PSAR, of course. And it's also referenced

in the direct testimony, and it's been available to intezvenozs

for a long period of timeo

"BY MR PLEISCHZSBR:

Xn your-opening statement —= may have missed it
here in your testimony, but the e was mention of a tsunami

associated with this event. Xs that here?

A (Hitness Smith) Yeso That is hest described

in- Byerly's paper.

9 Are you able to draw any conclusions as to the

amount of— Xs it your conclusion that one would need vertical
'ffset in order to cause a tsunami?

Yes. Under the— Xn the absence of some kind

of irregular terrane on the sea floor which could produce a

tsunami by horizontal 'motion, yes, I believe that a tsunm~i
I I

does call. for some amount of vertical motion as a source.

Do you have ~ opinion as to how much vertical
motion would be recpxized in order to produce a tsunami as

described in Byerly's publica5an?

Not a precise estimate, no

MRo NORTON: Xt's on page 61 cf the article
HXTNESS SMITH: X thin!c he largest report shown

on page 61 is the sea wave observed by the Southezn Pacific

agents at Surf and Pismoo The former reported it as about a
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Six foot i've o

'So to he sot«a@hat more precise, with the undex-

stancLng that it 8 impossible to make a pxecisG estimate tt

X.'d say that we'e not ta" king,about inches of vertical

displacement, ve'xe ta33cing about f Gt in order to produce a

sz.x foot 'Nave o That 8 my Lest Gstima te o

BY HH PLHXSCHhxMR

Q Axe you aware of any studies which have correlated

vertical displacement with tsunanu.sP

10 A (%itness Smith} Yes, there are a numhezo

There's def'nitely a correlation.

14

I understand that.

Dr. Bol'» might like to amplify on that.
'

Okay.

Can X get a clarification for the xecord2 This

17.

six foot

wave~ xs

wave —. X don't have that publica"ion This six-foot

it. Byerly's description that this wave +as caused

20

" entixely ™- is x'elated to the tsuna~2
I

Clearly'kay..

21 {Nitness Bolt) One has to be very carefu1 in

22 correlating reports of wave height against the source of

tsunamis. Because the elevation of the water along .ch coast,-

.line is very. much affected by the curving of the coastline,
A

whether it's a bay or not~ and the topography. of NG ocean
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wb6 flooro Xt's almost impossib3.e to do thato For example>

in 1964 in the great Alaskan earthquake, the Good Friday

earthquake, there was not very much run'up seen along the

main part of the California oast. B "t at Crescent City, on

the southern side of the city, actually facing to the south,

not to the north where the wave was coming from gene ated by

the gxeat earthquake, there was a wave that ran up the beach

and destroyed a number of structures and drcnmed some people.

So that if you had just taken the measurement

. on, the beach at. Crescent City you would get a very different

impression from the measurements along the open coastlineo

This is a wrell kncnrn difficu ty with trying to

'

15

i6

17

tell from what. is seen at, a point You have to go into a lot,
\

of'etail, inferential work, as to whether it4s out under the.

water that, could focus the waves, what. the run™up characteris»

ties of the beaches are, and so on. Xt's a very difficult
- liny to pursue scientifically

But you do know that, if you get tsunami action

f

20

2l

that it is very likely that there will he some vertical motion

along the fault. which- is pmducing the'earthquake. As in the

1964 e'arthquake, there was thrusting, underthrusting under

Alaska. And the seafloor went up 3ihe a big paddle and caused

this great wave which went acxoss the Pacific Ocean

X remember Professor Byexly told me that. this

earthquake delighted him because it had a little bit of evex~-
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wbV i .-:;thing that an earthquake should have. Xt ev n had a tsunami,

he saxd ~

And in one's professional life as a seismologist

4 one is not often given the possibility of seeing all aspects

5 of earthquakes in their full glory.

Ego MORTONc Xs that anything like thiMc~ng

sncwV'2

~~c t
44 3

16

$ 8

4

20'"

(Laughter)
4

BV BRo'. FLQXSCHMKR
I

„ Q , Sall, let; me ask:
It

'" Dr.". ',Bolt, from your; experience,'s this a
3

significant; tsunami, 'or vhatP
4

.: . Al„...- (Hitness'olt) X, thirds. for the Californian
"-'. coast,''for:"earthquakes along the Californian coast, it is, .

'4 4 3 4

. 'igni'ficant., Xt" is very rare'o get tsunamis from Californtian.

'arthquakesbecause they'e mainly strike-slipo
4

Xn-, 1906,the Great San - Francisco Earthquake,

there was no tiunami, not the sign.'of anything;

Q..Dr;., Smith, you indicated that there had been

; studies correlating tsunand.s with vertical offset.. Do you

I''recallany= of. those studies%'
I

A .
~ (Hitness Smith) X don4t have a specif-c ..efer-nc,

for you o

23'

r'?4';

Dr. Bolt, do you have any refex nce in mind'P

(Witness Bolt) X could give you some references.

There is' book py Van Dorn published in l965

3

4 '4
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called "Tsunamis: Advances in Hydro Science," published by

Academic Press, that corr lates some of

a good discussion is g'ven by Professor

of the hook "HarWaualse Hngineering" hy

these things. And

~H.egal in Chapter 11

Prentice-Hall in

1970 that ~@as referred to earlier today,

However, Z stress tha<-. d:e i~ortance. of these

7. kinds of correlations is regarded by most people as not heing

very great because of the difficulties of interpretation of

the actual observations onthe coastline.

$ 0 HRo PXZXSCHAKERe Could. we bzeak for about 10

or 15 minutes2

MRS BOHERS: All right. Can we make it ten

a9~utes2,'R
PLZX SCHEER s Sure

(Recess)

MRS ~ BO>ERS: Are you ready, Nx. Pleischaker2

HR< PLElSCHt&RRc Zeso

B~Z ZRo PLBXSKGLKER

22

Q'r 'mith, X'd D3;e to go to the section of

'your testimony that, begins on page 6, which is called "Tectonic
1

Frameworks-" Xn this Section, Section C, you discuss the

relative importance of fault length, 83.ipg type of fau&Dgg

and prcGU.m9.ty of plate boundar9.eso24'nd on page 7, the bottom of page 7, X-believe,

isyou- conclusion with respect to fault length Tt reads."
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wb9

3

"X believe this effort is largely

misvlaced, if its primary intent is to establish

thI; potential for future earthquakeso."

Why is that the case? Iffy is fau3ting a bad

parameter:, or an inadequate parameter?

l. (i'Titness Smith) Mell as X tried to point out
'n

the earlier pages, considering the number of mapped faults

that cr~e can see on. a geologic map, of varying ages and varying

9

, l3

signi.'.icance, it's very easy to tie them together. And in
r ' '= ~

rennes, tye'ars X -keep seeing instances, where a geologist will;
t

I

'tritig together lines marked on geologic maps and make very

,,ver~ Long features which appear to me to have no seismological
r

r

sigU.ficanceo So X.'ye taken. the tack of looking at the fault.
r r

sl, p'as'. a, better. mea uze of Me significance of a, fault.
rt

0 Shat if >Je have trouble pinning down the fault
'lip2

1

~,

'7"
1B

'f9'0,

21"
r

22'lR.
NORTON:. X object. .Insuffici'ent foundation,

'Mhat ifwe. have trouble pinning doom the Length of a fault~"
\

what? X mean, it 9.'sn4t a questiono
„* t

S

B'I HR PLBXSCHAEBR:
"

,1 r
\'

Assume that there is substantial uncertainty with
'

respect to the fau3t slip

23

25'

(Mitness Smith) X would c3.aim in all. instances

that. X.'ve seen that there's more uncertainty on thelength
t t

'I

than there is on the slipo ' think that is the reason that. X

Yr>r Y~Yt Y':a 'tt ' 'Y'Jf M JI tM Yr Y ~ ~ *
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am pushing toward this as a better representation of the

capability of a fault

3 Q X don't think that answered my question.

Just assume, however, for purposes of this

question that there is subscantial uncertainty in esiab3.ishing

the slip. Xs fault length a useful tool2

MR. NORTON: Object. Xt assumes facts notin

. evidence i

1Q

Zhe basis for my objecthn is that i definitely
P

',assumes facts not in evidence Xt's an improper hypothetical

l2

MRo PLEXSCHAKER: Mell we run into 'chis again.

And X think that it's appropriate under the circumstances here

]3

15

in this. administrative proceeding-.- Xbelieve that the

Xntervenors'estimony will indicate that there is uncertainty

with respect to establishing-the amount of slipo'nd it is
my experience, and X think it's consistent with the rules thac

$ 9.»

I

2Q. I

apply to administrative. proceedings that the Board

: that kind of question when it's clear that the rate
~ C

. or amount of accumulated offset is an issue in this
'Otherwise we'd all come back in three weeks when it

I

= become an issue through our witnesses.

permit,.

of slipp

caseo

does

22 4 ~ MRo NORTON: Mrs. Bowers, chat s not the question

he has posed. He. has not asked him what it would do if you

25"

had a different rate of slip in a different time frame. He

is asking a hypothetical in the abstract And Dr. Smith has
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wbll said that is not the case. Therefore it assumes facts not., in

evidenceo

3 He's not asking him what the measurement would

be give+ an 80 3-ilometer slip ox l.".5 kilometer slip at a .l.
He's assuming f'cts not in evidence in his hypotheti.cal. And I
don'h care what kind of a proceeding it is, that's an improper

7 hypothetical
IP

NRS BOHBRS: Nro Tourtellotte?

10

12

NRo TOURTELLOTTE: I'm sorry, but. we had a dis-

cussion going on here and I didn't hear the questiono So

it is really between th.. intervenoxs and the applicants any

way. V/e have no positiono

NRS BONERS: Hell we agree with Nr, Rorton

that it's an improper question XC also seeined to me to be

very vague. Didn't you just say a longer sli-— I mean,

Were was no cxiteria gi's in order for the witness to answer

17

19

20

NR PLEXSQQYiZR: Nhat I sai.d was, Assume that

there was substantial uncertainty in establi.shing the fault
slip. Xn that case would he view fault length as a useful

tool in establishing the maximum event. that the fault could

support»

MR.NORTON: Well, Nrs. Bowers, again that is
totally contrary to 'the evidence in this caseo The evidence

24.

25

in this case is very, very certain, as those things can he,

within the limits of the area we'e talking about as to the
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jo

rate of slip over the past 17,000 years There has been

testimony from Dr.. Smith that he is most concerned ~&out

that period of time: not 10 '0 million years, 25 million

years in the past, and there is no eviden"e in any of th-

articles that have been submitted that shows any differont

rate of slip in the past 17,000 yea s. And X susp ct there

will not be any such evidence produced in these hearings to

that effecto And until there is, that assumes facts not in

evidence, And. X strongly object,

'HR. FEZXSCHAKER". Yiy recollection is that the

applicant's witnesses could not, from the seismic reflection

data, estimate —give me an estimate as to the amount of

17

't8

horizontal slip on this fault, in this fault system. They

could give me estimates as to the vertical slip but. they

couldn't give me estimates as to the horizontal slip. X

got no figures when X asked for them when we were talking

about horizontal slip. And so X think the evidence is well

establj.shed. in this record that it is uncertain as to the

20

amount, of horizontal slip. There is an enormous uncertainty
i

as to the amount of horizontal slip that has occurred on this
P

fault, in the last 17<000 years 7fe have e::dimples of post™
P

Nisconsinian faulting, we have evidence as to the amount of

vertical slip, and we have no figures as to the zucount of

horizontal slip
kyoto NORTON: Mrso'owers, that's just absolutely
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totally a misstatement of Hr. Hami"ton's testimony as to the

consi~aints of slip on these faults. It's just absolutely

totally contrary to his testimony. Ar.d Nr. Hamiltoh is h re,
'and if the Board wants to ask him about his opinion on th

8

maximum possible hori"ontal slip on th Hosgri in the past

17,000 years, they could, and we'l maybe get this matter
'learerin Mr. Ple9.schaker's mind.

NR. FXZISCHA~: X know what Mr. Hamilton's

opinion is That, was m~lored thoroughly. X believe that

cross-examination revealed that neither Mr, Hamilton nor

Mr Hillingham were"able to give me a precise figure when I
asked them how much horizontal slip is indicated by this
seismic reflection profile

~ '
MRS~ BOHFRS: Hell, Mro Pleischaker, why don'.

you as'he witness, and I think it is Dr. Smith, if he

17

18:.

20;

believes there ax'e uncertainties.

MR FZZISCEGQCER: X think that's clearo I'm

not asking him about his intexpretatipn of the siesmic

'eflection data; what X4m asking him about is the use of

various tools to estiInate the earthquake -magnitude;- the
A

~'maximum earthquake that could occur on a given fault. One

toolthat he would use, and I think it's pxobably a ver useful

tool y is slip rate, One looks at the slip rate, does some

.calculations, and says: this is it, this is the maximum-

earthquake you can get.
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wb14 Another tool that is used, and is designated

by the rules, Appendix A, is fault length. Appendix A states/
5

look at..fault lengt'x. And the zeason is because, as Z undez-

stand it, that'here is substantial uncertainty oft n in

establishing slip rate. S that the rule that the USt S has

!
I

8
5

9:;

10'

~
1 pl ~

r

13-'een

applying, the rule that is in the Appendix A, is fault,
* ~

length. Look at the fault length And then use calculations.
\ r

I

or co relations that, appear in the scientific literature>
r

specifically in Buchanan and Bonilla. and determine from that

'-correlation the'kind of.'azthcpxal-e one can reasonably expect.
* That is a tool that, is utilized.

-,HR. NORTON: Pws 'owers, you know, that's fine.
4

. Xf he''ot, witnesses 'up there that will, testify that. they

have,a.,better.",way to do it; than Dr Smith, fine.. Put.them
!

I

on and we'l listen to theiz testimony and we'l cro s-examineo

But. Dro Sad.th has done it, in what he considers

. 5 ~

I'8

the best way,', and, he could'e asked. hypotheticals of any kind

based on the evidence that s in the recozdo Hro Pleischaker's

20

speeches as to how he would like! to see it done are not
'I = I

evidence
'!

MR. PLBXSCHAKHR: NelZ. I'an turn to Appendix A

and read Appendix A And there's a lot of—Xf one looks at

Appendix A to Part 100 one will see that one of the significant
I

facts that one. is supposed to determine, is fault length.

, .(The Board conferring.)
I5 ~

I,

r I

'I

5
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whl5 1 MR. PLZXSCHMER: Excuse me. Xod like to refer

Board to Part 100, c ppendix A.
k

MRo TOURTET~>GTTE = Before Nr. Pleischaker

begins, can X make *n inqui~ as to what's gong on? Because

X thought an objection was made and a ruling was made hy the

'oard. Now is this a motion to reronsicer, or a request to

reconsider?

Nhat4s going on?

MRS BOWERS

'I

%Tell X Jai~d; after the xuling
Mr 'leischaker'elt that
complete argument,and that

he hadn't presented a full and

the Board didnot fully consider

13

the matter.

k

~'l

MRo TOGRTEXZGX'ZEc So it is reconsideration

1a'ight now'hat we'e balking about?

16

MRSo BONERS: Xs that correct, Pw. PleischaI<er?
P

PZt, PLZXSCHAKERc That's correct.

17

19

kiRo TOURPELLOTTE: Okayo

IGtSo BOMHRS: X also suggested to him a possible

way'f wording the question which X thought would get us off
20 dead centero

MRo NORTON: And wo4re not objecting to questions

about length; that's not the point. The point was Mat he

has asked a hypotheti.cal based on the fact ~~bat there was

doubt about, the slip rate. And that was what. X objected to.
Because th'at'has not, been the evidence.
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X don't have any objection to questions about

fault length at all
PIRO PLEXSCEtZER: He have a very different

interpretation of the evidence at this pointo

But what X would like to do 9.s turn to, for the

Board's considerati.on, read from XV, Appendix A to Part 100,

"Required Xnvestigations."

What is xaquized by the rules is theeatablishment

of a miniSum faul . length for all faults within 200 miles.

That's the summary of what's required. And X can read it
specifically.

"For capable faults, any part of which

is within 200 miles of the. site and. which may be

of sign9.ficance for- establishing the safe shutdown

earthquake determination are (1). .." the first
item on the list.

the length of &e faulted (2) the relationsh9.p

of the fault to the regional tectonic structure,

and {3) the nature, amount and geologic history

of'isplacermnts along the fault, including parti-
'

'L '4

cularly the estimated amount of mmimum Quaternary

displacement related to any one earthquake along

the fault.o"

Now M not asking Mxo Smith about his opinion

as to the amount —as to the length of the fault. Re have the





applicant's opinion as to the length of the fault. I'm as1cing

him about tools that. he uses to e'stablish the m~wnn eazth-

gua1ce potential And so my question to him was: Assume

there was -"ubstantial uncertainty with respect ho:dm displace-

ment on t¹ Sault. Could you utilize fault length'P

HRo NORTOH: And my objection stands. T¹re's
no evidence in the record. Xt assmes a fact not in evidenceo

{The Board. conferringo )

10

A

h

13-

'18

19

20
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3

MRS. BOWERS: Nell, we have given further con-

sideration to this matter, and have, on reconsiderationI

decided to overxule the objection. The witness can respond.

WITNESS SMITH: Okay. Ny response is that the

mapped fault length is not a very useful tool for this type

of work, and I'd like to explain that a little further if
I might.

X have given some thought to this problem, as you

9. may imagine, and we notice that all models of the earthquake

'I2

$ 4

process predict that the more energetic the earthquake, the

larger the volume will be over which elastic strain energy

is stored and released. And since the stress release occurs

along rupture planes, it follows that the rupture zone must

be more extensive for a large magnitude eaxthquake than fo a

15 small one.

Now whether or not the zona of rupture is e..—

17 'ended vertically, horizontally, or what its shape will be

18 is detaxmined by the local geology. Xn the simplest. case alon

$ 9 a strike-slip fault, large magnitude imply longer rupture

20 lengths ..

How observations of surface xuptures and dis-

tributions of aftershocks confixm the general picture outlines

23 here, but the data has very large scatter.

Another impoxtant paxameter that. has a bearing

on-rupture length is stress drop. For a given energy release
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as measureD, for example, or infe "red from magnitude, the

larger the stress drop, the smallex will be the rupture zone.

The empirical relationships between fault rup-

ture length and magnitude, a stress fault rupture 1ength,

these relations have been vezy useful in seismology, particu-
1'arly in the study of energy and stress release. At this
point we need to distinguish; however, between fault xupture

length associated with a single earthquake and the total
mapped length of the fault,, based on geological data.

10.': . Xt is not, leg4 &mate to use the mapped fault
length as the zupture length in any magnitude correlation

without making some assumption about ho~i much of the total
13'ault zone: 9.s 'likely to rupture in any one single event.

Although it may seem unlikely that the entire. mapped .length

of a fault could rupture in a single earthquake, there seems
I to be no finn basi's on which to establish just. how much could

$ 7. rupture.

Data from long strike-slip faults, for exampl

show that gxeat.earthquakes haze ruptured fractions. of
perhaps a third or a half of the available length. But it.

I

is not. really clear that one can use those result" scaled

down to shorter faulm and smallex magnitude's;-

As I mentioned 'earlier, the scatter of the fault
length —fault rupture length-magnitude relationship is vezy

large and to illustra+m this, I have noted by looking at the





3

i

data that magnitude 7 earthquakes have produced, a range of

rupture lengths be&seen 7 kilometers and 100 kilomet rs,

and 10-kilometer ruptu"es have been associated with eartN-

quakes ranging in magnitude from about 4 to nearly'.
Xf you subdivide th"'s data by:=ault. types as,

for example, strike-slip, thrust faults, normal faults, axd

so forth, this kind of subdivision improves the correlation

somewhat but only a little. Magnitude 7-1/2 strike-slip

earthquaRes, for example, still cover a range of ruptures

between 8 kilometers and 70 kilometers.

So with data like this it's not really surprising
'l2

'I3

that statistical treatment and statistical regression analy-

'sis does not produce results that are very useful.

A recent paper by Marks in 1977 I think really
i13ustrates this point. He developed a statistica1 relation-

f7

ship to predict the max~4 um magnitude at the 95 pere nt
confidence interva1 for a g'ven rupture length, and his

20

results show for example that a 12-kilometer fault can produce

a magnitude 8 earthquake.

Now the fact that under some geologic conditions,

a magnitude 8 earthquake could produce only 12 kilometer

of surface rupture is not. very surprising since it's not

that far from the envelope of world-wide data that has already .

been observed.

But turning that around and saying, for example f
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that any 12-ki3.ometer mapped fault is capable of generating
w 4

'a magna.tude 8 earthquake in',the future's completely absurd.

'hat-is missing in this approach I believe s
\

the cectonic frame:~ork, and most importantly, the amount o.":

slip.
So my"personal opinion is that the procedures

outlined- in the material that, was read by ~L~. Fleischaker are

really not. very appropriate ones, and there have been enough

developments in the field since those regulations were

=--written,'that I really believe, that, the current weight-

of'cientificpractice and scientific data would support 'the

approach of. slip rath r than lengtix.
v

,,;-.::. So that's my response to your question..'
t

- '-"->, =,'.'i~JR, PIZXSCBAKER: You.were ready fox. that one,
'

weren'0 yous

~ ', ' (Laughter.)

" ',' 'BY 'i'LEXSCMZBR

So you don'.thirik .hlxe way the regu1ation is set

out, is" an appropriate way2

'., '- (Hihness Smith)'Sell,.X think a lot has happened
q1'

r

si'nce those were written. I don't think rea11y people

expected at the. outset that, with. the vigor that, is displayed

by certain geologists, that.. faults could be. strung tcget'xer

so easily. I mean it's one thing to string together faults

and make a scientific argument .for it;, it' another in the

f

~ ~

~ '
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context that we'e dealing with here today, to have several

faults and prove, beyond question, that they are not connected

or are not related.

So as a result, X 'chink all faults have gotten

longer 8s a result of nuclear podex'lant investigations.

Furthermore, X don'. think that Chere was adequate thought

~ given. to how one would determin in advance how much of a

fault could rupture in a single event, so'X really Wink

10

that the practice is a poor one.

0 Xf X understand, one of your major—«Let ma see

if X understand this.
You basically have two major objections. One

13 is the wide spread of the data and the other is that it
leaves out factors that are obviously relevant.

Yes.

Okay.

19

20

Mow for the wide spread of the data, that is
decreased, isn'8 it, if we look at a certain kind of fault,
that is,'he type of faulting, strike-slip, ve sus taking

the who3e data spread2
'es,

X gave you an illustration of that;

Right.

Now do you know what the spread of the data is,
for example in the most recent Marks and Bonilla correlations2

A Those were the numbers that X was quoting that

«)"~> 6 c, i.> ~ «» -'«>" > ->! - ., At«>«ed>«;' -..~'a .> ..> .>. 1 '. ~..a.. '.i,,',>.: >« t) " ....*4'«.:~> ' «.>» A""" '.5. » ~ « . -«.'« .' "P>





came from that publication.

Okay.

No'.w the second ob„"'ticn that you had vas

failure to consider s'ip rate.. ~ s that correc'c?

~ YG8 ~

There io another element a~at i shou.".d mention

at this point, and that is the data. i thinlc the da"a as

represented in the whole series Bonilla papers is no'- well

understood, that that data represents only geological es"i-

mates of fault length from surfac observations, ane, "'ierc

are some very bad data points in there. And other people
k

have reworked the data using ocher e t'mates of faul length

as determined by aftershock< distributions md some seismologics~

$ 7

investigations Chat permit one from the radiative elastic
field to estimate source properties.

So X think the e is anotnez problem in U>e

Bonilla papers and that is the nature of the data that they''re

presenting.

So essentia3.1y you think that the e is a

20,

22

better method to estimating maximum earthquake potential on a

fault, othe» than by reference to these correlaiicns7

~ A I would like to stress that the whole idea of
I

correlating fault rup'ture length with magnitude is probably

a good one if done carefully, and when we have enough infor-
mation on each individual fault, I think it will make sense.
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Sit.l the eviden"e we have so far in the develop-

m nt of this fi ld is that cur kncwledge of source parameters

is increasing and these kinds of relationships do makesensate

Xt.'s a tremendous step, i:hough, to go Zrcm a

correlation of observed earthqua>es and observed . upture

78'.engths -to a, geologic map that'as 'marked on it a line which
~ l

represents the integrated deformation over millions of years

10

Then how would you do itP

and guess —guess —how much of that is likely to rupture

in the next earthquake is )ust noC very useful.

Q

WaLl, 1've outlined how X wouM do it.
believe that, i'rrespective of what the geologists find at
the surface'of the earth and whether Clay can trace faults
across gape ir. data, the thing that ills us whether a fault

-is of significance is how'uch it has moved, because you

simply can't have a short fault that has moved a Rot.

Q Okay i

20

So what do you do with that movement,, rate of

.movement, or what is the figure that you use and how do you

use iCP

A ~ Wall, this is tied up intimately 'with the

X m join@ '0

seismic hiStory, and .X would'emind you that m not cal ulatin
a design basis 'earthquake at thi" hea ing.
provi'de evidence that damonst-ates that the USGS„assmaption
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of a magnitude ?.5 earthquake on the Hosgri is a very con-

servative if not a grossly conservative estimate, and I'e
done that ea lier this morning by showing you what the

implications are in terms of rate+ 'fo seism'c activity

with the observed geologic slip.
0 Nels., is it your position that one cannot take

rate of slip and utili e some calculations ~o estimate the

maximum earthquake potential on the fault'P

10

A Yes.'nd I'e been doing work in that field in
recent years. I think there's much promise there.

17

18

20

21





B2 agbl
I4

Okay, how would you do it?

Nell, one way I have illustrated in the paper I
published several years ago. IC's called Determination of

Maximum Earthquake Magnitude, published in Ceophysical

Research Letters, June, 1976. h1ow I would not propose Co

gi

$ 0

$ 7

use this specific procedure here, I have add:tional data
I

's'ince the publication of this paper and Chere might be some

i
small changes in th'e way I would approach it4

i

But the. general, approach 1 might illustrate
II

would give a more conservative-estimate than what we arriv d

't. this morning. And Co explain this, I have to point. out'

that earthquakes don'C come in a single event and then
'.

nothing- else', you'a'n't-have a, magnitude 7.5 earthcy~ake on '

-'. a-'ault.and 'then just nothing eXse ever happens. Earthquakes

come in distribu ions and the statistical distributions are
* well known.,

Q 'et me. ask you about that, how do we. explain Chen

the seismicity in Che area of'he Big Bend, how do we.m~lain

''the'857.event Ch'ere which occurred with the raCe of seismi-

'.""city that,—Question: Hhat is,'he rate of seismicity'ince
C

the 1&57 event? 'hat. is the level of seismicity?

KR. NORTON: Excuse me, Chereare currently pending

three questions. -I'd like to back up to the first one which
'24

,, was—

MR PLZXSCHAKER: Strike it.





P ~ P

b2 NR. NORTON: No, I think if you ask him you
h

hazard the answer. The first one was how do you e-plain the

Big Bend, and I'd like to hear the answer to it.
NITHESS SMITH: The observed fact is that the

section of'he San Andreas Pault north of Los Angeles has

been.very-quiet since the beginning of seismic recording

8'n Southern Ca2.ifornia.

Z think —swll, I'm not sure hat, this requires

10

11

12

13'7

any explaruiion,. it', an observed'act.
)

P

PXt,'s also an observed- fact that it's a geologicall
'very'ctive fault. And this tells us that its seismic) history

P ~

. we'e seen in the last, half century in. that section of the
h

P

P

'San Andreas Pau3t:is not representative of what studies
h

stat'e.,over thousands of years, one would expect. I believe
P

, the data is totally consistent, with)the size di.stribution
earthquake; which is the point that I'm ~ing to bring up

now.
h

h

20

So, I" would agree with you, it's an area of
,'ow- seisinicity., And'.t: points to the fact that earthquakes

P PP)-

'" come in. irreghular, intervals and there are quiet times and

active Cimes. But the s9.ze distribution, I thinJc, holds up

24,
I

25 ',

fine for that. section

teere. are simply more
'h

if ~&ere aren't many.

-,'. There are

of the. fault as with any other,

small earthquakes than large ones, even

'h

roulgly every, increase by -- of'n
h

h

P

P'hah)P 'h +.H W )) P )Pe ~P HW .P '
'PP. >h P..., .'P „,. P..WA"
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agb3 earthquake magnitude by one magnitude unit or, rather, if

you decrease the earthquake magnitude by one unit.', say

-going Prom 7.5 to 6.5, you get roughly a tenfold increase

in the amount ox" activity.
How, what we have fox the section ef the San

Andreas you'e referring to is a few 4's and quite a few more

3 se

Are you sure about that?

A'epending upon how long a section you want, to take

from San Bernardino up through —if you'e talking about the

whole 1857 break, yes, I believe that's a fair statement.

It's not totally quiet, there hhve been some small earthquakes

here

l4 How about if we look at the Carrizo P3;airi?

l6
h

$ 7

f8

l9'0

Mell I don'5 have a seismicity map in fxont of me,

that has been —yes, there are a few earthquakes Mere,

certainly micro-earthquakes there.

The point is here I don't want, to draw'ny
'concl'usions. The conclusion that an area of low seismic.'city

i's therefore an area of lower earthquake xisk, I'e heard

22

that argument pres'ented in a number of East Coast regions,

and I'imply think that's not true. So I'm not making that
statement.

That,'s why we have relied so heavily upon the
~ geologic record, the history of the last half century is only
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agb4 meaningful if it's consistent with the geologic picture.

Nell I,was tryi.ng to get to the size distribution
thing here. I believe that's generally true irrespective

of"the rate of activ'ty. For every decrease in magnitude
t'

by one unit, ther'e's roughly a tenfold increase in the'rate

of activity.

10

So.i.f- we were talking about, integrated over time—

thi.s may not hold 'true for. a few, years or some period of
h-'ime»- but, averaged over long pericds of time, this must

be true.

'13

14

So if we were. talking about a 7.5 on the
fault,'hen

we would have to expect 10 6.5's on the average and.

'100 5'.5'"s and so forth, roughly speaking. I'm not very .

h

precise on that. Xt,'s accumulative distribution. It'
quoted in the number of earthquakes that exceed a certain

h

''magnitude but that's roughly the type of distribution one

has.

Qh.,h:.

21

' I'on„'t. remen&ex, the question.

A,' - This. was. an important prelude to my answe to
h

the question,'but. I can't recall preci.sely the question either.
Q, Ne were talking about the paper, where you

I
~'would use'—

A Yes.

* '' So what I did th9.'s morning was show you what
I

I

f.the consequences'in terms of slip would be for earthquakes
h n

I

]

QSP h t t +g V he4Q, ~'ga h~h ~ P WX ++&ah /hah. sh,, hih hhh h ~ <PbS» ~ + ghh A' Phh ho'+h h +PY'' .s4,, t hy",f . A > h r hh
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agb5 of magnitude 6.5 on the Hosgri.

Okay. Now, in fact, X have done in my paper

an integration, or a summing up of the effects of all the

eaithcpxakes smaller than 6.5 that woula necessarily be

called for, at. least, averaged over a long period of time.

So X think a proper way to use this kind of

statistics to develop a procedure to get the nmzimum

earthquake for a xegion would necessarily have to do this

f0

kind of integration or summing up, so that rather than

talking about just the effects of 6.5's, that. you look at the

e'ffects of all the other earthquakes that might come with it.
Xt turns out that the effect is small, but. significant as

f5

.,f6

most, of the effects are aue to the largest events.

MR; NORTON: Excuse me, may we have a definition
of "ocher a long p'eriod of timeP" Ãe've had geologists here

when they talk about, long periods of time, they'e talking
about long periods of time.

(Laughter.)

20

And X'm not sure that Dr. Smith i.s talking—
X'knew you used'he term this morning 17,000 yeaxs, and X'm .

not sure what he means by long period of time.

NXTNESS SMXTH: Long period of time means about

1,000 years, in my view.

end4ah
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IK. TOURTHLLOTTE: Xt sounds a lot like the lengt

o. time these hearings have been going on,
1

{Laughter)

HR. PLEXSCHMKR: There is a correlation between

the subject, geology, and &e questions.

BY HRe PIZXSCEAKER

I

f0'2,

-

17'8

19

Q 'He3.l, what I was asking you about was utilizing
a rite of slip figure and, coming out with a maximum magnitude.

And X, understood your answer to be that you had developed
4

a process by which a correlation or some equations by whi.ch

;-.you could do that.'s that correct?
I )

A...,:„(Witness, Smith). Yes ..

.," Q-,-'-,)';,;.Ifow have you used'hose equations in developing

.'your, testimony, h'ere''
»

Y

, A» Noo
»

»

Q. „'hy not?

,'A.,":.'He13.; frankly I) thought. that if I presented such', pr'ocedure. then I would have to defend every single aspect

of'he. assumptions that; went i'nto ito And considering the .

., contentions at issue, X didn't think that was necessary

My''task is to demonstrate that magnitude 7.5

earthquake is conservative. And I believe X have done that;

Xf I predict a 6.85 or. something as the ma..imum,

then I will have to defend the entire process whereby X'ot

4
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wb2 I think the process has promise, but I'm not

p'repared to'se it in this hear~go.

I just heard an aside: There is a difference

~ 4 between research in this area and hearing-type testimony.

I'm willing to publish this in the open scientific 1'terature

and get criticism on it.

Q liBxen did you publish
that2'une,

1976o

You said that, you would basically use that.

,~p~ procedure, but there have been some refinements 'to ito
Yes. There have been improvements in our

,~2 understanding of source parameters and in the relationship

I

between magnitude and moment, things like- that.

Also, I think an element missing in the paper

was the rate or™ activity I can only address the problem of

how large an earthquake could have occurred once. And I'm

t7 not sure that that's an appropr'ate way to proceed. I think

it, is perhaps too conservative.

2$

I think on the time scale of thousands of years
ht

that fault zones are characterized by a'aximum-magnitude.

But: I think the nm(imum magnitude probably occurs several
I

times, or repeatedly, rather than just onceo

Q. 'et me see if I understand this equation you"ve

developed and is. in this article that was printed in 1976,

That equation permits you to take a rate of slip
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and go to a maximum magnitude estimate; is that correct?

Teat's correct

Now you haven't used it in this proceeds?g because

you don'0 have confidence in"it>

No I explained why I hadn't used it.
Have you used it in any other proceeding at a112

No,

" Nell hav you taken any numbers,„ for example,
P

and tossed, them into your equation to see what. would come out

the other end?'

. F11 I thinlc. if you were to eview what my

13

1

17.:

, $ 8'e

response was to you. eaxUer as to why X didn t use itin this

testimony you wi11 see that I won'. respond. to that gvestion.

Q;;:-' Okay>. I-'ll. do that.
C

But you have confidence in your determination of
ll

recurrence in exvals for a 6 ' earthquakes is that correct?

A ' 'Por the Bosgri zone2

9 Correct

1P'

'2Q „

. A 'he confidence I, have in that 'recurrence interval
b

, comes from"the:nice- coincidence af "that number with the
l ~ EI I t% ~ lo ~

geologic record," Xf"someone gave me a 50-year'sample in an

area of low seismicity, no, I wouldn4t have confidenc in a

recurrence curve for that regiono Tne ezample of the San Andrea

north 'of Los Angeles that, uses it
me the statistics fox that region

is a good once XE one gave
4

and said, Do you believe in

w
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this recurrence intezva12 X would say No.

Mell let me ask you: Shy did you pick a 50-year

periods

That's all that's ava'lable.

T hat's all that's availab1e2
d

He11 basica11y when one works with an earthquake

9'30;.

catalogue yo'u nave to worzy about the uniformity of the

sample Thafurther back in time you go the more of the smaller
P

* 1

earthquakes that you miss. And if you want to establish a
*

Fstatistical distribution, yo'u have to make sure that you don'
'

have a biassed sample So X took some guidanc from a ,
I

detailed analysis of .this effect that was done by Trifunac

'to, demonstrate what. time intervals vere appropriate. Has the

')4,.
h

3-S!.

'3T-

.
'39-'

I

,20"-'

t+.3
(

2@,r.

, 11
'1

24;-
I

f;

25

. catalogue complete2 To what magnitude levels2 had,'enezally
4

~ speaking, Xm guided by those results which said that de in
F

the magnitudes X was using —X don', ~~call the number- right
4

- now —that'he'ample back to, the. early thirties was the most

appropriate one. P

Soma of the discussions at, the LCRS meetingS
d

where these. things were. brought. up, and some of the. comments
A

T
1

X. saw by Soli- r'and others afterwards, cle~~ly showed that

they misunderstood the effect of le"ving out, for example,

the 1927 earthquake from thi.s statistic. Because if they

look at, it carefu11y they'11 see the effect goes the wrong
l

ways that it's more conservative than or the purposes X was

k
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wb5 using it.
CouM you explain that2

X don't think so.
(Laughter�}

DH. MRTXN: You said fiftyyears of data. Which

6 fifty.years2

NXTNESS SIXTH: The most recent fifty. What

we'e dealing with—

DR, MARTXN: Xs that 1928 to 19782
4

TPXTNESS SHXTH: Xt's somewhat fussy in my mind.

12

X believe it begins in 1930.

DR, HARTXN: Then it can't be fiftyyears.

''1XTNESS SHXTH: X believe

about half a century," the idea being

cateloaue of earthcjxake occurrenc s of
8

~

very small, is oui.te complete. As Dr.

my testimony says

that right now our

all sizes, down to

Bolt. mentioned, that

18

20

has been changing with timeo And with more seismographs that

are installed, and the further back in time you go, .he higher

is the threshold of earthquake&at you can determine.

So if you go bac3c to 1920, for example, you'l
have an incomplete catalogue down to a certain level of magni-

3
end 4C

tude. Xn my judgment X was taking the most. appropriate statis-

tical sample for the purposes at hand.
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.2agbl BZ'R PL~ISCHAWR:

3

Q debat's the citation to the T.—.izunac pa~::-.r

where he indicat s the amount of time one "hould go bark in

order to obtain the most useful data hase for recurrence

in¹rval?
((fitness Smith) There was a great deal of work

dona on seimd.c risk analysi.s which I believe vill come up

in the next panel. And the report I'm referring to was

$ 0

one that was written hy Trifunac and submitted as a consultant

to the ACRS.

Trifunac and Anderson'

Yes, I believe that was the paper.

Q Let me try my cpxestion again:' asked you to

explain to me why it was more conservative and you said you

couldn', do that, Xs that because i.t's late in the day?

In parta

(The panel conferring.)

MR. PLEXSCHMFR: I would propose we adjourn

20

until tomorrow~ morning.

MR. NORTON: Xf the panel can answer the

question, I would rather that they answer it now.

MRS. BONKERS: Is t¹ panel ready co proceed?

WITNESS SMITH: Could we have a few minutes? I
think it would help.

MR. PLEXSCHAKER: . Why don't we adjourn?
/
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agb2 MR. NORTON: Excuse me, it's 4:35 again, and I
appreciate that it was our fault we had to leave yesterday

at 4:30 but we can t keep knocking off a ha2.i an .hoor e;-~ly

every day. It doesn't =ound like much, but you take that
over a thxee-week pexiod and you'e lost a day of hea-ings.

MRS. BOWERS: There's no point in starting,
'I

at S:30 ifwe quit at 4:30. The idea was to pick up a

half-hour.

ig

10

12

$ 3

17

20

MR. PLEXSCHAKER: I could hang in there.

MR. NORTON: Well, why don't we just k"nd of
take a break sitting here, and when they'e ready to go

we can proceed, if that's all right with everyone.

(Brief recess )

MR. NORTON: As far as the response to this
question goes, Dr. Smith tells me that to get a coherent

response, he says it's very complex and he would like to
look at those this evening. So if we could move on to some

other questions until 5:00 then he could have a response

prepared for that in the morning.

. MR. PLEXSCHAKER: Nell, we'e got 15 minutes,

does the Board want to go forward? I mean, I'd l.ike to
adjourn now. X've got moxe questions but I don't know if
it is going to make much sense to get halfway into something.

MRS. BOWERS: Well would you be begs".ing on a

new line of questions?
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NR. FLEISCHAKER: Yes, I'd be going i;;>to Dr.

Smith's testimony with respect to the other -- w"- just began

nurser one fault length and there ar~ three other '=hin„;.i.

MR~ 'MORTON: ?mrs. Bowers, you «'2 'vi'g 'on t want

to appear to be hard-nosed—
I

(Laughter. )

—I said that correctly.

Xf her. PTeischalcer wants to quit, are don'ave
any strong objections. You 1cnow, people get tired and if

10 he's starting a new line of questioning. I just don't "cant

to quit every day at 4:30, if we can avoid i". But, yov;.n'w,

I have no strong obje tion if we qui" a'- this t"vo.
13 HR FLEISCHAKER: Let me a. certain".14't is impossible at, this time for, Dr. Smit."".,

V
Ifor you to give me an adequate answer to the cnx;s=ion why

II

is it. conservatives

17 NXTNESS SAITH: Yes, because it requires yo m

18 understanding ox how it was used and conservat've in «hat

way.

20 ?1R 'PLEISCMKER: Okay.
'k

X'm going. on to another Tine of que .oning if
he can't answer that, and I think it doesn t Ã.'a1 ~i.uch 'Pen'~

to do that.

NR. NORTON: I don"t think you h ard a word I
II

)ust said, which is quite unusual.
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this afternoon is a full ."-.our hours ~~e<.ause s;.e s~a-,.Sec'i"

quarter 0o l:00.

(Whereupon, at: 4:45 p.m., the hearing in ~he

9

above-entitleQ mattex chas recesseQ, bv revow~ene ai. 8 ~ '0

a.m., the following Gay.)
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